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Abstract

Seyeral researchers have point,ed out the possible ecologicalthereapeuti.c sígnificance

of staËe dependent learning for

and

problems of

alcohol abuse and its Ëreatment. These speculations have been based

findíngs from

boËh anímal and human experimgnts

on

in whích relatively sinple

kinds of l-earning tasks, which lend thenselves to easy and accurate quan-

tffication

and experfutental

control,

have been employed. Horvever, since

there ís abundant evidence from this researêh that the presence or

of state

dependenË

effects often

depends on

absence

the specific kÍnd of learníng

task used, the exËernal validity of these fíndíngs for practical concerns
about

faÍlures of therapeut.ic gains

acqui:red while sober

to transfer

effecËively to later occasions involving alcohol constrmption can
seríously questioned. It
determi-ne the

seemed reasonable

that, in order to

be

more

validly

practícal significance of state dependent learning for

therapeutic efforts, a first step would be to exemine kínds of learníng
experÍences which more closely approxímat,e those characteristícs of

exisËing forms of treatmenË.
The present study rras conducted

to determíne if state dependent

learning could be demonstrated for information acquíred through exposure

to realistic, filmed material of the varíety
to prevent alcohol

abuse and

used by programs designed

its consequences. Nonalcoholic, socj.al

drinkers lrere sholdn ttro educational fílns, an al-coholísm fil-n and a

control film unrelated
r¡rere

Ëo

alcohol abuse whíle intoxícated or sober

and

tested for recall of sampled information from Èhe films both

f-nrnediately

after

and agaín tÍrenty-four hours l-ater under

either sÍmÍlar

)

or alternate staËe conditions.

I¡n¡rediate and delayed

recall of factual

films !ùas assessed by questionnaÍres using a fi1lfn-the-blank format with delayed recall being measured by both an alternate
infor:nration from the

for:r and a test-ret,esÈ nethod. Later recall of judgment ratings nade by
the Ss Í-mnediately after the films about their subjectíve reactions to
the material presented was also evaluated. Self-report data on the drinking

habits and varLous alcohol--related expêriences of the Ss were also collected
and å.n aËtehpt was made
measures and

recall

to determine possibl-e reletíonships

beüween these

performance under alternate staÈe conditions.

results pertaíníng to learning and recall- of factual ínformation
from the films indícated that (1) nil-d to moderate degrees of alcohol
The

intoxication had no sígnífícant effect on the

amount

of

sampled ínfornation

acquired through exposure to eiEher of the fil-ns, (2) evidence of state
dependenÈ

learning was found on the test-retest method of delayed recall

assessment

but not on the alternate form method for the alcohol-ism fi1m,

and on the alternate form measure but not on the

test-retest

measure

the control filn, and (3) no signÍficant differences were found

for

between

the 1lght and heavy drinkers on measures of origínal learning or later

recall under alÈernate state condltions.

Evídence

of staÈe dependent

learnlng was also found for later recal-l of judgnents made about subjective
reactÍons to the filrns. Howgyer, ín this case, state dependent, effects
were found

to be simil-ar for both fí1¡ns

and also a function

of previous

drinking experience whereby the ltght drinkers were signiflcantly nore
impafred

state.

in their recall attenpts than the

And

lastly, self-report

heavy drfnkers by changes in

data about the frequency

of

experfenced state

dependent-like memory phenomena associated with prevlous occasions of

:.::::::-:t:.¡:.

:J.-ì;1_:.'::l

alcohol intoxication were not found to be good predictors of recall
performance under alternate
The irnplications
problems

state conditions in the drínkíng experÍment.

of these findíngs for

of effective t,ransfer arising from staËe specificiËy

díscussed and

it

was concluded

experiences more akin Ëo those

is

needed

to provide defínitive

that future research
for

were

employing learning

¡shich predictions are being attempÈed

ansrrers

to

questíons about the ecological signíficance

learning

therapeuËíe concerns about

sorne

of

of these practical

human sËat.e dependent

,..r_.__:j.-<.'-'-.-::,::..;::.:'..:::
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The terms rstate dependentr and rdissociatedt learning have been
used

to describe an intriguing

and hu¡nan studies

phenomenon

reported in numerous aninal

investigating the effects of various pharnacological

agents on Learning and menory.

In addition to

expected

deficits arising

fron specific drug eff,ects on the perfornance of a learned response, a
change ín rstater has often been reported to have produced a substantial
perfornance decrement as

conditions

seem

well.

Beihaviors acquired under drugged

to be best elicited at later ti¡nes while sinilarly

drugged, and often either

paftially or totally fail to transfer to

state. Conversely, behaviors acquired under nondrugged
conditions often fail to transfer to the drugged state. In short,

the

nondrugged

these

observations suggest that the performance of a learned response is

at least in part, on the presence of a sinilar state,
defined either in behavioral, pharmacological or biochemical terms,
to that which was present during the acquisition of that response.
During its forty year history of experinental investigation, the
phenomenon of state dependent learning has attracted an ever-increasing
number of investigators fron nany diverse fields for nany different
reasons. For instance, psychophar¡nacologists, who initially considered
dependent,

dissociated learning to be a nuisance variabte which needed to

be

controlled for in investigating behavioral effects of drugs, currently
enploy the phenomenon as a

criterion for drug classifícation. Physiol.ogical

psychologists have viewed state dependent learning as a possible

of uncovering neuroche¡nical

nechanis¡ns

of nemory. ClassicaL

means

and operant

conditioning researchers have been attracted to the possíbility of
use

to investigate conditioning

based on internal.

stinuli.

its

Cognitive

theorists have attenpted to use the phenomenon to investigate

hunan memory

:

.'.:.'..'..:

:

:
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processes and develop information processing nodels

of memory. And

applied psychologists have been concerned by the pracÈícal implications
of dissociation for drug abuse and therapies. As a .ronsequence, there

is at present not

but several rather distÍncÈ lines of research
ínterest which have evolved in this rapidly growing field of invesËigation.
one

of the Present review wíll necessarily be restrícted with
a primary focus on publíshed investigations of alcohol state dependent
learning Ín man. However, because of the similarity and repetiÈive nature
The scope

of

many

of the current issues

and themes prevalenË

ín this

body

of

research

to those present ín the field as a whole, this revíer¡¡ will be preceded
by (1) a survey of the historical highlights of current inÈeresÈ in
dissociat,ed learning, and (2) an overvíew

of

some

of the major trends,

issues and fíndings apparent in comtemporary research.

Historical

Background

of

Research on

state Dependent Learní

The formal beginning

of research on drug-induced, state dependent
learning is usually ascribed to Girden and cullerrs (1937) investígatíons
of the effects of eurare on conditioned 1-eg fJ-exion in dogs. Basicalry,
they found that (1) curare did not inpede the raÈe of development of
the conditioned response Ëo the sound of a be1l, (2) the condítíoned
resPonse established under curare vanished on reEurn

to the normal state

after re-curarization, (3) a condítioned response
esÈablished in the normal state disappeared while under curare and
and reappeared only

reaPpeared

only after return to normal, and (4) two, distincË conditioned

responses could be established

to the same stimulus,

one under curare

ín the normal state, in the same aniual, and that Èheir
subsequent elicitation depended upon reinstating the drug conditions
and the other

present at tíme of their acquísition. They eoined the term tdíssociation

6

of learning' to describe this

absence

of transfer of training

between

the curare and normal sÈat.es. These inítial findings r,¡ere subsequently
replicaÈed and exÈended by other studies in which dissociatíon
observed

with curare

was

and other drugs, which also produce muscular paralysis,

using other animal species and other classícally conditioned responses

(e.g., Girden,
The

1942a', Girden, L942b; Girden, L942c).

next índependenü report of state dependent learnf-ng was published

by Conger (1951). In an attempt to further investigate the observaÈions

of

Masserman and Yum (1946)

in cats, he successfully

on the effect,s of alcohol- on neuroÈic behavior

demonstrated

al-cohol on an approach-avoidance
Conger found

the rdisinhibitingt properÈíes of

conflict ín rats. In a second

that alcohol selectively

experimenË,

reduced the avoidance tendency, but

not the approach tendency of rats in r¿hich a sinple

approach-avoidance

conflicÈ had been established under sober conditions.

Once having established

that the disinhibiting effects of alcohol on conflict behavior resulted
from the producËÍon of a decrease in the avoidance response motivated by

fear, he atÈempted to determine the basÍs of this effecË.

He reasoned

that in additíon to the obvious interpretaÈion that alcohol was having a
specifíc effect on some underlying fear mechanism, his results night
sirnply have been produced by a change

ín the animal-r s stimulus síËuation

resulËíng from inebríat,ion by introducíng a varieËy of novel sensatíons

(tingling, staggering, etc.). His colleagues, Miller
had demonstrated

narrohr, black

and

Kraeling

(1952)

that an approach-avoidance conflicÈ, established in

alley,

coul-d be

a

effectively el-iminated by a shift in locale

to a wíde, white alley (stínulus generaLization decremenÈ).

And a second

study by Murray and Miller (l-952) had shown that this stimulus change

7

effecË was much greater in reducing avoídance responses motivated by

fear than approach responses motivated by hunger. To investigate this
possibility'

Conger ran a final experiment to determine if aninals could

esÈablish a reliabLe discrimination based solely on the presence or
absence of intoxícation.

One group

of animals rras trained to run

down

an alley to a goal box for food after an injection of alcohol, but to

avoid elecËríc shock ín the same goal box after an injection of waÈer.
A second grouP was trained Ín the reverse order to avoid after alcohol
and approach after rñrater. He found that boËh $roúps weré able to learn

the discrimination task, and that the first

group acquired it more rapidJ-y

than the second group. Conger int.erpreted these fíndings as support for
both hypotheses. He concluded thaÈ since both groups learned the

díscrimination, alcohol must have changed the sËi.mulus sit-uation for the
rat, but that, ín addítíon the group which was favored by any fear-reducing
effects of alcohol did in fact learn the discrinination more rapidly.
NeaJ-

MílJ-er' in a series of review articles on psychopharmacological

studies of the motivational effects of drugs (Miller, L957; Miller
Barry, 1960; Miller'

and

1961) emphasized the need Ëo conËrol for drug-índuced

stímulus change in future investígations as highlíghted by congerfs

findings.

As a method of control, he reco¡rmended the use of a 2 x

factorial design as diagramured below.
Testing State
Drug

No Drug

o
+J
(ú
+J

(n

ò0
d.

'rl
(xt
¡r

H

Drug

D-D

D-N

No Drug

N-D

N-N

2

Procedurally, half the subjects receive initial

training when drugged

and

the other half when not drugged. Then each of these two groups is spl-it
into

trrTo

halves, one of which is tested for the learned response when

drugged and the other when not drugged. In Èhis desÍgn, four treatment

groups are required. CompuËationally, comparison of the row

sums

(n-O + D-N to N-D + N-N) índicates the effects on test performance of

havÍng had the drug during previous training, comparison of the column
sums (O-O + N-D to D-N + N-N) indícates the effecÈs on test performance of

having the drug during testing, and comparíson of the diagonal

sums

(D-D + N-N to D-N + N-D) indícates the effects on test performance of

having changed the drug state from training to testing (i.e.,

the trainíng

state by testing state interaction).
Most of the studíes ínvestigating drug effecÈs on learned behavíor,

at that time, typícally had enployed a design where animals r.rere fÍrst
trained under no drug conditions and drug effects \,rere then evaluated by
comparing subsequenË performance of half the animals under drug conditons

to Èhe remainder under no drug condítíons (i.e.,

comparison on test performance

of groups N-D to N-N). Miller pointed ouË thaË any existing differences
in t,est perfornance rnight be the result of eÍther the action of specific
drug effects on performance, or the more índirect effects of drug-índuced,

stimulus change, or both. Miller argued that by including the remaining

t$ro

groups (D-D and D-N) to balance the design, these two possible sources of
performance differences could be independently evaluated.
Grossman and

Miller (1961) reported the firsÈ study to use this

completely balanced desÍgn in evaluating the fear-redueing effecÈs of
alcohol- and chlorpromazine on an approach-avoidance conflict in rats.

All

i'.,:.:.jl

Èhe animals received

Then

half of

prelirninary approach trainíng under no drug conditions.

them received avoidance

trainíng under drug conditions, while

the other half received sinilar trainíng under no drug conditions.
tvro groups l^rere then halved again,

with

each

These

half receiving tesË trials

either drug or no drug conditions. Their analysis of the test perforrnance
daËa, which hras a measure of approach tendency, indicated (1) no effect of
under

having had the drugs during avoidance traÍning (n-n + D-N = N-D + N-N),

(2) a signifícant effect of having had Ëhe drugs during resring (D-D +
> D-N + N-N), and (3) no effect of having changed the drug state from

training to testing

(D-D + N-N = D-N +

N-D).

They concl-uded

N-D

that the fear-

reducing effects of al-cohol and chlorpromazine on conflict behavior were the

result of

Èhe

specific drug actíons on the avoidance response rather

than

the effects of stimulus change, as ínferred from their finding that the

changes

in drug conditions from training to testing did not affect test performance.
In contrast to Grossman and Mil-lerrs (1961) findings, however, Ëwo subin which convincing deuronstrations of state
dependent learning were obtained. oËís (1964) in a study investigating
sequent studies rlrere rePorted

the effects of chlorpromazíne on the performance of an active avoidance,
pole junping response in rats reported that in additíon to a retarding effect

of the drug on response acquisitÍ-orl, a sígnÍficant st,ate change effect

r¿as

observed. Rats which were trained under the influence of chlorpromazine

and

tested under saline and Ëhose whích ïrere trained under saline and tested
under chlorpromazine showed less recovery
animals whích receíved onLy sal-ine,
and

testing. rn

oËher word.s,

of the

avoidance response than

or only chlorpromazine during trainÍng

the state change groups (N-D and D-N)

less recovery of original learning than dÍd

Ëhe same

state groups

showed

::: :-l ;'::i.ì':r-':i "ri'.-:',
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(O-D and N-N) which
change

is indicative of state dependent, learning (state

effects) as defined by Millerrs

design.

The second convincing demonsËration

was reporÈed by Overton (1964)

extend some

of state

dependenË learníng

in a series of experiuents desÍgned to

of Gírden and Cullerfs (L937) observatíons.

Overton sought

to determine (1) if a centrally acting drug (pentobarbital) ín
to

Èhose

conËrast

previously investigated which had'strong perípheral actions (curare,

etc.) rnight also produce dissociaÈed learnihg, and (2) if operant responses
r^rere

also subject to state dependent effects as classically conditione<i

had been shown

to

escape

to

to be. In the fÍrst

one side

of a

T-maze

experimenË, he found

ones

that rats trained

while in one state, as induced

by

pentabarbital or salíne injections, responded randomly r,¡hen tested in the
alt.ernative state. Other animals given discrirnination trainíng based on
drug sÈate (pentobarbiËal, Ëurn left; saline, turn righÈ) when tested aIÈernaËively ín either sÈate gave responses appropríate to their exísting state.

In a second study, r4t.s r^rere trained
retrained to the

same

Èo one side

while in one state,

Ëhen

side while in the alternate staËe. ReÈraining took

as long as origínal training which indicated that no transfer of traíning
had occurred between

the thro sÈates. A third experÍment

showed

that

opposite response tendencies could be established in the same animal
concurrently by alternaËing traíning tri-als in the tqro states. Rate of

acquisition for learníng opposit,e responses ín alternate staËes $Ias identical

to thaË of animals learning a single
that

response

in eÍÈher state indicating

Lhere'was no interference generated by l-earníng antagonisÈÍc

responses simultaneously
demonstrated
dosage

size.

that the
And

in different staËes. A fourth

amount

of díssociation

a fifËh experiment

experiment

observed r^ras a function of

compared

the effectiveness of the

.

.':

l:i
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presen'ce and absence

of drug state in controlling differentíal

responses

to that of varíous exterocepÈive stinuli (mulÈÍple sEimuli-visual,
auditory and tactíle; single stimulus-visual), interoceptive s¡inuli
(peripherally acting drugs--gallanine and ÈeÈfaethylanmoníum), and drive
sÈates (food and r¿ater
respond

deprivation). Pentobarbítal

control sígnificantly faster

Èhan any

was found

to establish

other condítion ¡¿hieh ímplied

that dissociation could not be accounted for by perípherally induced, stimulus
change, and seemed

to

be more

likely the resulË of drug-índuced alterations

of, the central nervous syst,em itself.

In

sum, Overtonrs experiments

clearly

demonstrated

that (1) centrally

acting drugs can produce dissociaËed learning of operant responses, (2)

centrally acting drugs can acquire díscriminative

conÈrol- over operant.

responses, (3) drug-induced performance.decrements can
change

rather

Èhan

(4) díssociatíon
suggested.

result from state

specifíc drug actions on performance variables,

may

and

not be the product of perÍpheral stimulus change as

by others (Conger, 195L; Miller, l-960; OËis, Lg64) but may reflect

some unknown

action of

Èhe drug

in temporarily a1-tering the function of

the

ceritral nervous system. By and Iarge, Overtonrs convincing demonstrations

of state dependent learning, along with Èhat of Otis (1964),

have been

responsíble for renewed inÈerest in dissocíatíon and have resulted Ín its
general acceptance as a bone fide phenomenon of unknoum origin.
Overvier¿

of

Contemporary Resqarch on State Dependent,,Leârning

During Ëhe last fífteen years, a host of studíes investigating druginduced state dependent learnÍng both

in

man have been

reported.

in a variety of animal species

An exhaustive review

and

of the liÈerature will

be attempted, The Last atÈempt was made by OverËon (1968). More recent

noÈ

L2

reviel¡Is have been selecti-ve, reflecÈing Ëhe sheer number of publ-ished
reporËs as
apParent

well as a growing

tendency tor{ard specialízaÈion

of interest

in current research. Accordíngly, an attempt v¡ill be made to

describe broadly some of the najor Ërends, issues and findings which have
emerged

to date. For convenience, animal- and human research will

consídered separately. Thís general overview

of

be

contemporary research

wíll then be followed by a more detailed díscussion of existing studies
on alcohol stat.e dependent learning

in

man

which ís the area of immedíate

ínÈerest for the present ínvesËigaËíon.
AnÍmal Research

Basically,

tr,Io

rather distinct línes of research with animals

evolved since OverËonts (1964) demonsÈratÍons
Overton (L972) has

classified

have

of staËe dependent learning.

Ëhese tvro research

strategies as rdrug

discriminaËiont procedures and f t.ransferf procedures.

In the drug discrimination approach, animals typically are trained
to perform a discríminative response based on the pïesence or

absence

of

a

particular drug. Acquísition t,rial-s are alternated in which the animal ís
reinforced for inaking one response whíle drugged and an opposite

response

while noÈ drugged. Dissociatíon is índírectly reflected by the rate of
acquisiÈion of the ant.agonistic response. Rapid acquísiÈion ímplíes greaËer

dissociation of learning than slor¿er acquisition because the antagonistic
response required

of the other
Ërained

in

one staÈe produces less interference

response

to perform

overton, L966).

wíth the acquisitíon

in the alternate state than is the case for

boüh responses

in the

same

animals

state (e.9., Overton,

L964;

.-. '-.:..: - -.. tt- .: -:. . ..
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These drug

discrimination studíes have focused mostly on evaluat.ing

the effects of various drug parameÈers on speed of acquiring discriminative
resPonse conËrol wiÈh a varieÈy

rather consist,ent findings.
discrinínatíve

of infra-human species, and have yielded

Some

of these are: (1) aninals can learn

resPonse based on the presence

(2) these discríninaËions are acquired

rnore

a

or absence of various drugs,

rapidly with high drug dosages

than h7íth lo\,J dosages, (3) díscrininations can be aiso established using
Ëwo dosages

between

more

of the same drug, (4) aninals

can also learn

different drug types, (5) drug discriminations

tapidly than most setrsory discriminaÈíons, (6)

to díscriminate

can be established

onl-y

centrally active

reliable dlscriminative control while drugs which act outside
the central nervous system only do not, and (7) although mosÈ of the drugs couuronly

drugs produce

abused by humans are

also capable of producing díscrimÍnative control ín

animals' there seems to be no sígnificant relationship between addiction risk

of a particular drug and the ease with r¿hich it develops discrininaËive control.
Detailed reviews of these and other research findings can be found in Barry
(L974), Ho and Chute (1978), OverËon (1963) and Overr.on (1972)
Transfer procedures, on the other hand, at,tempt, Ëo evaluate sËate
dependent learníng more
resPonses

direcËly by assessing the degree

Ëo which conditíoned

fail to'transfer from a drug-induced state to the normal state,

and

více versa. In other words, dissociated learning is reflecÈed by observed
performance decrements

than by a lack

antagonístic

of a l-earned response in the alternate state, rather

of l-nterference of prevíous learning with acquisition of
response

in the other state.

most connonly used Ëo determine

an

The experimental paradign

thís lack of transfer or dissociated

ís the 2 x 2 factorj-al design as advocated by Mill_er (1957).

l-earning

:ì:.a r:.1.t i..:i',r.
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Generall-y, transfer studies have been much less

findings than those enploying

Èhe drug díscriminaÈion

consequence, they have been subjected

methodological scrutíny

indicate that state

strategy. As a

to consíderable coriceptual

and

in recent years. Basically, the transfer studies

dependenË

found using a variety

reliable in their

learning can usually but not always

be

of drugs similar to those found effecÈíve in

the

drug discrimÍnaÈlon studies for some but not all learníng tasks, in

a

variety of animal species (see Overton, 1968; Overton, L972). Several

of the earlier invesËigations using the transfer paradign

and the

same

drugs yielded contradictory findings rvhen different, learning Èasks were
ernployed

(e.g.,

Grossnan and

Míller,

1961 versus Otis

,

L964 and Crow, 1966).

to clarify the source of these inconsísLencies
by examining varíous task demandíng response Parameters to determine just
Subsequent sËudies attempÈed

which behaviors dissociate and why (Bindra, Nyman and

l{ise, 1965; Bindra and

Reichert, Lg66; Bindra and Reichert,, L967; Holloway, L972;

ilol1-oway and

ÍJansley, Lg!4).. Unfortunately, several independent studies have reporÈed

findings which conflict wiËh theír results and inËerpretations (see BIíss'

L974). Consequently, iÈ is apparent Èhat task dífferences play an irnportant
role in Ëhe production of state dependenË learning but the reasons for this
effect

remaín elusive.

In addition to this difficulty in consístently obtaíning state dependent
effecÈs, several sËudies have also reported conflicting findings

about.

the nature of the dissociative effects observed. A number of invesËigaËors
have reported thaÈ

training had failed to effecÈively transfer,

and was

dissocíated ín the direcËion of drugged to normal condítions, but not from
normal

to

drugged sÈates

(e.8:, Berger and Stein, Lg6gi Crow, Lg66).

OËher

studies have reported substanËial and símilar amounts of transfer failure

t.l; ,r¡-ji":.
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in both directions (e.g., Bindra

eÈ

al., 1965; Overton, L964).

(1968) suggesÈed thaË the former group

of findings exhíbit

Overton

fas¡rmmetrícal'

dissociaËion (i.e., D-S < D-D and S-D = S-S) and the latter results
índicate rsymmetrícalr díssociation (í.e., D-S < D-D and S-D < S-S).

Agaín, the

mechamisms by whích

these tr,ro types of díssociation occur

remain unknor¿n. However, Overton (1g74) has suggested

that

tas¡rrnneÈrical

díssociaÈion may in fact be an artifact of experimental design resulting
from the confounding of staÈe change effects with other <lrug effects'

by illustrating that this Pattern of results night also be produced by
the corrbinaÈÍon of Ëhree different drug effects, namely

memory consolid-

ation deficiÈs, sÈate dependent learning, and performance facilitation.
Concerns abouÈ

this

and other problems

from design liuriËations inherent

in the 2 x 2 transfer paradigu

recenÈl-y been raised and presenËly remaÍn

argued

of interpretation resulting
have

unsolved. OverÈon (1974)

that, if a particular drug produces sÍgnificant, cognitive

has

and

behavioral effects other than state dependent learning, then the observ-

ation that
the

same

Èhe change

state groups were inferior on Èest perfornance to

state groups is not necessarily a val-id indicator of state

learning. In support of hís argument, he illusËrated how a
variety of possíb1e drug effecÈs (perforrnance ímpairment or facilitation
during training and/or Èesting; nonspecifÍc retríeval impaÍrment during
dependent

testíng;

memory

consolidation deficít,s duríng trainíng; reducËion of

novelty responses during training and/or tesÈing; behavforal- Èolerance

to the drug duríng traíning and/or testlng; pharmacological tolerance Èo
the drug during Èraining and/or testing) can be combined Èo mimic the
patterns of test performance which have typically been inÈerpreted

as

reflecting either s1niltretrtcal or asymmetrical staLe dependent learning.

t
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Sínce Ëhe 2
evaluaÈion

x 2 design does not. provide suffícienË data to allow an

of these other possible drug effects

their interactions,

and

overton concluded that the 2 x 2 design is íncapable of definitívely
demonstraÈÍng

state dependent learníng.

Although Overton acknowledged

that there ís no ideal

remedy t,o

this problen, hô has provided some practical advice for itnproving the
basic design. First, he recommended that all available information

on

original traíning should be reported in addition to testíng data in
order to evaluaÈe possible drug effecËs on learníng and to esÈablísh if
Èhere are acquisition differences among the groups which

night affect

demonstrated perfonnance during tesËíng over and above any

or

oËher drug

state

change

effects during testing (i.e., a subject rnight perform

poorly because he had learned less rather than because of the staËe
change

condition). Secondly, he referred

of varíance of test

performance data

comparísonsrwhich comrrare various

for several possible drug effects
deffcíts,

performance

facilitation,

is

Èo Èhe

fact

ËhaË an

ofËen superior

pairs of group
(memory

analysis

to sinple effect

means,

since it controls

consolidation deficits, performance

and nonspecific

retrieval deficits)

but not others (reduction of novelty responses, behavioral tolerance,
pharmacological Èolerance) by separately evaluating the effects

of

drugs

during Èraining, during testing and the effects of state change on test
performance. And finally he advised that a logícal pattern analysis of
both acquÍsítion and testing data acknor,¡ledging the possibílity of other
drug effects and attempt,ing to determíne Ëheir significance is superior

to blíndly applied, statistical tests.
It is diffl-cult to evaluate the gravlÈy of, Overton's
their implícations for assessing the valídity of

Èhe

concerns and

existing research

:::.:::r:::a]_
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which has employed the transfer strategy, although it must be conceded

that his concePtual arguments are quite compelling. I^Ihat seems to be
needed are convincing demonstrations that some of these combinations
of
drug effects which ¡¿ould resulË in such inÈerpretive pitfalls
:

... :.::':l

actually

do occur. 0n1y one such study has been reported. Detrtsch and Rorl
(1973) in an investigation of Èhe effects of alcohol on Èhe performance

of a discriminative escape response in rats, found that aninals whích had
rêceived Ëraíning while Íntoxicated and then tested for perforuance r,¡hile
sober performed more poorry than any of the other groups comprising the

transfer design. This pattern of results is typically interpreted as
indicating asytrmetrical di.ssociation. However, furt.her analysis of theÍr
findings indicated that their results could be more sÍrnply accounËed for
by the effects of alcohol in ínterfering with origínal learning and
facilítaËing performance during testing.

They concluded that the combined

action of these effects had mímicked asynnetrícal díssociatíon. However,
ít ís inËeresting Èo note that the applicatíon of an analysis of variance
in which the interaction term is used as the index of dissociation,
rather than the simple effect comparisons employed by Deutsch and Ro11
(I973) and others to ascertain directíonality of state change effects,
would not have warranted an interpreÈatíon of state dependent learning

in this case. Their findings do seem to suggest that aËtempÈs to determine
the dírectionality of state change effects by simple effect conparísons
of data generated by the transfer paradígm can be thrvarted by other
drug effects as overtonrs (1974) analysÍs suggesËs. They also highlíght
the need Èo report. acquisition data as well as performance data.

rn addition to this need for further supporting evidence to
confirm these concerns iË seems likely that the various drug effecËs
which uright combine to mimic sÈate dependent learni.ng may or may not

be particularly importanË fact.ors for different learníng tasks

and

their required response patt,erns, overton (L974) poínted out that
choice tasks requiríng a discriminative response appear to be less

susceptible to some of these possible drug effect,s than are the
tgo/no-gor variety of tasks. Also, speeded tasks or tasks where
performance speed

is

used as the dependent variabl-e are probably more

vulnerable to drug effects such as performance ímpairmenÈ or facilita-

tion (Zeníck

and Greene,

1978). consequently, overtonf s (L974) advíce

about considering which drug effects may be operative

ín the particular

task to be used and, if possible, attemptíng to appraise their rela¡ive

effects

seems

to

have

merit. This type of logical analysis

particularly salienË for

human

seems

invesËigations in r¿hich some of these

possíble drug effects, such as performance impairment, performance

facilitation, reduction of novelty responses,

and drug tolerance in

frequently used agents, f.ilreJ-y play mínor roles in the types of
tasks usually

ernployed

rr ís dífficult to evaluate and compare Èhe utilíÈy of the

tr¿o

research strategíes which have developed to invesËigate state dependent.

learníng because of their differences ín areas of inËerest. The drug
discri¡nination strategy has been employed mostly to ínvestigate the

effects of drug parameters on the establÍshmenË of discrininative
response control

to provlde an empirícal basis for drug classifícation

whíle the transfer strategy has been used chiefl-y t,o study task variables

li,:i:i-..;:,- :.i-:,:'
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to deËermine which kinds of learned responses are susceptible to
dissociation with an implicit goal of prediction t-o human circumstances.
Obviously both have been productive. The drug discriminat.ion strategy
has provÍded very consístent findings and the transfer strategy has
produced a weaLth of unexpected findings and quesLions as r¿el1 as

ínventive studies which unfortunately have been unable to províde

many

conclusíve ansl¡Iers at present. Certain, advocates of the drug discrimin-

atiorr paradigm have suggested that sincê both procedures presumably
reflect the

same

underlying mechanisms which govern state dependent

learning, only the more reliable meËhodology should be retained (e.g.,
Overton, I974; Schuster and Balster, L977). Others,however, remain
unconvínced and consíder the two strategíes as investÍgaÈing separate

processes (e.g., Barry, L974; Chute, 1978)
A major problem in resolving this issue stems from the lack of

a generally accepted theoretical model from which to decide. This is
not to say that Ëheories have not been constrlrcted to account for
dependent learning.

On

st,at.e

the conÈrary, a host of models, hypotheses

and

speculations have been proposed during its history of experimental

investigatíon (see Overton, Lg78). Probably the foremost explanation
which is based on and appears largely consistent wíÈh the drug díscrimin-

atíon fíndings, is the drug-stimulus hypothesís which proposes that drugs
induce dissociated behaviors because they produce internal cues whích
lìi

are used by the animal as conditional stinuli and are necessary for
the productíon of Èhe learned resporise with which they häve become
assocíated. Unfortunately, attempts to specify and confírm which internal
stírnuli are drug-produced have been unsuccessful (Bliss, Lg74; Overton, 1968).
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other explanations have proposed a variety of possible neurological,
perceptual and cognitive mechanisms which.are temporari"ly altered by
drugs to ac.count for the performance decremenÈs produced by state change.
Many

of these models have been proposed and subsequently modified or

abandoned

in attempÈs to

most of these 'alterationr

accommodate

novel findíngs.

unfortunately,

models have been Ëoo vague to allow empÍrical

evaluation. It is generally acknowledged that none of the exísting theorÍ.es
of state dependent learning are able to consistently and convincingly
account for all of the reported findings to date (Bliss, Lg74; chute,

L97B1'

overton, 1968; overton, Lg78). rn concluding his exhaustive review of
existing theories,Overton (1978) poi-nted out that the vast majority of
studies on state dependent learning have been non-theoretical Ín nature
and as a result consiclerable advances have been made in understanding

the phenomenology of dissociation with appallingry little

progress in

determining its cause.
Human Research

Investi.gations of human state dependent learning produced by drugs
have been less numerous Ëhan animal studies probably because of the

ethical and procedural restri-ctions inherent in adminístering drugs
to

human

subjects. Almost all of the studies reported to date

employed the transfer strategy.

have

In spíte of encouragements to utilize

alternat.ive methodologies and the recent concerns about tne validity
of tlris approach (Overton, L972; Overton,

Lg74), human researchers

have been reluctanË to employ the drug discrimínation straËegy as an

alternative"
attit.ude.

There appears to be at least three major reasons for this

First, drug discrimination procedures necessitate multiple

trials of repeated drug administration r¿hich is ímpractical r¿ith

human
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subjects. secondly, drug discriminations are typicall_y establ_ished
gradually over consecutíve trials and there is evidence that rnultiple.
trainÍng Èria1s can eliminate state dependent learning in humans, which
suggests thaË t.he underlying processes may be different

(weingartner,

1978). Thirdly, the transfer design seems to be more anarogous Eo
practical situations Ín which stat,e dependent learni_ng níght be of
Ímportance (drug-related âmnesias, etc.).

Typicallyn subjects are asked to learn a variety of different
kinds of material, usually verbal in nature, while either intoxicaËed
or sober, and are later tested on some type of retention task in ei-ther
an intoxicated or sober state. As in the animal transfer studies, sËate
learning is usually determined by comparing the change of sEate
groups to the same state controls on measures of retention either by
dependenË

means

of an analysis of variance (interacti.on term) or simple effect

comparisons

(D-D to D-S, and S-S to S-D) to determine the

directionalíÈy of dissocíative effects, or both. Implicit in this research
is the assumption thaË since confoundíng performance variables can be
greatly reduced Ín comparison to animal studies, the effects of drugs
learning and memory can be more dírectly examined.
Human

on

state dependent learning has been demonstrated with six drug

types, namely amphetamines (Bustarnarite, Rosello, Jordan, pradere and
rnsua, 1968)' barbituaÈes (Bustamante, Jordan, vila, Gonzalez and
rnsua, L970), physastigmine (hreingartner and Murphy, rg77), sodium amytal
(Ley, Jain, swenson, Eaves, Bradshaw, Kincey, crowder and Abbiss, Lg72),
maríjuana (Darley, Tinklenberg, Roth and Atkinson, T974; Eich, üleingartner,

stillman and Gíllin,

L975; Hill,

schwin, powell and Goodwin, L973:

Rickles, cohen, ïühítaker and Mcrntyre, r974; stillman, Weingartner,
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llyaÈt, Glllin and Eich, L974), and alcohol (to be revíewed later).
The basic manipulation has been Èhe sequentÍal adninístration of one

of these drugs and

some

placebo. Parametríc investigations of different

drugs or different dosages of the same drug have not been reported.
Most of Èhe human studies have yíelded observations of part.ial,
sÈate change retention deficíts wíth moderate drug dosages. However,

different tasks have produced different results, sometimes yielding
slmmetrícal, asyurmetrical and nonsígnificant findings.
studies which

"mp.l-oy

Like Ëhe animal

the transfer strategy, failures to demonstiate state

dependent effect.s and replicaËe prevíous findings have also beereneounËeredn

parËicularly with alcohol which has been the drug most

intensively studied. Only those investigations of

human sËate dependent

learning which have used alcohol to produce state change conditions will
be consictered in detaíl in the present revier¿. DetaíIed revietrs of
sËudies employing oËher drugs can be found ín Eich (L977) and l{eingartner
(1e78).

Ilistorically, ínvestigations of sÈate dependent learning in
began

in the rnid-1960fs mostly as the result of speculations

man

made on the

basís of recenË findings of anímal studíes. Several i-nvestigaÈors

the possible significance of state

dependenÈ

suggest.ed

learníng for drug-related

therapies and phenomena of drug abuse in humans. For ínstance, both

Oris (1964)

and

Míller

(1-966) warned

of possible diffículties for

psyehotherapautic undertakings, conduct,ed simultaneously

ístration of psychoactive

drugs, whích uright

with the adnin-

result from a lack of

effective transfer of therapeuËíc gains t,o the

normal-

state

when drugs

are disconËinued. However, an article by Storn and Smart (1965) in which they
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proposed a possíble explanatíon, based on observations of dissociatíon

in animal studÍes, for various feaÈures of alcoholism and an alËernative
straËegy for treaËmenË, seems in retrospect to have been the most

influential

in initiaËing and givíng direction Èo human ínvestigaËion.

In accordance with Millerrs formulat.ions (e.g., Miller, 1961),
Storm and Smart (1965) suggested that alcohol, by þroducíng a variety

of organic or internal sËimul! might result. in decrements ín response
generalízation

beÈween

lntoxicat.ed and sober stat.es as observed ín

dissociation studies and as a consequence behaviors learned ín

one

state may noË effectively transfer Ëo Ëhe other. By applying this
model to varj.ous features of alcohol abuser they convincingly dernonst.rat.ed

that blackouts, loss of eontrol and behavioral disparity between
intoxicaÈed and sober states uright be accounted for by the dissocj-ative

effects of alcohol.

In addition to these primary dissociative effects

(generalizatLon decrements), however, they suggested that a secondary,
learned dÍscrinination between alcohol and sober condiËions, resulËíng

gradually from the application of different socíal reinforcement
contingencies avail-able in drínkíng and nondrinking situations uright
develop as we11. Such an occurrence would enhance generalization decrements
and result in greater díssociaÈíve effects as a functÍon of the length

of drínking hist,ory, which could accounË for the increasing frequency of
these phenomena at lower dosages ín the more advanced sÈages of alcoholism.
By applying this deductive analysÍs Êo inplÍcat,íons for treatment, they
suggested that íf alcohol does produce díssociated learning in man and

if alcoholÍcs are particularly prone to these effects as a result of
their reinforcement hístories, Ëhen treatment rnight be more effective
if conducted under intoxicated conditions rather than while Èhe alcoholic
is sober
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The majority of the earlier studies on human staÈe dependent

learning were attempts t.o answer the following questions derived
from Storm and Smartrs (1965) formulations:

(1) does alcohol produce

state dependent learning in man, (2) if so, is the alcoholíc

more

suscepËible Ëo dissociaÈi-ve effects than nonalcoholics, and (3) are

blackouts reversible as shoulcl be the case if they are in fact sËate
dependent? These studies, which were conducËed largely to provide
ans\^rers

to these practical quest.ions, are presenËed belov¡.

InvestigaÈions of Alcohol State Dependent. Learning in Normal Populations

.

To date, eleven studies employing the transfer st,rategy to investigate

alcohol state dependent learning in

man have been

reported (see Table I).

Eight of these have focused on the effects of alcohol induced, state
change upon the performance of a variety of learning tasks with normal

or nonalcohol-ic populations, while three have examined sÈaËe dependent
effects in alcoholic subjects. This latter group will be presenËed
separately Ín the next secËion of this review.
The first

demonstration of alcohol induced dissocíation in man Trras

reported by Storm, Caird and Korbín (1965) as a preliminary investigation

of theírdíssociatÍon hypothesis. They sËudied the effecËs of alcohol
induced, state change on the retention of a sería1 verbal learning task

in normal subjects. The experiment employed four groups.

One group

receíved alcohol during both learning and relearning sessions. A second
received alcohol- during learning but noË reJ-earning. A third receíved
no alcohol during learning but alcohol duríng relearning.

received no alcohol during learning or relearning.

And a fourÈh

Experimental intoxi-

catíon was produced by Ëhe ingestion of alcohol in a dosage of 7/60 oz.
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Storn et aL. (1965)

et a1. (1969)

(1970)

Goodwin

Tarter

Su

Norrnals

Nornals

Normals

Normals

Nornals
Nornals

none

.81 gn/kg;

BALrs:
L.2 eúke;

none

Table 1.0

¡nl

BALrs: .08-.149¡n/100

s:

gnlke;

I

.57 eu.lke;

.

BA.L

1

BALrs: .159p/100
I.2gnlkg1'

s:

.

none

nl.

06- . 095gro/100D1

nl.

.

BALrs: .08-.14gn/100 nl.
BAL|

1.Ogn/kg;

s:

.81 gmlke;
BAL!

.09e¡û/100

.78 gn/kg;

BALrs:

s:

. 81g¡n/kg;
t
BÁ,L
none

7.2s/ke;

BALisr none

1 . 2grnlkg;

BALts: .08-.14gn/100 nl.

i
I

I

48 hrs.
24 hrs.

24 hrs.

48 hrs.

24 hrs.
24 hrs.

4 hrs.
24 hrs.

s)¡nEetrlcal

Man

serlal learning

symetrl-ca1

none

none

asymetrical

aSymetrLcel

symetrlcal

J.earnJ-ng

rote learnl.ng
word assoclatlon
picture recognition
palred assoclate

none

transfer

palred .assoclate, negatlve

paired assocfate learnlng
nirror drawíng
heart rate control

syumetrfcal
autono¡Díc habituatlon

symetri.cal

none'

asymetrlcal

autononic reactlvity

word assocíation

none

symetrfcal

sy¡fmetrlcal

picture ldentlficatÍon
fioger naze

symetrlcal

autonooic habftuatlon

free recall

synneErlcal

asymetrfcal

free recall

none
none

categoly recall

cued free recall
cued category recall

asvEmetrfcal

associaÈion
recognitíon-recalI -

recall (nornals)

assocíatÍon (nor¡rals)

reca11 (alcoholics)

none
none

synmeErical

none

asyßneErical

assocíation (alcoholics symrneÈrlca1

serlal learning
free
free
free
free

hrs.
48 hrs.

r¡ord

ç¿ord

24 hrs.

48

avoidance

Investigatíons of Alcohol State Dependent Learning in

Hfnrlchen et aL. (1974

(J.975)

Powell et al. (1971)

Ball

Nornals

Crow &

Welngartner eË al.
(r976)

Nornals

Alcoholics

& Nornals

Alcohollcs

Alcoholics

Petersen (1977)

Storm & Caird (1967)
&

(1971)

et al-. (1974)

Fafllace

Welngartner

Goodr¡in

.
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al-cohol per
48

lb.

hrs. apart.

body

weight. Learning

and relearning sessÍons occurred

The learníng Èask consisted

of the serial

memorizatÍon

of a l-íst of twelve nonsense syLlables to a criterÍon of one perfect
repeË1tíon' with number of Èrial-s taken to reach criÈerion used as an
índex of l-earníng rate on the first day and of transfer of training,

or retention, on the second. Their results indicated an effect of
al-cohol in retarding original learning and an effect of state change
relearníng. In short., they demonstraËed that subjects, relearning
under the same drug state as was present during acquisition, reached
on

criterion

more

rapldly than those

r¿ho

relearned under dÍfferent drug

condítÍons.

Essentially,
demonstration

subsequent. research has confÍrmed

of alcohol state

dependent

this prelíminary

learning in man.

However,

to extend these fíndings to a vaïÍety of learning tasks have
produced some unexpect,ed results. Goodwin, powell_, Bremer Hoine and
attempËs

stern (1-969), Ín a more elaborate study, invesÈÍgated alcohol índuced
state change effects on the retention of a r+Íde range of learning tasks.
Their experimental design similarly employed a 2 x 2 transfer of traÍning
paradigur. rntoxicatíon was induced by the ingesÈion of eight to ten

of vodka, depending on body weighÈ, nixed with a soft drink, over
a one hour períod prior to traíning and reÈention sessions. In addition,
blood alcohol- levels I^rere measured by a breathaLyzer test immediately
ounces

prior to sessions

and hrere reported

to vary from g0 to

140 ng/100m1.

Equivalent amounts of soft drink were given as placebo control.
LearnÍng and reLentíon sessíons occurred 24

hrs. apart. sËate change

effects were evaluated on the reËention of four l.earníng situatíons,

:):.:
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namely an avoidance

task, a rote learníng task, a word associatíon

task and a picture recognitÍon Ëask, which were adminístered to all
groups

in this order.

The avoidance task consisted

of the

random presentation

of four

patterns of lights with each pattern being extinguishable by one of
a number of available switches. rniorrect responses or failure Ëo
:

respond resulted

in the presentation of a noxÍous tone. A criterion

of twenty consecutive correct. responses rùas used with number of errors
conr¡itËed indícating acquÍsiËion rate. During the retention session,
pat.tern-switch relationshlps were changed. Thus, performance during

the second sessíon provÍded a measure of interference fron origínal
learning on new learning, as in Ëhe drug discríuination sËudies with
animals.
The

rote learníng task

employed

four, five-word

varyíng meaningfulness. The criteríon enployed

r¡ras

sentences of

not reported.

on

the second day, subjects were required to recall the material previously
learned r¿ith errors of sequence and omission used to measure retenÈÍon.
The word association

test invoLved

Ëhe presentat.ion

of

words of

value. Subjects were instructed to respond to these
stimulus words rrrith Èhe fi.rst word that came t.o mind. During retention
1or¿

associaËive

testing, they were

asked

to

respond

to these stínulus

word.s

with their

previous, self-generated responses.

pícture recognition task consisted of presentíng subjects
with twenty plctures on the first day. Ten of these were considered
The

tneutral' (catalog models) and ten

T,rere

temotíonal| (nudes). on the

following day, subjects were asked to select the origÍnal series from
forty possibiliries.

rlt:ir,::t::lt::.::_-::.1:::¡:::':
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Their results indicated a significant, state change effect

on

retenÈíon of the avoidance, roËe learning and word àssocíation tasks

but not, on the picture recognition task, although a díssociative trend
on retention
report,ed

to

of the remotionalt pictures

r¡ras

noted. Of Ëhe three

tasks

have been impaired by staËe change, the avoidance Ëask was

symmetrically disrupted, whíle both the rote learníng and word association
tasks yielded an as)rumetrícal trend in whích the ehange from al-cohol

during original learnÍ-ng to sober conditions during the ret.enÈion
session interfered with recall, but the change fron sober to intoxicated
condiÈions did

reported in

noÈ. This asymeËry ís siniLar in direcÈÍon to that

some

of the animal st.udíes

mentioned

previously. In addition,

the word association tasknas reported to be apparently more susceptibJ-e

to staËe change ín term of
overr. they noted
produced

of effect than the others.

that on the rote learning t.ask,

difficulty ín

one relearning

rnagnitude

spontaneous recal-l on Èhe

aIËhough

state

Morechange

following day, afÈer

trial, subjects performed as wel-1 as those in the same

sÈate conditions.
Goodwin

of

et al. (1969)

concluded from these data

memories appear more sensit,ive

They suggested Ëhat
does

that certaín

types

to dissocfative effects than others.

recall of single experÍences Ín r¡hich overlearning

not occur appear to be particularly vuLnerable to the dissociative

propertíes of alcohol.

Tarter (1970) reported a further investigation of

Ëhe

dissociative

properties of alcohol on paired associate learning, relearning
negaËive

transfer in

normal-

and

subjects. Hís design sirnilarly consisted

of a transfer of tralning paradígn in which alcohol

and sober conditions

::;_;:t i::" ::::ì:::..":;
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were

fully

crossed hriÈh learning and relearníng sessions

separaËed by

a 24 hr. period. rntoxicaÈion was induced by ingestion

of 1/30 ounce vodka

(35% sol-urion)

per 1-b. body weight. No blood

alcohol levels \¡rere reported. During traíning, subjecËs memorized a

nine Ítem' paired associate líst of nonsense syllables to a críterion

of

one correct

trial.

hras consÈructed from

on Ëhe second day, the material to be learned

three paired associat.es from the orÍginal list

(relearning), three novel- pairs
rearrangement,s from Èhe

(new

learning) and three pairs of

fírst list (negative transfer).

HÍs results indicaÈed a detrimental effect of alcohol upon

new

learning duríng both sessions, and a state change.effect in decreasing
negaËive Ëransfer but not, on

failed to

relearníng. rn other words, this

demonstrate alcohol staËe dependent

study

effects on reJ-earning

previously learned material, but did show a syn¡rnetrical, dissociatíve
effecÈ on the degree of negatÍve transfer from prevíous learning.

Tarter (1970) concluded thaÈ his result,s lend further support to Goodurin
et al. (1969) ts suggesËion that well learned materlal may be ress
susceptible tó dissocíation. rt is also inÊeresting Ëo note that
interference wíth new buÈ similar learning may be more susceptible to sta¡e
change

effects

Ëhan

direct reproduction of origÍnal t,raining, as demonstraËed

by both rarÈer (1970) and Goodwints (1969) avoídance Ëask where
considerable overlearning did not elÍminate dissocíaËion as it did

in other tasks.
consistency

Perhaps

this observatÍon night

account,

for

the

of reported dÍssocíation from the drug díscriminatlon

studies and the lack of íÈ in Ehe transfer studíes with animals.
Hínrichen, Katahn and Lenenson (l_974), in an attempt to extend
the generality of alcohol induced dissociation, reported a study

::::::::l:;::::::r:
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employing three types

In additíon, this

of Learníng tasks not previously ínvestigated.

st,udy used Èhe highest dosage

of alcohol with normal

subjects as has yet been reported. rntoxication was produced by
dosage

of 1.4 gm alcohol per kg. body weight. subjects

one hour

to Íngest this

min. later.

amount,

a

were allowed

with learning trials beginning ten

Blood alcohol level-g rrrere measured about 50 nrin. after

ingesÈion and following acquisitÍon

of the fírst task.

These levels

were reported as having a mean of. .L5%. subjects receíving al_cohol
were descrÍbed as

visibly ÍnÈoxicaËed. The learning tasks consíst,ed

of (1) paired assoeiaËe learning in which subjects
learn ten,

number-word

ürere required to

pairs to a criterion of one successful t,rial,

(2) notor skill learning where all subjecÈs h'ere given five trials on a
mirrow drawing task, and (3) heart

rate control learned from visual,

biofeedback. subjects relearned each t.ask during a second session
conducted 48

hrs. later.

Theír results indícated (1) an as¡rmmeËrical, state change effect
on retentíon

of paired associate learning, (2) a retarding eff,ect of

alcohol on the acquisÍtion of the mirror drawing task, but no state
change effecÈ on

this motor task, and (3) the lack of iniËia1- acquísiÈion

of the heart rate control task, which disallowed an evaluation of
possible dissocíaËíve effect,s. Hinrichen, et al. (L974) concluded that

their findÍng of a lack of state

change

effects on the mírror

drawíng

task along with the relaÈiveJ-y weak, asytqetrical díssociat,ive

effect

observed on the pafred associate

task, especíally gíven

the

very hÍgh dosage of al-cohol used, support Goodwin eË al. (1969)rs
assumptíon

that lêarning tasks requÍring considerable overlearnÍng

-.: ..._1:t¡1ì.14t-1¡;
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are more resi.stant to the dissociatíve effects of alcohol. Their

findings also suggest that t,ask variabl-es nay be more important in
obtaining dlssociative effects than the amounÈ of alcohol consumed.
studies have provided evidence for the dissociative effects

Tr¿o

of alcohol- on autonomic reactivity with

normaL

Goodwín, Jones and Hoine (L97L) reported an

effects of
responses

al-cohol- and

state

subjects. powell,

investigation of the

change on Èhe autonomíc oríenting

of skín potential, finger pulse

volume and heart

experímental design and procedure followed

that of

Goodr¡in

rate. Their
et al.

(1969)

in all respects except for the required task. subjects were seated
in a sound-proof room and vrere presenËed with a l_oud tone of 15 sec.
duraÈion

repetitively

PresentaËions per

aÈ 30

sec. inËervais for a total of

session. Subjects

urere instrucÈed

twenËy

to focus their

a target durÍng each presentaËÍon. Twenty-four hours later
all subjects unden^rent a second, identical session during which either
eyes on

similar or

changed drug condíËÍons Ì^rere introduced. physíologÍcal

measures lrere recorded

before, during and afÈer tone presentations.

The resulÈs were analyzed
subsequent habiËuation

Ín terms of both responsivity and

of the physiological

laLion. Both response:depressing and state
on autonomic responsivity were

found.

measures
change

to tonal stimu-

effects of alcohol

However, measures

of

autonomÍc

habítuation showed onJ-y a slighË, dÍssociatÍve trend. por.rell eq a1.
(1971) speculated trrat

their faírure to obtain dissociation of

autonomic habituation míght have resulted from the observed., response-

depressíng

effect of alcohol

rnasking the

state

dependent phenomenon.
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crow and

Ball (1975)

exËended rhese

to gather correlational data of

findings in a srudy designed

autonomic responsivity

to various

learning tasks used to denonstrate alcohol sËate dependent learning

with normal subjects. A typical 2 x 2 transfer of training paradigrn
was used to examíne. the effects of state change, produced by dosages

of 1 gn alcohol- per kg. body weight ingested during a one hour period
on Èhe retention of a word association, picture ídentification

finger

maze

task,

measured twenty-four hours

laÈer. Both

and

Ëhe word

association and picture identification procedures rtrere sinÍl-ar to those

of

Goodwln

practice

et al. (1969).

Ëo

The fínger maze task ínvolved bl-índfol-ded

a criterion of two consecutÍve, errorless trials, wíth

performance being measured

in terms of tíme and errors. rn addition,

physiological measures of electroencephologram, hearÈ rate, finger
pulse volume, skin resisÈance and respiratíon raËe were recorded
Ëhroughout the Èraining and reÈentíon sessions.

Their behavÍoral results índicated a main effect of alcohol in

retarding origínal learning on the picture ídentification task and to
a much great,er extenÈ¡ on the finger maze. No analysis of the effect

of alcohol on original learning on the word association
possibl-e sínce inrmedíate

recall (acquisítion)

was

Ëask was

not measured. In

addit.ion, s¡rnnetrícal, staËe change effecÈs were observed on both
the word association and picture Ídentifícation tasks, but not on the

finger maze.
finger

maze

They suggested

that this lack of dissociation on the

task uay have resulted from an overlearning component.

Their physíological measures índicated a depressíng effect of
alcohol during tralning for only finger pulse volume and skfn resistance.

-:
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state

dependenË

effects on habituation

measures were obtained

for

heart rate, finger pulse volume and skin resisËance. The overall
relationship between behavioral and physÍoj-ogical
However, greater associaÈion

of

Ehe Ëvro types

the state change condit.ions than for the

Ball (1975)

concluded

for

some

son

of cogniÈíve

same

measures was low.

of data was found for
st.ate groups. crow

that, although sËate change effects

of the behavioral- and physiological
and autonomic dissocíation

measures,

ís

made

and

were obtained

direct

compari-

difficult by the

relatively greater, suppressive properties of alcohol on auÈonomic
functíoning as r¿as observed both in their study and ín that of Por¿ell

et al. (1971). consequently, iË

seems

that, although díssociatíve

effects on autonomic reactivity can sometimes be demonsÈrated, Ëheír
relaËionship to behavioral indices is apparently not straightforward.

Clearly,

Èhe studÍes presented above which have investigated

the ef,fecËs of alcohol state dependent learning in

man on

of verbal learning, discriurinatíve operant and auÈonomic

a variety

reeponses,

indicate that dissociati-ve effects vary widely across different learning
Èasks. several task properties which

may be responsÍble

observed differences have also been suggested. some

(1) verbal learning tasks whieh are
ass.ociation task,

seem

noÈ

for

of these are:

r¿ell 1-earned, such as the word

more susceptÍble Ëhan Èhose v¡hÍch are

(2) verbal tasks aïe apparentl-y

these

well learned,

more vulnerable than tasks requiring

discriminative motor responses learned over several trials, (3) recall

to be more adversely affected by state change than recognitíon
tasks, and (4) interference with new l-earnlng (negative transfer) nay be
tasks

seem

, .:.,--:,.:,:'.::;. :.1.: :::..::'';-
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a more sensitive indicator

of dissociaÈive effects than direct retention
measures of original learning. Unfortunately, most of these inferences
are not conclusive, since appropriate experÍmental controls vrere noÈ
ineluded to evaluat.e alternaÈive explanations and provide quantitative

of the effecËs of these various dímensions on observed
dissociated learning. Recently, however, tr,ro l-nvestÍ.gations of
assessment

Ëhe dissoci-atÍve

effects of alcohol on verbal learning material

have

systematically evaluated several parameters of possible inporÈance.
Ì^IeingarËner,

susceptíbility of

to

Adefris, Eich
common,

and Murphy (L976) investigated the

concrete, hígh-imagery words as compared

l-ess concrete' low-imagery words usi.ng

a free recall procedure to the
díssoci.ative propertÍes of alcohol. Their transfer of training
paradign was

somer¡rhat

dissinílar to those typically enployed.

within-subject, repeated

measures' design was used

A

in which all subjects

learned and laËer recalled equivalent lísts of Ëwenty nouns, half of
low inagery and half of high iuragery val-ue. Each subject participated

in all four, congruent and disparate, learning-recall conditions,
T^rere counterbalanced to control_ for order effects. subject,s rdere
required to listen to a single presentatíon of a word list
inmediately to reproduce in writing what they could recall.

which

and

Four hours

later, under eiÈher congruent or disparate state conditions, they
were asked to recal-l Ëhe word.s again under free recall Ínstructions.
rntoxÍcation was induced by íngestíon of one ounce vodka per 30 rb.
body weíght over a period of i-0 min. which produced
blood alcohol levels of .060-.og5"/.. Learníng-recarl procedures

half hour after consumpËion. Their data allowed an analysis
of both the effecËs of alcohol on acquisition (innediate recall-) and

began one

subsequent retentíon

on

later recaIl.

(four hour recall-) and the effect of st,ate change

1:.1.::.
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Their results indicaÈed poorer imnedíate and delayed recall as
a function alcohol. Both high and low imagery words were equalry

affected- In addition

Ëo

of alcohol on later recall
number

state

of Iow

Èhis, a s)rnmeÈrical state
r¿as

depen,Jent

effect

also found. Moreover, a much greater

irnagery words than high inagery nouns were

lost

under

condiËions. ÌüeÍngarËner et al. (Lg76) concluded that
the uagnitude of dissociation observed was a function of the imagery
change

propertíes of the verbal learrring materíal. since low imagery words
are usuall-y more poorly encoded than hígh imagery words, they
suggested

that

memories whlch are more poorl-y encoded may be

particularly

susceptible to dissociative effects.
Peterson (Lg77) provided a confirmati.on and extension of these

findings,

He investígated

the importance of this concrete-abstract

dimension as well- as the rnfluence
magnitude

of alcohol

of providing recall

índuced díssociatÍon on a

cues upon the

vareity of verbal

learning tasks. unlike the tr'Ieíngartner et al . (Lg76) study, he enployed
the more ÈradÍtíonal, between-subject, 2 x 2 Èransfer of traíning desígn.
rntoxication was induced by íngestion of 1.0 nl alcohol per kg body
weíghÈ given 30 urín. prior to learning-recall sessions. Mean blood
alcohol levels of 88.5 rng/100 nl, taken inmediately príor Ëo training
and

recaIl sessions'hrere reported.

Each group was

trained on four

consecutive, verbal learning Èasks and recall was tested 24 hrs. later.

learning tasks included (1) context-cued recall where subjects
r^rere required to form mental images for noun triplets usÍng provided
The

conËext words,

(2) context-cued category recalI uslng Ëwo word.s

from

of 24 eategories, (3) nultípl-e trial, free recall ínvol_ving eight
abstracÈ and eight concreÈe nouns, and (4) category recal-l without cues.
each
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His results indicated no effecÈ of alcohol on original learníng

in any of the four tasks studied. on the multiple Ërial, free recall
Ëask' a symmet.rical' state change effect was found in r¡hích a greaÈer
ProPortion of abstract. as eompared to concrete r¿ords were losü, a f,inding

that lends support to the findings of
caÈegory

et al. (L976). on the

recall task without cues, an asymmet,rical_, state

was observed. Neither

côntext.ual cues

dgll)

weingarÈner

of the remaining tr¿o Ëasks whÍch

for recal1 yÍelded state

suggesÈed

dependent

Petefsen

changes

cognitive cues used for retrieval of information, since

effect

provided

effects.

that dissociarion might result from

of recall cues t,o a subject effectively

change

in

the

Ëhe provision

eJ-imínated sÈate dependent

recall deficits.
Recently, tr{ei.ngarÈner and his colleagues (Eich, L977; I,Ieingartner, L978;
I,rreingartner & l{urphy, L977a; hreingartner & Murphy, Lg77b)
have proposed an ínformation processing Èheory

of

human

state

learning, based on the theoreticaL formul-ations of Tulving
L977; TulvÍng and Madigan, L970; Tulvíng and Thonson,

dependent.

(TuJ-ving,

Lg73).

On the

basís of recent findíngs that Ëhe provision of powerful retrieval cues

to subjects during sËaËe change recall attempts can effectívely

erase

state dependent effects of marijuana (Eich et al. , L975) and alcohol
(Petersen, L977), trIeingartner has suggest,ed that memories which are

irretrievable in the al-t.ernate state

may be merely ínaccessible

rather

than unavailable. This ínaccessibilíÈy ls thought to resul_t from

ínabÍlÍty on the parË of the subject to

generaËe by

an

hínself appropriate

reËrieval- strategfes to gain access to available memory stores. Normal

recall is

assumed

to result from the

product.Íon

of approprlate retrÍeval

:'l i:L :r i'r.:a :-:
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strategíes (scanning processes) which are capable of reproducíng
those cognitÍve circumstances or encoding strategi-es (organizational

to transform input ínto storable memory uniÈs or clusters)
which were employed to st.ore ínformation about the origlnal learning
task. state dependent learníng presumably occurs because these
Processes used

retrieval strategies are state specific or unÍque to the
state in whÍch they are eurployed rather than the stored informatÍon itself.
encodíng and

Although many of the theoretical postulates

stilr

need

to

be

clarified, this cognitive theory of state dependent learning does
a¡ípear to be compatible r¿ith several findíngs from the earlíer
ínvestigations. For instance, this

model r¿ould

predict that the

magniËude

of dissociated learning should be a function of the strength of encoded
ínformation, since retrieval of weakly stored ínpuÈ would presumabry
be more dependent upon accurate

retireval strategies,

and the exEenË

to which the retention testing format provides retrÍeval cues to Èhe
subject. In accordance with these predictions, earlier studÍes have
índicated that (1) overlearning apparently dininishes state dependent

effects, (2) high inagery words, which are more easíly encoded are more
resístant to dissociaËíon than low inagery words, (3) state dependent
effects have been less consisÈently reported for recognition or
identi-fication tasks, which provide retrieval cues or reminders

Ëo the

subject, than for free recall, free assocÍ.ation, and seriar learnÍng
tasks, whích donrt províde comparab]-e cues, and (4) paired assocíate
learníng tasks, which províde retrieval cues by the presentaËion of the
stimulus word of the indivfdual pairs, has been less reliable in producíng

state

dependent

learning as wel1.

-1:'ìi¡ff::r:i
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rL is probably premature to critically evaluate this cogniËive
theory of human state dependent learning since the findings on r¿hich
it ís

based are

very recent and attempts at replícaÈion and exÈension
by independenË investigators with Ëhe excepÈion of peËersenr s sÈudy,
have

not as yeË been reported.

However,

its abirity to

accommodaËe

of the fíndings from the human research as r¿ell as its apparent
suitabíliÈy as a theoretical framer¿drk fron whÍch to investigate a

many

varíeÈy of clinical phenomena in which dÍssociation may be important

(e.g., studies

on dood-rel-ated staËe dependent learning

in

manic-

depressive psychosis by Henry, trrreingartner and Murphy, Lg73,

and

l'Ieingartner, Ml-l1er and Murphy, Lg77) stand in íËs favour.

risons of Alcohol State
Alcoholic

ndenË Learn

in Norual

and

Populatl_ons

SÈorm and

Caírd (L967) provÍded the fÍrst demonstration of alcohol

staËe dependent learning

in alcoholícs.

The subject,s used were

hospiÈalized patients ¡¿íth long histories of excessive drinking, but

with no physical complications due t.o alcoholisn.
had been drinkíng

for at leasË a period of three

None

weeks

of the subjects

prior to

the

experiment. The procedure and design enployed was identícal to that
of storm, caird and Korbin (1965), which was described above, with
one

exception.

common

nouns

The present study used

a list of twelve, two syllable

rather than nonsense syllab1es

dífficulty their alcoholic

sample had

because

of the considerable

in learning the latter materíal.

Their results indícated an effect of alcohol in retarding original,
seriar learning, but noË upon relearning. Moreover, an as)rurmetrical,

state dependent effect was found.
as

well as thar of

sÈorm,

They concluded

that both this

caird and Korbin (1965) lend support to

their díssocíaÈion hypothesís.

sÈudy

I
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Although

this pioneering study provided a convincing demonstration

of alcohol- state

dependent

learning in alcoholics,

Ëhe design used

did nbt allow a direcÈ comparison of the magnítude of díssociation
effects produced in the alcoholics r,¡ith normal subjecËs. Thus, the

possibílity of alcohol-ics being more susceptible to dissoclatíve
phenomena Èhan

nonalcoholics as hypothesízed by SÈorn and SmarË (1965)

could noÈ be evaluaËed. An adequate, comparative study would at

least necessftate careful matchíng of the

tr^ro

groups on such variables

as age, education, socioeconomíc status, etc. as well as ernploylng
wide range

of learning tasks and dosage levels to allor¿

of possible dífferences in l-earníng ability
trrleingartner and

a

Ëhe eval-uation

and alcohol tolerance.

Faillace (1971) reported a comparative study of

the effects of alcohol and state change on a variety of verbal learning
tasks in alcohollcs and nonalcoholics, which att,empted to control

and

evaluate some of these factors. A small group of alcoholic volunËeers

rvíth aË l-easÈ a ten year history of problem drinking and having

hospítalized for at least one week,

ürere matched

been

with a nonalcoholíc

control group on the variables of age, sex, race, educatíon and body

weight.
The

The study was conducted

fírst

in two separate

experiment \ras designed

stages.

to determine

changes

in

the

nature of verbal learning as a funcËicn of alcohol dosage in the

alcoholic and nonalcoholic groups. During the first week, alcoholic
and nonalcohol-ic subjects hrere presented

daíly wfth a series of verbal

learning tasks consistíng of (1) a free associaËion task using ten
rnrords

wíth the resul-Èíng self-generated responses to be recalled at

the end of the session, (2) a free recall- task of twenty words presented
twice in random order and recalled ínmediately after each presentatíon,

:.r::ì,1.ì:,.
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and (3) a serial learning task of eight words which r,¡as repeated until

eit,her a criterion of one perfect reproduction or a
trials had been reached, wíth a tesL trial

maximum

of six

occuríng after each

presentat.ion. Each daíly session was 30 min. ín length and equivalent
lísts for each of the verbal learning Èàsks were used on consecutive
days. During the next five days, intoxication
graduaÈed manner' 30

r¿as int.roduced

in

a

mín. prior to conÈinuaËion of the training sessions.

subjeets were administered

95Z"

arcohol diluÈed ín juice in amounts

sËarting with two ounces on the first

day and increased in one ounce

sÈeps on each successive day until a maximum of six ounces for the

alcoholics and Èhree ounces for the nonalcoholics
difference in

maximum dosage

r¿as

reached. This

reached by the two groups hras due to the

fact that the nonalcoholics became physically ill
amounts which the alcoholics easily tolerated.

with the larger
During the final

Ër.ro

days of Èraining sessions, no alcohol was administered.

Interpretation of Ëheir data was made somewhat difficult
differences in

maximum dosage reached and

by the

in the learning rates

on

the free recall and serial learníng tasks for the tv¡o groups. Nonetheless, the results indicated Èhat on Ëhe free recarl task, Ëhe nonalcoholícs reealled a greaËer number of words Ëhan did the aleoholícs
both when sober and drinking.

rn additíon, the alcoholics showed a

greater recall deficít whíle drinking on the second recal-l trials
than did the nonalcoholies. On the serial learníng task, the
alcoholi-cs had much greater difficulty

alcoholics.

Ín learning than the non-

However, introduction of alcohol even at the highest

dosage Ievel had no effect on recall performance in the alcoholic:in

l
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conÈrast t.o the nonalcoholic whose recall performance

r¡¡as

greatly

disrupted by the lowest amounts administered. On the free association

task, alcohol, even at the lowest dosages, profoundly affected the
kinds of associations produced by the alcoholics in which idiosyncraËic
assocíatÍons greaËly increased while connon responses decreased.
Moreover, the drinkíng alcoholic had considerable

difficulËy ín recallíng

these associations a short time lat,er. In contrasÈ, while sober, the

alcoholicrs associatl-ons rf,ere cormron and easily reproduced on request

like those of the nonalcoholic group.

However, whíle

drinking the

common

associatíons of the nonalcoholj-c duríng sobriety remaíned and displayed

little

deficit in recall.
Their second experiment

hras an attempt

to evaluate the extent

to which these differential effects of al-cohol on recal-l- of the free
association and free recall tasks for the

Ë\.ro

groups

state dependent. The transfer of traÍning design
that of üIeingartner

eÈ

al. (L976) ín that

night al-so be

used rsas

each subject

similar to

of both groups

participated in all four of the congruent. and disparate state conditions.
Intoxicatíon was induced by íngestion of 1.2 gm. alcohol per kg.

body

weight half an hour prior to traínÍng-recall sessions. Recall sessions
were conducted 48
and

hrs. after oríginal learning.

free recall procedures

ürere ídenÈical

The

to those

free association

used

in the first

experiment.

Their results indicated that ori the free assocÍation task, the

alcoholics, regardJ-ess of experimental conditionn recalled

fewer

responses. In addítion, the alcoholÍc group displayed a symmetrical-,
staÈe change

effect on the reproduetion of assocíatíons while dís-

":':
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sociation was noÈ observed in the nonalcoholic group. On the free

recall Èask, the alcoholics again across all condit.ions recalled less
than did their nonal-coholÍc counterparÈs. Both groups demonstrated

state

change

effects of al-cohol on retent.ion wíth the magnitude of

this effect beíng much greater in the alcoholic group.

The nature of

dissociation observed ín the nonalcohol-ics Íras sJ¡¡nmetrical, r¡hile in
the alcohollc group, the state dependenË effect

r¡ras

as)rumeÈrícal,

in a direction opposíte to that Èypícally reported (i.e.,

D

-

buÈ

S=D

-

D

- D < S - S). They concluded that the díssociaËive properties
of alcohol- are signifícantly greater for alcoholics Èhaú for nonalcoholics.
and S

However,

this conclusion must be consídered doubtful ín light of

a more recent failure to demonstrat.e dissociation with hospítalized

alcoholics reported by Goodwin, Powell-, Hill, Líeberman and VÍamonÈes

(L974). Their experimental desígn used the more traditional,

between

subject 2 x 2 transfer of Èraining paradÍgm. Intoxic.ation was induced
by ingestíon of L.2

gm

period.

that the alcohol-ics

They noted

alcohol per kg. body weighÈ over a one hour

íntoxicatíon. Training

showed no behavioral signs

procedures ltrere conducted irnrnediately

of

after

the drinking period and recall testing occurred 24 hrs. later.
Verbal learning consisted of (1) the word assocíation task desígned
by GoodwÍn et al. (1969), and (2) a word recognition-recall task in which
subjects were first given a líst of forÈy words from the vocabulary

subtest of the I,IAIS to briefly define, and then r¡rere presenÈed wíth
ten of the siurpler words to memorize and IaËer r¿ere asked to recalI
and then

pick

them

out of a líst of forty possíbilities.
UNIVEÊS/-*
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Their resulÈs indícated neither a main effect nor a state

dependenË

effect. of alcohol on retenËion of these tasks. They suggesËed thaË
overt íntoxication nay be a prerequisite for dissociation.

Further-

more, Èhey concluded that their study provided no support for the
assumption that alcoholics are more susceptÍble to dissocíation and,

Íf anything' alcoholics may be more resistant Ëo the state dependent
effects of alcohol than nonalcoholics.
InvestigaÈions of the Rglq of Dissociat.ion in the Pro<iucÈion of

Alcoholic Blackouts
The term fblackoutr is typically defined as reported

memory loss

for events experienced during prolonged periods ot alcohol intoxicaËion.
Jellinek (L952) popularized the notion Ëhat blackouts are an important
predictor of aLcoholisn. Thís claím

r^ras

based on questíonnaire daÈa

suggesting that blackouts occur earJ-y in the course of alcoholism,

prior to Ëhe appearance of other

sympËoms

of alcoholism and that

alcoholics often had blackouts after ingest,ion of modest, subintoxicating
dosages of alcohol.

In contrasÈ t.o this wídely accepted conclusion,

Goodwin, Crane and Guze (1969a), in a study based on interview data

I4rith a large sample of hospitaLízed alcoholics, reported that blackouts

are a late rather Ëhan early manífestat.ion of alcohoJ-ism, that they
never occur ín association with nild or moderate drinking, and thaË

more

than a thÍrd of the alcoholics studÍed had never experienced a blackout.

In a follow up report, Goodwin, Crane and Guze (1969b) presented
their findings from a survey of anecdotal- descript,íons of

memory loss
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associated with drinking, obtained fron

their

sample

of alcoholics

through structured interviews. Their analysis of this inÈerview
suggesLed Ëhat trvo forms

of

nemory loss were

¡shich they designaËed as ten bloct memory

evident.

The

first type,

loss, was characterized

having a definite onset, terniínating wiËh a feeling of lost time
was seldom followed by return

of memory.

daËa

The second

kind,

by

and

termed

ffragmentaryf memory loss, l-acked a definiÈe onseË
and Ëhe indívídual

of having forgotten an event until later reminded, or
after sponËaneous recall had occurred. rn the l-atter type, eventual

vras unaÌrare

recall, although

somet,ímes

only partial, was ËypÍcar. They suggested

Èhat the fragmentary memory loss rníght

reflect sËate dependent effects

of alcohol, while the en block variety

may represent

based, permanent memory

a physiologically

deficit.

Ryback (1970a) reported a summary

of detailed observations of

alcoholÍc blackouts during a prolonged drinking period in a controlled
settíng wíÈh seven, hospitaLízed alcohol-íc patients. üIithin the

first

36

hrs. of

heavy

drínking, four of the seven subjects

experienced

periods of blackout. These blackout periods occurred after rapid rises

in blood alcohol levels. subjectst descríptions of these periods
suggested that a block of time rather than a specific event was ínvolved.

Reported blackout periods varied

in

]-ength from 9

hrs. to

3 days. Observations duríng these periods suggesLed specific diffículty
r^rith shorÈ term me-mory, while both immedfate and remot,e memory

functionÍng apPeared. inËact. Moreover, subjects could noË recall

¡^rhat

had occurred during these blackout períods even when sinilarly íntoxi-

cated on the followíng day. Because of this, Ryback (1970a) concluded

.:1":J:;:l:;:::
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thaÈ these periods

of

memory

loss could.not be due t.o the state

effects of alcohol and suggesÈed that these blackouts
appeared Èo be more the prociuct of the temporary inhibition of short
dependenË

term memeory functionÍng resulting

in

permanent, long term memory

deficits.

subsequent, controll-ed research, investigating the effecËs of

prolonged, heavy intoxicatíon wÍth alcoholics on menory functioníng,

variety of tests eval-uating immedíate, shorË tern and
long terrn recall of sÍngle, memorable experiences during Ëhe course of
as measured by a

controlled drinkíng periods, has consisÈently supporËed these conclusions
(Goodwin, othmer, Halikas and Freeman, L970i Goodwin,

Hill, po¡sell

and

viamontes, L973; Lisman, L974; Tamerin, weiner, poppen, steinglass

and

Mendelson,

7g7L).

Because

results, the findings of
1. alcohol

of their similariËy in

Ëhese

methodology and

studies will be summarized together.

amnesia during prolonged periods

of

heavy drinking in

alcoholics with hísÈories of blackouts seems to be a function of

rapidly rising, blood alcohol levels.

2" these periods of

to be the product of specÍfic,
deficíts (inability to recall events occurríng

amnesia appear

short term memory

5 - 30 mín- previously), rather than failures of iomediate recall,

or registration (inabilíty to recal-l- events occurriflg less than
one min. previously), or failures ín long term nemory, or retrieval
(inability

Èo recall- events occurring 24

hrs. previously where

both iumediate and short term memory for these events have been
shown

to be intact).

3. these short term memory deficits
propertÍes:

äppear to'have the foll_owíng
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a)

they

seem

nonselectíve as to types of memoríes lost,

and

are definable more in Ëerms of specífic, Ëemporal periods

rather
b)

Ëhan kínds

or

number

of events lost.

they appear Ëo be a Èhreshold, or all-or-none

phenomenon

rather than graded.
c)

they appear to be reliable predictors of subsequently

reported, blackout periods in that events reported

as

forgot,ten following a prolonged drinking period are those

lost shortly folrowÍ.ng the experiences during
the drinking period itself. This finding casts serious

whích had been

doubt upon psychodynamíc (e,.g., lrlashburne, 1958)

and

malingering, or secondary gain interpretations of alcoholic
blackouts and gives rise to some interesting implícations
regardÍng the alcoholicfs 1egal responsibility for acts
corutritted during blackout periods (Ryback, 1970b)
d)

during Ëhese episodes of short term meuory loss, remote
memory

for

sampl-ed events experienced

in the past appears

to remain relatively íntact
e)

the memories lost duríng these short
seem

Ëerm memory lapses

to be permanent in Èhat recall defícits

1aËer times

appear at

either while sober or during similar, intoxícated

conditíons. This property suggests interference wíth uenory
consolidation from short to 10ng term storage raÊher than

retrieval difficulties.

Thís lasÊ finding has been repl-icated

in three of the sËudies reported
the Ínsufficíency of a state
blaekouts.

and

rather convÍncly

dependenÈ

demonstraËes

interpreËation of alcoholic

:
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of DÍssociation ín social Drínking

The Rore

phenomena, Alcohol Ab,r"u

and Treatment
As mentioned prevíously, the majority
dependent l-earning

in

man were conducted

of studies on arcohol

to evaluate speeulations,

on animal demonstrations, about the possíble
phenomena

Hor¿ever,

of alcohol

staËe
based

role of dissocíation in

abuse and consequênt Íurplícatiorr"

for

treatmenË.

before attemptíng to extrapolate from Èhe findings of the

human research reviewed above,

the naËure of these

phenomena

a few observat,ions and conments about

in natural settíngs

and

their possible

signifieance for prevention of alcohol- abuse and its consequences wíl1
first be made. cou¡nent on these features of arcohol abuse will be
restricted to memory phenomena since they have been the focus of research

interest.

A.

some

observatíons on the fr"-g=Eç)r-a44 nature of alcohol-rela

memory phenomena

in natur4l seËrings

surprisingly, very fer¿ aÈtempts have been made to systematícally
docuu¡ent information based on anecdotal

reports and naturalistic

observati.ons about the nature and frequency

of

memory phenomena among

alcohol consumers. Most of what is knorm comes from reports by and
observations on hospitalized alcoholícs, while similar information on
nonalcoholic, social drinkers has not been reported to thís wríter,s
knowledge. cerÈainly, such descrípËive and normative dat.a woul-d aid

fn deternining the ecologÍcal importance of these
unfortunately, many of our beliefs abouË'the signíficance of
enormously

phenomena,

partÍcularly in regard to the socíal drinker,

phenouena.

these

probably

have resulted from eiÈher personal experiences, informal observations

..
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made aÈ

parties, or verbal reports by acquainËances. Although

these

observations aÈt.esÈ to the occurrence of such phenornena in natural

eett.jngs, they do not allow the determination of theÍr frequency of
occurrence among the drinkíng publíc

or the practícal

their consequences. It is inÈeresting to note that.

Ímportanee of

most

of the

data available concerns the frequency and nature of blackouts

normative

among

alcoholics. This bias has probably been the result of their highly
dramatic characterfstics and assumed diagnostic significance. However,

other types of

memory impairments, some

of which may be only partial

and/ot temporary, although not. as dramatíc and perhaps often occurring
unnoËiced by

Most

the individual hinself, also

may have important consequences.

of our information about the varíeti-es of

memory phenonena

reported by hospítaLized alcoholics cones from the work of Goodwin
(Goodwin

et al.,

1969b) and Ryback (Ryback,1970a; Ryback,

L97I).

These

invest.ígators found that memory losses reported by sober alcoholics cou]d.
be classífied inËo Èwo major varíeties, nanel-y blackouts or ten blocr
memory losses and greyouts

refer to

PermanenË memory

or rfragmentaryt

losses.

Blackouts

losses for ent.ire blocks of time during periods

of heavy, prolonged inÈoxícation.
or

memory

permanent, long-t.erm memory

Research has índícated thaÈ b1-ackouts,

deficits are not state dependenÈ (i.e.,

not recoverable) and apparently result from temporary ímpairments of
term memory functíoning.

shorË

rn shorË, events during these periods of

time seem to be regísÈered but not, effectível-y retained or stored ín
permanent memory

traces (i.e., disrupËion of

memory

consolidation).

Greyouts, on the other hand, refer to memory lapses for specífic events
experíenced while drunk when recall

Eventual

is later

att,empËed r¿hen sober.

recall, although sometimes onl-y partial, occurring either

spontaneously

or \,rith herp, is often

Ëhe

case.

consequenËly,

ít.

has

that greyouts reflect retrieval dífficurties, since
storage seems relatively intacÈ, rather Èhan consolidation

been suggested
memory

failures. There ís
terms

of l-ost

soue evidence that. greyouts can be selective in

experÍences

unlike blackouts which

seem

to be an all-or-

none phenomenon. Tamerin, trüeiner and Mendelson (1970),

in a controlled

drinking experiment, found that alcoholics selectively faíled to recall
only the dysphoric or noxious experiences of their drinking

epísodes

on the fol.lowing day while sober.

In addition

Èo these

varieÍties of

alcoholícs

memory impairmenÈs,

to claim that their recall of drunken experience
is better while símilarly drunk than when sober, and also that they

have often been noted

often drink to inprove their memories of sígnificant events such
the location of a bottle

Èhey previousl-y had hidden

as

whíle ÍnËoxícated.

D.Lethelm and Barr (L962) have provided some supportíng evidence

for

these claims in a study in which diagnostic íntervie-ws were conducted

with hospitalized alcoholics whíle intoxicated. They found Ëhat while
drunk theÍr patients talked of drínking-related conflicts and feelings
which had not been expressed previousl-y

ín sober ínterviews,

and that,

on the follor¿ing day while sober, Ëheir patients reported amnesia for
much

of this affect-laden materíal in spite of efforts

made

by the

ínterviewers Ëo elícit recall.

B.

The

role gf controllel investigation in deternÍning the caus,es of

memory phenomena

Several invest,ígators (.e.g, Goodwin et al. , Lg6gb; Overt.on, L972;
Ryback, L97L) have suggesËed

that these cases of

greyout, and

memory
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Ímprovement uright be the product

of dissociation. Unfortunately,

oËher

plausible expl-anations can be proposed to account for these observations
as well. For instance, anecdotal reporËs of selective greyout night be

for by a

rsecondary

gainf hypothesis. Reports of better
recall of drunken experíence while siurilarly drunk night reflect situation
accounted

specificíty rather than state specificíty since the sociaL and physical
surroundings typical- of drinking occasíons probably díffer consíderably
ín most cases from sober contexts.

And alcoholicsr reports about

from drinking night sínply reflecÈ cognitive impairnents resulting from rhangoverr or withdrawal whíle sober which would
memory improvement

likely dissipate

once drinking had been resumed.

rn

each

of

these

cases' a dissociation interpretaËion is not the only possible explanation.

Collectívely, these anecdotal reports and naturalistic observations
suggest the existence of certain types of memory phenomena among alcohol-ics
whích do noÈ seem Ëo be
feaÈures

in

learning.

cormon

of the blackout. variety,

with laboratory

However, al-cohol

demonsËrations

and which have certaÍn

of state

dependenÈ

often produces a variety of cognitíve-

behavioral effects in addition to dissociaËed learning (overton, Lg74)
and changes

in envíronmental

contexÈ can also

result ín

performance

(Miller, 1960). consequently, these anecdotal reports and
unobtrusÍve observations typically do not provide sufficient informati-on
impairments

or control over these other possible factors to conelusívely
determine Èhe role of dissocíation Ín natural setËings. Because dissociation
about

is essentially a phenomenon defined through the exclusion of other
possible factors, ít seems lÍkely that the determination of its

conÈributíons to phenomena of socíaI drinking and alcohol abuse

inevitably must cone from controlled experímentation ín which
of these confounding variables can be isolated and evaluated.
C. The possible sienifi

e of determí

causation of

some

roblems

memo

for treatment planning and prevenÈion of alcohol abuse.
It has been suggested in the above discussion that
phenomena associated

human mepory

with alcohol consumption may arise from a variety

of sources and Ëheir combinations, one of which ís state dependent l-earníng;
With respecË to preventing possible memory problems which night undermine

rehabilitatíve

efforts \,rith alcoholics or result in unfortunat,e

conseguences

for the socíal drinker, an understanding of the underlying causes night
vital.

be

For example, in the case of the rehabilitated alcoholic, periods

of relapse night result from either failure of therapeutÍc gains to
transfer from the hospital to the ouËside world, or cognitive deficits,
either temporary or permanent, leading Ëo poor ret.ention and utilizatíon
of recent learning, or dissociated learning resultÍ.ng from the consumption
of those first

few drínks.

Preventive measures incorporated ínËo

treatment planning r¿ou1d likely need to be quiËe different depending
on Èhe predominant source of the problem. consequently, knowledge of

these underlying causes and the parameters governing Ëheir occurïence

night be very helpful in desígning appropriate interventions.
D.

Some

aspects of preventive and rehabiliËative programs in which

dissociat,ioq may be a probl-em

Traditíonal approaches Ëo the treatment of the alcoholic basically
attempt to esÈablish by various means a psychological or physical

-.'-_.."'j.'.':
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barríer against subsequent drinking (storn and smart, 1965). rf
successfuL, the al-cohollc remains

totally abstinent

and concerns

about theraPeutic gaÍns being unavailable during subsequent drínking
periods have no practical- sígníficance since he never again finds
himseLf

ín situat,Íons

can be a problem only

where

íf

this possibilíty night occur. DissocÍation

changes

in state occur aft.er treatment has been

completed. Hor¿ever, given the rather high rate of subsequent remission,
periods of relapse ociur all- too frequently. Although it is unlikery

that dissociation

problems are

directly responsible for initiatíng

these

relapses' once they have occurred, ã tsnor¡ballingr effect, which is often
the case, mfght result from a combinaÈion of altered state conditions

and

state specificíty *9f therapeutic gains. Consequently, prevent,ive measures
such as those suggested by storm and smart (1965) night be useful in
reducing the extent and consequences of relapse among treated alcoholics.
More

recently, however, a varíety of behavior

have been employed

Eherapy t,echnl-ques

to return the alcoholíc to controlled socíal drinking

as an alternative to enforced absÈinence (see Lloyd and Salzberg, Lg75).
The advantages

of this alternatíve strategy are straighÈforward

r¿hen one

considers the adverse impacË of eonËingencies existing in Èhe social
environment

of the alcoholic which

of behavior

and

do noË support abstínent patterns

to which the treated individual must return.

However,

dissocíaÈion problems arisíng duríng attempts at controlled social

drinking míght pose a hindrance to successful t.reatment

outcomed

Contrary Èo this pessimisËic predictÍon though, prelininary investígatíons

of the effectiveness of these techniques have indicareci a relatíve
superioríty to conventional

modes

of treatment. It is ínËeresting

Ëo

"'i:
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noËe horüever

that

many

of these behavioral approaches

have used

aversive control to shape controlled social drinking habits duríng

actual drinking periods in simulated, bar room situations. Although
the rationale for these procedures \{as to provide Ëhe actual stimulus
properÈies

of alcoholic

beverages

to whích unacceptable responses

could be suppressed by shock and acceptabLe drJ_nking behaviors

selectively strengthened by aversíon rel-ief, mild to moderate l-evel-s
of intoxication probably resulted as welL. consequently, their
successes may

in part

have been achieved by inadvertently bypassing

dissociative problens by training acceptable drinking patterns during
altered state conditíons.
Although most

of the therapeutic

focused on the alcoholic, a
media campaigns

its

similar

concerns about díssociatj-on have

problem may also exisÈ

ín ¡¡hich aËtempts are made to prevent alcohol

consequences and pronote controll-ed consumption

beverages by the drfnking
messages

for

public. since

most

mass

abuse and

of alcoholic

of these

educational-

are typically received on sober occasions (e,g., in the classroom,

after the

news

report on televÍsion, etc.) Ít

seems

equally possible

that their effectiveness uright be hanpered by a lack of transfer to
social drinking cÍrcumstances. should this be found to be the case
and

this lack of effective transfer

Èhe product

of dissociation,

the

effectiveness of such programs might be inproved by either presenting
Ëhe

materíal whÍl-e the audience is intoxÍcaÈed, or in ways found to

be

resisËent to díssociative effect.s. This is not to say thaË all occasíons
during whích an índivÍdual- does noË or choses noÈ to recall and act upon

.......1:..
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knowledge about Èhe negaÈive consequences

of al-cohol abuse

t,o Prevent such occurrences, are always Ëhe producË

learning.

However, díssociation rníght be

and methods

of state

dependent

a factor of importance in

determining availability of such information and, one which could líkelv
be corrected by appropriate, program ruodífÍcatíons.

E.

Some

practlcal implicaÈíons of research fÍndings on al-cohol state

dependent l-earning

in

man.

rn light of the above consideraËíons, the existíng research

on

alcohol state dependent learning ín man (see Table 1) seems to provide
some Ëent.aËive ans!'rers

to

some

of

Èhese

practical concerns.

Taken

togetherr these studies indícate that dissociation of l-earning

result from alcohol intoxication but not always. of the

can

twenty-seven

learníng tasks employed in Ëhe eleven transfer studies reviewed,

sevenÈeen

to be state dependent, while ten nere not. rn all of the
successful demonsÈrations, a partial rather than complete recall deficit
was observed. Eleven of the seventeen successful demonstrations vielded
were found

symmetrical findings whil-e

six

produced asymmetrical patterns.

Certain Learning task paraneters have been found Ëo be important

in

Èhe product,ion

J-earning

or

of dissociation in

man such

encoding and the extent Èo which

as the strength of orígina1-

retríeval

eues are present

durÍng alternate stat,e recall aÈtempËs. Generally, verbal learning
Èasks have yielded

state dependent effect,s more consistenËly than those

requiring discrimínant

moËor responses, and concrete

kinds of verbal

material- have been found to be more durable during staÈe change

conditions than absÈract material. Although dosage parameters have noÈ

''.: l.r. ::.: :: : :i r:-: l. ;.-i¡.li.ll,l
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been systematicall-y exanined, dissocíation has been deponstrated

with quantities of alcohol as smal-l as .57 gn. alcohol per kg.

body

weight which suggests that heavy íntoxication may not be a prerequisite.

In additÍon, the blackout sËudíes suggest that
at times preclude dissocíative learning

heavy intoxícation

because

little

may

1s originally

learned or consolidated which rnight later be dissociated or

made

unavaÍlable by changes in state. Investigations of subject parametefs,

or individual differences

among peopLe

in susceptibility

Ëô

dissociation,

have focused solel-y on Ëhe alcoholic-nonalcoholic dimension. Thís

paucíty of comparative studies 1s undersÈandable since the addÍtion of
each subject dímension doubl-es the required number

of treatment groups

for the transfer paradígn. Unfortunately, the few studies that do exist
have found cont,radictory findings and consequently

it renaíns unknown

if alcoholics are more or less susceptíble to dissociaËion than
alcoholic social drínkers.
Coll-ectively,

Ëhese

findings indicate thaË recall- of memories for

weakly encoded experience,

partícularly of a verbal naÈure,

greatly impoverished by

charlges

compatible wíth Teports

of greyout described above.

ËherapeuÈic standpoÍnt, these

robustness and
seem

non-

ín st,ate if unpronpted, whích seems

cause

phenomena

in

man, do not

for major modifications ín all-

Ëreatment approaches. AlÈhough dissoeiation may be

produclng alternate state

However, from

a

fíndings, which irnpl-y a certain lack of

relÍabil-íty of dissociative

to provide sufficíent

can be

recall deficits for

encoded'experience, there seems Èo be

significant in

memoríes

of poorly

llttle reason to suspect

Èhat
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well-l-earned material such as

that typÍcally reinforced over several

sessions during treatment would dissociaÈe

to any signifícant

degree

duríng subsequenÈ drinking periods. Thís observation seems particularly
salienË for behavioral techníques which employ raÈher concrete, no¡,

verbal tasks requiring díscrimínatfve notor responses oyer multiple
t,rial-s, al-though

much l-ess

relevant for strategies of the mass

variety which often anount to one trial learning experiences.

ned.ia

Moreover,

since research has been unable to determine conclusively íf individual
differences in susceptibil_ity exist, and, if so, how to identify high

rísk individuals, the practising Çlinictan has 1Íttle predíctiye
to decÍde the l-ikel-íhood of significant dissociative
for the indÍvidual case.
F.

some

poner

problems occurring

reservatíons in extrapolating from research findings to

therapeutíc efforts

ín the opening statement of the previous section,
about Ëhe practical signifícance of dissocíation

As poínted out
Ehese conclusions

for therapeutic efforts are tentative. Their
depends upon the assumption

acceptance partly

that the research findings of

the

laboratory studies are equally valid for material l-earned in therapeuÈic

contexts. unfortunateLy, there

appear

to be some good reasons for

questioning the generalizability of these findíngs to therapeutic

concerns. Probably the most relíable findiug to date, whích has

come

fron this research, is that díssociative effects

Ëerms

of

magniÈude and consístency, across

Because

wídeJ-y

vary, in

different kinds of learning tasks.

of this heterogeneity of findings across learning tasks,

the
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vaLidiÈy of general-izations to therapeutic types of mâterial can be

seriously questioned.

When comparing

the kínds of learning tasks

investigated Èo date with those typícally employed in therapeutic

efforts, several differences of probable importance
For example,

Ëhe more

materíal- which

is

traditfonal treatment

multímodal- and

become apparent.

approaches

often

employ

of high personal sígnifícance

presenting real--l-ífe documentaries about Ëhe personal and social
consequences
:.:'ì::.i.

exarnples

of al-cohol abuse for the individual vía representative

(e.g., Àleohol-lcst

Anonymous)

in an attempt to

change

attítudesandsubsequentdrinkingbehavior.InconÈrast,1aboratory
tasks have been relat,ivel-y sínplistic, unrelated to drinking problems
and alcohol abuse, and

any

relatively impersonal. It

seems possibl-e

of these dífferences mighÈ profoundly affect the

that

degree Èo whích

learning can be dissocíated by alcohol. As a consequence, iË

seems

likely that,, ín order to more validly determíne the pract,ical signíficance
of dissocíat,ion for ËherapeutÍc efforts, the kinds of learning

experíences

examíned should approxÍmate more close1-y those characterísÈics

of existing

forms

G.

of treatment.

The purpose

of the present investÍgation.

ïhe present, study was conducted to determine if state dependent

learning could be demonstrated for infomation acquired through

to

fifuned materíal which approximaËes

that typically

exposure

enployed by a

varieËy of preventíve and rehabílitative progrâms. More specifically,
nonalcohol-ic soclal- drinkers lüere shown two educational

fÍlnsr

âû

alcoholisn fil-rn and a control, fílm which was unrelated Ëo alcohol

::::.i:.:

abuse, while intoxicated
sampl-ed inforuraËÍon

twenËy-four hours

or sober and were tested for recall of

from the fil-ms both írynediately afËer and again

later under either simílar or alternate state

condit,íons. Alcohol intoxícaÈion rras induced in a small group
atmosphere

in an atËempt to

and was assessed both

approximate

Ín

namel-y

into lighË and

night be a function of drínking experience.

recall of two kÍnds of

roemories from the fil-rns was assessed,

(1) recall of objective or factual information presented,

(2)

recal-1-

of

il-rn

f

were divided

fron sel-f-Teport data to determine if differences

observed dissociation

Delayed

circunst,a.nces

biochenically (blood alcohol- l-eve1s) and through

self-report (ratÍng scales). subjects
heavy social- drínkers

social drinking

of

personal-

or subjectíve reactions to the filns

attrÍbutes) on sel-ected dimensions.

Delayed recal-l-

and

(judgrnents

of

f acÈual

ínfornatíon was measured by both an alt,ernate form and test-retest
method ernpl-oying fí11--in-the-bl-ank statemenrs abour

reporÈ data on the drinking habits and experiences

the films. sel-f-

of the subjects

were al.so collected
Because

of the expl-oratory nature of the present investigatÍon,

specífic predíctions or hypotheses r^rere not proposed. al-ternatively,
an attempt was made

to anslrer the fol-lowing series of

research

questíons.

A. Learning
f.

and

i{?rat

recall

o:L-pb:þct,:Lve

information from Ëhe fílr¡s:

is the effect of alcohol- on the

amount

of information

retained through exposuïe to filrned, real-3-ife events?

2. Is thÍs effect of

al-cohol- on

learning similar or different

for material- related to alcohol
unrel-ated types

of material?

abuse

in

comparison to

'.:1t:.:.:.1,.a.: i'?'.

s9

3.

ïs later

recaLl_

of information frorq the fÍl_ns

sËare

dependent?
4.

Is there any dífference Ín the productÍon of state
learning between the two types of filns?
Do Èhese findíngs differ as a functÍon of method of
dependent,

5.

recall
6.

Do

aSsessment?

the ansrrers to the above questÍons differ for

light

and heavy social_ drÍnkers?

B.

subsequenË rec
1.

is the effect of arcohol on judgnents made about
certain filrr attributes (interesË value, emotional impact,

Í'ltrat

diffículty, aËtentíon holding value) ?
Are Ëhese effects different for alcohol_related, film
comprehension

2.

material ín contrast to unrelated material?
3.
4.

rs later reca11 0f these oríginal judgments state dependent?
rs sËate dependency of judgurent recall_ a functíon of the
type of fíl_m involved?

5.

Do the ans!ùers

light

to this series of

and heavy

quesËíons

differ for

social drinkers?

c.

habits

and

of àlcohol intoxicatíon:
1-.

trrlhat percentage

of the sampre of nonalcoholíc,

drfnkers report staËe dependent types of

resulting from alcohor lntoxicaÈion
average frequency

sociar-

mernory phenomena

and what

Ís

the

of occurrence among these índíviduals?

.-

1 t.-
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2.

rs there any sígnífícant relationship between the frequency
of occurrence of these reported menory phenomena and (a)
average frequency and quantity
phenomenological aspects

of consumption, (Þ) other

of alcohol

consumptÍon (frequency

of íntoxícation, blackouËs, notable behavior

change, and

conparative tolerance to alcohor intoxication), (c) degree

of ímmaturity of
of signíficant

reporÈed drínking motiyes, and

problems

(d) frequency

resultÍng from alcohol as measured

by an alcoholism test.
3.

Are these self-reporÈ neasures of frequency of oc^urrence

of

Èhese

state dependent-líke

memory phenomena adequate

predíctors of actual recalr- performance under sËate
condit.ions as obseryed

Ín the drinking

experinent?

change

i :-.:
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METIIOD

Subjects. Thírty-eighÈ, male volunteers

$rere

recruited from the

undergraduate students enrolled

ín the Introduction to

at the university of l"fanitoba.

They ranged

iri

Psychology course

age from 18

to

35 years,

wíth the median age being 20 years. All ss were requíred to complete

a

sign-up booklet prior Ëo the drínking experiment which contaíned a Drínking
Experience InvenËory, and a physicían consent form, r^rhich rìras

to be signed

by theír family doctors (see Appendix A). In addition, the Ss ¡,¡ere

instructed to abstaín from all alcohol

comsumpËion and

other drugs outside

the experíment 24 hours prior to the firsÈ day until the conclusíon on the
second day, and

to

eaË

a light meal no less

session. A regístered nurse

\¡ras

Ëhan 2 hours

príor to

each

present during all experimental procedures

as a medícal precaution. Intoxicated Ss were given transportaÈion

after

each sessíon.

The ss were dívíded ínÈo
by frequency

2 groups on

indices (Q-F scores) whích

Ëhe

r¿ere

basís of their quanÈity

calculated for each S from

his self-report data on SecÈíon A of the Drinking
This index is the

sum

typlcal frequency of
1953). Indivídua1
24.

home

Experíence TnvenÈory.

of the products of an Srs typical quåntity

consumption

and his

of líquor, beer and wine (Straus

Q-F scores ranged frorn 4

to

& Bacon,

66 wÍth a median score of

The two groups hrere consËrucÈed on the basis

of a median splít

procedure whereby Ss r¿ho obtained Q-F scores above the nedian

r¡rere

designated heavy drinkers and Ss with scores below the medían vrere

Èermed

light drinkers. A breakdown of these scoïes into typical quanÈíty and
frequency separately
sunmaïy data

is

reporËed

for the other

ín

.A,ppendix B along

with additÍonal

dimensions measured by the Drinkíng Experíence

Inventory (see Material section for a descriptíon of these dimensÍons).

i::::!:.+:i-t i.:t::,1l
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Apparatus. 1. A BreaÈhaLyzer, Moder 900A, manufactured by smith
& I{essan Co. rrras used

level_s (courÈesy

to

determíne blood alcohol

of the Royal Canadian Mount,ed

Po1Íce, trIinnÍpeg Branch).

2. Film

equÍpment consísted

of a 16 nun. projeetor,

screen, a volume control panel and 6 sets of steïeo
headphones (courtesy of Audio-visuar services,

Universíty of Manitoba)
Materials. r-. An ralcoholÍsmr film and a lcontrol| fí1m were
selected as the learning material for the experimenÈ according
Èo the

following procedure. rnítially,

an ralcoholismt film was chosen from the

fílm library of the Arcoholism Foundatíon of

ManiËoba from several,

avaílable alternatives whÍch r¡rere screened by the experimenËer. ïhís
selection was made on the basis of several characÈerístics dernanded

by

the purpose of the study such as: (a) the film needed to present Íts
plot and pertinent information on alcoholism in a highly realÍstÍc,
prausible and not unduly moralistíc manner (i.e., something that
the
víewer might seriously consider as possibly happening Ëo hirn), (b)
ttre
main characters of Èhe filrn needed to be easy to identify with (sirnírarity
i-n age, socio-economíc status, attitudes, ínterests, etc.), (c)
the

fihn

to be interesting' attentíon holding,
order to maximize learning. rn other words,
needed

and

not unduly compricated in

Èhe

film

was chosen as the

best of several alternatíves for producing attiÈude change among indíviduals
sinÍlar to the subject populatíon used in the drinking experíment. ïhe
ralcoholismr fílm selecÈed ¡¿as
t'The

entitled

conspiracy

of siLence,, produced

by Durham Producti-on, rnc., omaha, Nebraska. rt presenËed a portraiÈ
of
young' níddle-class' marríed couple and the breakdown of
their
marrÍage

a
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because

of the

husbandrs drínking problern. EssenËially, the

of

Èhe developmental phases

days

to

evenÈual divorce

acut,e alcoholism from

film

their teenage, dating

highlighting the social and behavioral

of alcohol- abuse, and the futility

of attempted

presented

concealmenË and

consequences

denial of

the problem.
The rconLrol-t

filrn

was

also selected from several possibilities,

which r^rere screened by the experimenter, on the basis

considerations: (a) the film

needed

of the following

to be compleÈely unrelaÈed to

alcoholismn but also eoncerned with a major socíal problern with a goal

of attitude

change, and

(b) iÈ needed to be highly símilar to the alcoholism

fílrn in terms of the characterístics listed

above

(i.e., realism, Ínterest

value, aËtenÈíon holding, etc.). AlËhough íÈ was virtually impossible to
equate Èhe ralcoholismr and
mulËímodal, on

all possíble

rcontrolt films, which of

dímensions which might

necessíÈy were

affect learning

and

recall

of the material presented, an attempt !¡as made Ëo determine the sirnil-arity
of the fí1ms on the following

dímensions which Ì^¡ere considered

of greatest

ímportance: real-ísm, interest, value, attention holdíng, emotional impact

recallabílity of specífics (complexíty). From Èhe initial screenÍng,
2 candidates for the fcontrolr fí1rn were selected. Five independent judges

and

ürere

recruited, víewed the falcohol-ismr film and

tine

2 rconËrol' films,

and

rated them on the 5 dimensions mentioned above (see Appendix C for these
raËing scales). Appendix D contaíns Èhe mean rating scores for each dimension

for the 3 filrns,

and the

sËatistical

comparisons used

to determine equívalence

(correlated t-Eests, two-Ëailed, p = .05). As can be seen fron the Film
Comparíson table, rcontrol| f.LLn ll2 was chosen over rcontrolr film /11 on
the basis of its greaËer equivalence to the ralcoholismr filn on
of the 5 dímensions. Ihe only dimension on which rcontrol-' fifun

4

i/2

differed marginally from the ralcoholism' film was that of enotional
impact. However, because this dimension hras the only bípolar scale used,
which Èends to augment existing differences and because the mean scores

for each film were not at either exËreme (pleasant vs. unpleasant), this
sÈatisÈical difference I^Ias considered unimportant in conparison to the
sirnilarity found on the other dímensions.
The rcontrolr fílrn which was selected was entíÈled rrHets Not the
I^ralking Kínd" produced by the Natíonal Fíln Board of Canada. It presented

a porÈrait of a physically handicapped, young, man confined Èo a wheelchaÍr,
and his personal struggle to achieve a normal and satisfying life.
Basically,
it presented the socíal' career and developmental problems encountered by
the handícapped person, highlighting hts sinílarity in attitudes, interesËs
and goals in 1ífe to physically norrnar, middle-class, young people

Both films r¡rere in colour and approxímateIy 25 minutes in length.

2. Recall of factual- material related to specific events and informaËion
presented ín each of the two films

r¡ras measured

by separate questionnaires

using a fill-ín-Ehe-b1ank format. This method of assessment rdas chosen

rather Ëhan a multíple choice or Ërue-false procedure because it appeared
Ëo approxímaËe more

elosely a recall-type task than do the other two which

evaluate recogniÈíon. The fí11-in-the-blank format does provide a certain
degree of answer cuíng since general scenes and events must be first

descríbed in many ínsËances before specific ínformatíon can be request,ed.
However, it seemed apparenË that any procedure attempÈíng to assess specific

recall of ínformation about complex, real-lífe

occurrences can at best

be considered a form of aÍded, or strucËured recall measurement since the
questíon asked inevitably contaíns ínformaËíon which aids in the producËion

of an appropriate ansrüer. Consequently, the fí11-in-the-blank format,
seemed

to be a good approximation of a direcË quesËloning method such

as
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that employed in a structured interview.

In addition, however, a fill-

ín-the-blank formaÈ Ís likely more susceptible than direct questioning
to accuraËe guessing based on Ëhe narrowing of plausÍble responses

by

the structure of the rest of the staËement (but less so than multiple
choice or true-fal-se approaches) .

To control for this possible arÈífact,

the pilot work, by whích the recall questionnaíres \¡/ere designed,
íncluded a tblindr control gïoup whích aÈtempted to ansT¡rer the quesÈions
r,¡ithout having seen the films beforehand. An individual, oral examínation
r¿as considered unsuiËable because

of standardization problems and tírning

consËraints arisíng from ss being run in groups. Alsor any methods

requíring complicaÈed, responding skíl1s (writing sentences, etc.)

were

eliminated because of possible confounding of recall defícits wíth
perf ormance impairments

ftuo equívalent questionnaíres of 10 ítems for each of the films
ülere constructed so thaË delayed recall could be assessed both independently

of

irnrnediaÈe

recall (alternate form meËhod) and by

Ëhe.same method used

to assess inrnediate recall (test-reËest neËhod). This was done in order
to obÉain two

meËhods

questionnaires

IniËially,

rârere

of recall assessment. The process by whÍch these

constructed ís described below.

a list

of 34 possible iEems was compiled for each fil-m.

These items \^lere constructed randomly from Ëhe various sequences presented

in each filrn.

An attempÈ Íras made to make the items as heËerogeneous in

content as posslble reflecÈing diverse aspecËs of the films.

The

temporal sequence of the items was retaíned both ín Ëhe unrefined lists
and the final questionnaires in order Ëo províde a logícal progression

for the responder
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A pilot study was conducted Èo determíne the degree of iÈem dÍfficulty
under irunedÍate recall, sober condítions for the two lists.

A group of

10 Ss were recruíted from the Introduction to Psychology course at the

Universíty of Manitoba. These Ss viewed both films and answered the
corresponding list of items after each film presentatl-on. A second group
of B Ss were given the

IisËs of items wíthout havíng seen the films
and were asked to guess what the correcË ansvrers míght be, based
on the
same

wording of Èhe questions. The aveïage percent of correct responses by
the film group was 85% for all the items on the falcoholismr fíIm list
and 75%

for the iÈems on the tcontrolr filn líst.

rn contrast, the

average percenÈ of correcË responses by the blind group was 3L% for the

talcoholismr fí1m

for Ëhe rcontrolr fí1m. consequently, iË was
concluded Ëhat the majoríty of items could not be accurately answered
and, 36"Å

without havíng viewed the fÍ1rns and that they provided a valid
of inunediate recall.

measure

An item analysis of this daÈa was then performed Ëo furËher refÍne

the lísts.
criteria:

Individual íÈems q¡ere rejected on the basis of the following
(a) any item with a frequency of correct response by the film

group under 507., and, (b) any ítem with a frequency of correct response by
the blind group over 50"Á. the fírst criterion was employed to ensure Èhat

the average S under sober conditions would likely respond wiËh at least
5O"/"

accutacy when tesËed irnrnediately after a film presentation.

hlas expecÈed Èhat alcohol might produce a deficit

Since ít

both in iuunedíate reca1l

and delayed recall, and sÍnce normal forgettÍng míght also lower recall

scores when later measured, ít seemed necessary to guard agaÍnst

Ëhe

possÍbility of a bottoming effect (too low a ceÍling under optirnal
condíËions) ín the drinking experimenÈ. The second critería Ìras adopted
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Èo

further reduce the possibility that correct

from accurate guesswork raÈher than accuraÈe

ans\^rers

rnight resulË

recall. Ihis

procedure

resulted in the rejecËion of. L4 items from each list and produced

total residue

of. 20 items per

fi1m.

These remaining items

for

a

each

film were then ranked according to frequency of correct responses made
by the film group, and an odd-even split was conducted on each of the
lists to

produce two, alternate forms

of 10 items for

each

film

(see

Appendix E).

Statistical analyses were then performed on the irmnediate recall
scores of the film group to det,ermine (a) mean sc.oïes and standard
devíations for each of the 4 questionnaires, (b) the degree of equivalence

of

alternate forms for each of the 2 films, and (c) the sirnilarity of
average diffículty of the ralcoholismr film questionnairesand the reontrolr
Èhe

filn quesÈionnaires.
film,

Ëhe

These analyses indicated

that (a) for the falcoholismr

alternate form questionnaíres had mean recall scores of 8.6

and

8.7" and standard deviaÈions of 0.55 and 0.50 respectívely for Form AI
and Form A2, and for the rcontrolt film, the alternate form questíonnaires
had mean scores

of 8.2 arrd,8.2,

and standard devíations

of 0.54 and 0.49

respectively for Form Cl and Form C2, (b) correlations of equival-ence of
the alternate form questíonnaires for the alcoholj-sm fílm and the control

fílm were .70 and .61 respectívely, and (c) a comparison of the mean recall
score pooled over the 2 aLternate forms for the falcoholismr film to that
of the reontrolr fílrn indícated no significant dífference between the
difficulÈy of the fí1m questionnaires (t = .978, p > .30, two
taí1ed test of significance). In short, these analyses substanËiated

average

equivalence

of the alternate forms as recall

and indicated Èhat the

for the control fílm

measures

recall questíonnaires for the

were

of

comparable

diffÍculry.

the

for both films,

alcohol-ism

film

and
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3.

A Drínking Experience rnventory \^ras compiled Èo correct.

descriptive, self-report information about the drinkíng habits
experiences

of the Ss.

and

entire inventory takes approximaÈely

The

20-30

is divided inËo 4 general secËions (see Appendix
A). SecÈion A contains (1) iËems measuring average amount and. frequency
mínutes Èo compleËe and

of alcohol consumption (illa, b,

&

c and lfZa, b, & c) from which

a

quantíty-frequency índex for each S was computed, as described previously,
and

(2) items concerning

Ëhe

typícal social

cÍrcumstance

of the sfs

drinking (ll3 = where, and ll4 = with whom). Section B contains a series

of questions about phenomenological reactions to drinking (frequency of
intoxication, tolerance Ëo alcohol, frequency of behavior change while
intoxícated, staÈe
mood induced by

dependent,

drinking).

recall, frequency of bl-ackouts, typical

These

5 dirnensíons, rated by ss on S-point

scales correspond to items llt-í respectively. SecËion C is an luunaturíty
Scale

of Drinking MoEives

designed by Jung

(Lg77).

Ss were asked Ëo rate

the appropríaÈeness of 16 possíble motives for their drÍnking on 5-poínt
scales (never to always). Of the 16 motíves, 13 are consídered immature,

while 3 are

deemed

mature. An indívidualfs score reflecÈs the

immature items marked 3

nurnber

of

or more. The tesÈ has been shown to have good

validity in predictÍng current amount and frequency of average
alcohol consumptiirn, and potential to predict degree of increase in amount
concurrenË

and frequency
Secti'on D

of

consumpÈion over

a one-year períod

(Jung

,

L977).

ís the Self-AdmínisËering Alcoholism Screening Test

designed by Swenson and Morse (L975) and

of the Michigan Alcohol screeníng

(SAAST)

is a self-adminísterÍng

form

selzer (r97L).

Each

TesË (MAsr) by

ítem, \^7íth the exceptíon of the first question is scored if

with an ralcoholict response. A total score reflects the

answered

number

of

such

:1,::ì.:i::.r:a::Ì:jr:.ì,t:;.;::.: :.1::

responses. For items ll2, 5, 7 anð Br' a rnot is Èhe talcoholict response,
while, for al-1 ottrer ítems, a tyesr is the indicaÈive ansvrer. A cut off
score of L0 is used to dífferentiate alcoholic from nonalcoholic individuals
r¿hile scores of 7-9 are considered rhighly suspecÈ. I Swenson and Morse
(1975) reported

that the SAAST had excellent discriminaÈive validiry in

differentiating alcoholic patienÈs from psychiatric

and medical patients

in addition identified a small number of thiddent alcoholics in Ëhe
control groups. The IÍAST, and other nrodified versions has consistently

and

been proven

suspected

to

or

have high díscriminatíve

known

to

validity with diverse populations

have drinking problems (Favazza &

Pires,

L974;

Moore, L972; Moore, L97I, Morse & Swenson, 1975; Pokorny, Míl1er & Kaplan,
1972; Selzer, I97L; Selzer, Vanosdall, & Chapman, L97L; Selzer, Vinokur
& van

Rooijen, L975). The

to the

SAAST r.ras

included in the inventory, in addítÍon

reasons mentioned below as a precautÍon againsË íncludÍng individuals

in the drínkíng

experiment

with sígnificant, drinking problems (Í.e.,

ethical consÍderatíons)
The Drinkíng Experíence Inventory was administered

to all Ss, prior

to the drinking experíment, in order (1) to provide detailed, descriptive
informaÊíon about the drÍnkÍng experiences and habits

of

Ëhe Ss used

in

this experiment, (2) to al1ow the evaluaÈion of the effects of drinking
hístory (typical amount and frequency of consumption) on Ëhe exÈent, of
observed, state dependent

recall, and (3)

Ëo be used

ín a post-hoc

fashion for generating hypotheses about possíble relat,ionshi-ps between
the various dimensíons and susceptÍbility to stat.e dependent recall.

4.

Appendix F contaíns a series

¡.rere asked Èo complete

for

each

of S-poinÈ scales whích all

of the tr¡o films on both

days

of

Ss

the
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experiment. The first 2 items correspond

Èo perceÍyed degree of

inËoxícation (a relative and comparative measure, respecËively),

while the last four

íËems

refer

Ëo

their

judgments

of the filmts

effects on them on the dimensions of attenËion holdíng, ínterest
value, comprehensíon diffÍculty, and ernotional impact. on the first
day, Èhese scales were adminístered to determine the effects of alcohol
on

film

degree

judgrnent dÍmensions and Èo provide

of intoxícation.

On

a subjecËive

measure of

the second day, in additj-on to collectlng

subjective measures of intoxÍcatíon, ss were asked Èo recall their
previous day film judgments Lo assess ïêcal-l of subjective experience

for the films.
Procedure. Níneteen heavy drinkers and 19 líght drinkers,
desígnated by

their

Q-F scores from Section A

of the drinking

inwent.ory were randomly assigned Ëo 4 treatment

conditions.

as

experience

Group D-D,

consistíng of 5 heavy and 5 light drinkers, viewed the films and were
tested for inrnediate recall (acquÍsition) r¿híle drunk, and 24 hours 1ater
vrere Èested

for delayed recall agaÍn while drunk.

Group S-S, consisting

qf 4 heavy and 5light drinkers, viewed the fí1rns and r^rere tested for
ímrnediate recal1 whÍle sober, and

again whíle
viewed the

later

sober.

films

Group

D-s, containíng 5 heavy and 5 lighÈ drinkers,

and were tested

\üere t,esÈed

for

later Ìrere tested for delayed recall

del-ayed

for irunediate recall whíle drunk, and

recall whíle sober.

And Group S-D,

containíng 5 heavy and 4 light drinkers, vlewed the films and were tested

for

ímmedÍate

recall while sober, and laËer

hrere tested

for delayed recall

while drunk. rn other words, Groups D-D and s-s were,Èested for

recall

del_ayed

símilar state conditÍons as those enforced duríng the
present,aËj-on of the fílms (congruent, or same state conditíons), while
und.er

7L

groups D-S and S-D r¡rere tested

for delayed recall under dissimilar

state conditions (disparate, or
Ss were run
number

of

in groups

heavy and

of. 4

changed

or 5, which

líght drÍnkers from the

on 2 consecuËive, weekday evenings
The order

state conditions).

of film presentatíons

conÈaíned roughly Èhe
same

same

treatment conditions,

(i.e., 2 subgroups/treatmenË conditíon).

r^ras

counterbalanced

within each Ëreatment

condition Èo conËrol for possible order effects and changing blood
alcohol levels (BAIts)

among

intoxícated Ss.

One

of the 2 subgroups

of the treatment conditions viewed the talcohol-ísmt film first
and then the rcontrolt fílm, while the oÈher subgroups ü/ere presented
for

each

Ëhe

films Ín reverse order.

The

recall questionnaires for

each

of

the

films were also counterbalanced wÍthin each treatment condÍËion to control

for

possíb1e

dÍssimilarity in difficulty.

Although the

pílot

work had

índicated that the alËernate forms !'rere roughly similar measures of
irrnediate recall, thÍ-s addíËional control was íncluded because their
equivalence as delayed measuïes
Consequently,
one

half of the

Ss

in

of recall

had not been evaluated.

each treatment condition were administered

of the two questionnaires for

each

filn to

assess irnrnediate

recall,

while the remaining Ss were given the other questíonnaíres. Ihe counterbalancing of inrnediate recall quesËíonnaires also produced a simílar,
counterbalancíng control

ín the delayed recall

measures

in both the

alternaËe form and test-retest meËhods whích tirere used for all treatmenË
conditions.
On Day

1,

each group

room r¿hích contained

packs

of 4 or 5 Ss were seated in the 'drínkíng'

a large Èable surrounded by 6 chaírs, a radío

of playing cards. Initíally,

procedures

the

and

Ss were informed about the

to be compleËed during the fírst session

and were Ëold

in

:
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advance

if they would be gíven alcohol

were informed

for

Day

2.

Èo consume. None

at this tíme about the procedure or treâtment

Day

promoÈe an

Ss

assignmenÈs

1 sessíons began r¿ith a one hour drinking period for

all Ss. During thís hour, a research assistant
to

of the

informal, group atmosphere.

remaíned

with

Èhe Ss

Ss vtere encouraged Èo

ínteract

freely during this time (playing cards, tal-king, joking, etc.) with the
only restríctÍon beíng to remain in the rdrinkingt room. ss reguiríng
bathroom

facilities t/ere accompanied by the research assístant.

During

the hour, each S received 4 beverages to be consumed. These drínks were
served

at

15

min. interval-s by the registered nurse who functioned

duríng Ëhís part, of the experiment as barmaid and unobtrusively as a medical
check on the reacÈions

of the Ss who ïrere receivÍng alcohol.

The

Ss

in the drunk conditions receíved beverages containing orange juice
and 8O-proof vodka míxed
The Èotal amount

in proportíons of 2 to 1,

of alcohol

consumed

and an

ice

cube.

by these Ss was .7 gm. of absolute

alcohol per kg.of body weight (.9 rnl.alcohoL/kg.body weight). In other
words, an S weighing 160 lb. receíved 5.7 oz. of, vodka ín the hour,

while an s wel-ghing 175 lb. received a total of 6.3 oz. ss in the sober
conditions receÍved similar amounts of orange juice, equaËed for fluid
volume according

to

body

weight, on the

same schedule

of administraËion.

Approxímately 20 mÍnutes afÈer the consumption of the fína1 drinks

(Spector, LITL) the

Ss I^tere escorted one aü

r¿here breathalyzer measures I^rere taken
measurements were taken

control-.

for both drunk

Each measuïement

Ss'were informed

a time to an adjoíníng

by the registered nurse.

room

These

and sober Ss as a procedural

took approximateLy 4 to 5 minutes, and all

of their readings.

about 20 mÍnutes f,or each group.

The breaËhalyzer procedures Ëook
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Following these sÈaÈe induction and measuredrent procedures, the
Ss were escorted

to the tprojectiorrt

room where they were seated

in

chairs, equipped r¡1th writíng arms, facing the projection screen and

fítted with individual sets of headphones. Ihey were
short, paper-and-pencil test

based on the

remínded Ëhat a

material presenËed in the

films would follow each of the films they were about to see. ftmnediately
after the fírst film, the Ss were given a pencil and a questionnaire form
containing (1) an irunediate recall questíonnaire (Appendix E) based on
the appropríaÈe film, and (2) a fílm judgnenÈ Tating form (Appendix F);
':: : i:.t..:l

respectively.
and

They were insÈructed

if uncertain to guess.

not

Èo leave any

Ss r¡rere asked

of the items bJ-ank,

to indicaËe on the firsÈ

page

íf they had ever seen the film beforehand (none of the Ss indicated
affirmaÈívely). A Len minuÈe period was allotted for compleËíon of

each

questionnaire. All Ss compleËed these questíonnaires comfortably wiËhin

thís

Èime

film

was

límit.

lhe questionnaires were then collected and

Èhe second

presented. Inunediately after the second fi1m, the questionnaire

based on the second
and Èime lirnÍt.

(30 minuÈes

for

fílm

r¿ere

dístributed with the

same

verbal instructions

ïhe enÈÍre film procedures took approximately 60 minuËes
each

film

and accompanying questionnaire).

AfÈer the completion of the fílm procedure, Ss were escorËed back

to the rdrinking' room where they were taken to the adjoÍning
at a time for a second breaËhalyzet readíng which

room one

concluded Day

1

procedures. IntoxÍcated Ss were detaÍned unËil transportatíon had

been

arranged.
On Day

2,

Ss were informed abouÈ the procedures

to be compleËed

dur:íng Èhe fínal session and about treatment assignment. rAgain this
was followed by a drinkl-ng hour, duríng which ínËoxícated

or

sober

condÍtions, depending on group assignment, were índuced and individual

:ï1..::,-j

1:j.':.:.1' :..: :-.":,':r::;
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breathalyzer readings were recorded as on Day l.
procedures Ss were returned Èo

10

to

of

Day

15 rnÍnute period

the fdrinkingt

Ín order

Following these

room

Èo roughly equaÈe

for an additional

the ternporal sequences

1. ss were then escorted to the projection roon where they
were seated as on Day 1. They were reminded that they nould be gÍven
and asked

to

complete 2 questionnaire forms based on Ëhe

films

they

had viewed on the previous

day. Again they were told not to leave any
of the Ítems blank, and to guess if uncertaín of an ansrÂrer. The first
questÍonnaíre form was then dístributed a1-ong with pencíls, and contained
(1) a delayed recall alternate form (alternate Ëo that used for in¡nediate
recall) questionnaire, (2) a filrn judgment ïatíng form (same as Ëhat used
on Day 1), and (3) a second delayed recall test-retesË form (same as that
used

for

inunedíate

recall) quesËíonnaire, respectively.

Ss were

told that

the fírst of two questionnaíre forms they would receive was based on the
first of the two films they had vier¿ed the previous.day, andr for the

film

judgnenÈ

Ëo 6

exactly as they had on the previous day. A

was

rating form (page 2) that they vrere to

raËe questions /i3

tT¡renty minuËe period

allotted for the completion of the first questionnaire

Approximately 5 minutes
(a11 Ss finished well
quesÈionnaíre was
consËructed

to

after the first questionnaíre r^ras cornpleted

within the tírne lirnÍts)

distributed.

and

collected,

Ëhe second

The second quesÈíonnaire form was sirnilarly

ffrst, except for the fact that the fill--in-the-b1ank
on the second f1lrn. The Ss were told thaË Èhe final

Ëhe

ítems were based
questíonnaíre

form

¡nras

based on the second

of the

tr¿o fíl-ms they had viewed

the previous day, and again the instructíons for Ëhe filrn judgment ratÍng
form were repeated. Agaín they were allowed 20 minutes
second questíonnaire form

to

complete the

:::::.
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Foll-owing the completion of the second questionnaíre, Ss were

escorted back to the rdrinkingt room where they were taken one at

a

time to the adjoíning room for a second breathalyzer readj:ng whích
concluded Day 2 procedures. IntoxÍcated Ss were again detained until

transportation had been arranged.
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RESULTS

IntoxicatÍon Indicators
Three measures
consumed alcohoL

of intoxication

for

each S who

during learning and/or recall sessíons. BreaÈhaLyzet

measures (gns. alcoholconsumpËion

hrere recorded twice

per 100 m1 blood) weïe recorded 20 mínuËes after

of the fínal drínks (pre-filrn

measure) and. again about 60

minutes laÈer (posÈ-fi1m measure). self-report measures (5 point raÈíng

scales) of degree of perceíved intoxícation (1 = noË at all; 3 = moderately;
5 = extremely) and of their comparisons to typical degree of experÍenced
inÈoxication (1 = much less; 3 = about the same; 5 = much more) were
collected about 45 minuËes after the last drink (post-filrn #1) and again
about 30 minutes

later (post-fílrn i/2).

The nean scores and standard

deviatíons of these measures are presented in Table 2.0.

insert Table 2.0 about here
For the breathalyzer measures, the

mean scores

for

Èhe

pre-fÍln

and

the post-film recordings ürere .065 and .057 gms/100 ml. respectivery,
which índícate that ¡ri1d to noderate degrees of intoxicaËion were índuced

in those Ss who receíved alcoholic
r^7ere

beverages duríng the drinking hour and

roughlv sustained throughout the fíIrn sequences. The self-report

measures

essentíally corroborate these bÍochemical- data. Sst

mean

rating

of perceived intoxicaÈlon scales were 2.79 and, 2.44
respectively (a rating of 3 on the 5 poínt scale was defined as rmoderately
scores on the degree

intoxícatedt). on the eomparative scale mean scores r¡rere 2.72

and,

2.49

respectively, which indicate that on the aveïage the degree of intoxication experienced by the .ss duríng the drÍnking experíment was roughly.
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Teble
¿c
2.0
Means and standard DeviaÈions

for
:
'-

:-

Ss who Received

of rntoxícaËion rndÍcators

Alcoholic Beyeragee (n =

39)

.-

-__:'

Int,oxicatíon Indícator

Mean

(i)

Standard Deyiation

Breathal-yzer Measures
:.

.

t,.

...-

a, '- .-a'- ?
..'':'.'.'.-': -

Post-fil-ns

.057

.0Ig

Post-filn //1

Z.7g

"72

Post fÍln /i2

2.44

,74

Post-filn iÉl

2.72

.g3

Posr-fÍlm //2

2.49

.96

ComparÍson

.'

to Typical Intoxicatíon

(_sd)

-i

;lil::i;l-l':r:i:rii:r::i:::i:i'.::i;:'',.::$i:r:iii:¡t:'.d:i:

:i.::,:
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equivalent and íf anything somewhat less than that typically experienced

by them on previous drinkíng occasions (a ïatíng of 3 was defined as tabout
Èhe samer)"

These

íntoxícatíon indicators were then furÈher

anaLyzed,

for possible

differences betr.reen the lighË and heavy social drinkers in terms of degree

of intoxl-cation experienced.
Comparison

These analyses

aïe presented ín Table 2.1.

of the mean scores from the breathalyzer

measures indÍcated

insert Table 2.1 about here
no significanÈ difference between the light and heavy drinkers on the
biochemical measures of ínËoxicatíon. On the experiential scales, the

light drinkers on the average rated both their perceíved degree of
intoxicatíon and comparisons to previous inÈoxÍcated experiences
slightly higher than did the heavy drinkers.
differences approached statistical

However, none of these

sígnificance.

Lastly, in an attempt to assess possible adaptation effects to
alcohol consrrmpt.ion, the mean scores of the ínËoxication indicators taken
on Èhe first

day were compared Ëo those recorded on the second day for

those Ss who received alcohol duríng boËh learning and recalI sessions.
These analyses are presented in labLe 2.2.

As can be seen, Ëhere were

no sígnificanË dífferences between any of the intoxícation measures
taken duríng the firsÈ intoxication session and Èhose recorded on the
second occasion which indicates that adaptation effects arisíng from

repeated íntoxicatíon, measured both biochemically and by self-report,,

did not occur.

insert

Tabl-e

2.2 about here
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Table
Comparisons

of

Measures

Mean

2.1_

IntoxÍcatíon Scores Ayeraged or¡er pre- and post

for LÍght

(N = 14) and Heavy (N = 15) socÍal DrÍnkers

Means

(Standard

Deviation) for

rntoxicqtion rndicators Light Drinkers

Means (Standard

Deviation) for

Drinkers t score
Breatha1yzerMeasures.060(.oo9).065(.0]-7).667Þ>.2o
Heavy

probability

Perceived Degree of

IntoxÍcaÈion

2.65

(.64)

2.47 (.74)

.667

p>

.2O

Intoxícation

2.79

(.82)

2.30 (.73)

.52L

p>

.2O

fllot": rn

Ëhese and

used as the
stared. I

all later

eomparisonsr p

< .05, two tail-ed test, ís

criterion for statistÍcal- signíficance unless otherwise
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TabLe 2.2
Comparisons

from Day 1

of

to

Mean

Those

Intoxicatíon Scores Averaged over Pre- and Post-Measures

of

Day

2 for

Means

Intoxlcat,ion IndicaËors
Breathalyzer Measures

Ss who Received Alcohol on Both Days (n = 10)

(Standard

Deviations) for
Day

1

Means (Standard

Deviations) for
Day

2

t score

probability

.062 (.0L6)

.059 (.012)

.4Zg

p>

.ZO

2.5 (.25)

2.8 (.63)

L.Z6

p>

.ZO

2.7 (.43)

2.8 (.58)

.3L4

p>

.ZO

Perceíved Degree of

Intoxication
Comparíson

to Typícal

Intoxication

::: :-'- :.-,:..:

.,^::::.:-:,

';

....:::

:
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Learníng and Recall
Three measures

films

qrere

of Factual Infornation fron the

Films

of recall of factual info::uratíon selected from the

collected for each Sn namely an imrediate recall

measure,

as an índex of amount learned or acquired Èhrough exposure to the fílms,
and two delayed recal-l measures, as measures

twenty-four hour períod.

forn to that

used

of

a¡nount

of the delayed recall

One

retained over

a

measures nas an alternate

for assessing inrmediate recall in which individual

Èest

items were differenÈ than those used orÍginal-ly, while the second measure

of delayed recall

üras

a test-retest form whereby individual test

were the same.as those used previousl-y
each

of these measures, ss received a

to determine

composÍÈe

írmrediate

items

recall-.

recall score out of

For

a

possible 10 which represented the number of iËems ans¡¡ered correctly. Item
correctness r¡Ias dete:mined by matching

Ss

t

responses

to a pïe-set list of

crl-terion ansrnrers. Each item was scored as being either corïect oï

incorrect (1 or 0).

All of these recall

measures were subjecÈed

repeated measuïes analyses

to higher order,

of varíance. For the írunediate recall data,

acquísítíon sËate (drunk or sober) and drinkÍng experience (light or
heavy) were the betrrreen group factors, while

film type (alcoholism

or

control) was Èhe repeaÈed measure. For boÈh fo::rns of delayed recal-l
data, acquÍsition state (drunk or sober), recaIl state (drunk or sober)
and drinking experíence
and

(líght or heavy) were the

between group factors

fflm type (alcoholism or control) was agaín the repeated

rn the analyses of

boÈh Èypes

of delayed recall- data, state

measure.
dependent

learnfng Idas assessed by the acquisition state by recall stat.e inËer-

actfon (state change groups vs

s¿rme

state groups). Sinple effects

82

.anâlyses Èo determine the directional-ity

of stat.e change effects were

not conducted because of inherenÈ interpretive probl-ens discussed earlíer.
All- analyses indicated that the drinking experience beËr¡een group factor
\das not significant eíther as a main effecË or in ínteractfon wíËh any

-:,ì'1.:,.,

has been omitËed from the

following presentation. Individual cel1

means have been pooled over

this factor.

.
. : ::'.

. :,

of the other varíables. Consequently, it

A. In¡nediate Recall (AcquLsition)

,.,,

Table 3.0 contains the mean scores on Ínmedíate recall for the

: "1r':::
'.'tt.:..i:.::

íntoxícated and sober groups (between group varÍable) for each of the
tuo films (repeated measure). Analysis of variance yielded no significanË
effect of either acquisitíon staÈe (p = .427) or the acquisition state

I

by filrn tyPe interactÍon (p = .458), urhich índicates that alcohol

I

constrmption had no signifícant effect on altount of ínformatíon acquÍred

r

from eÍther of the two films.

Hor¿ever, Èhe

fílm type factor was margína1ly

ínsert Table 3.0 about here
'- .:t.-

,'',

significant (p = .094) indicating that the

-',,,'.,-.
.

were somewhat more accurate

..,,,,.:.,,:,
''.. :...:

ín their

Ss

in both acquisítion

responses Ëo the

groups

control filÌn

questíonnaíre than to the alcoholisrn filn measures. ThÍs finding is

ín conÈrast to the píJ-ot research which indlcated film equivalence
ímmediate
' .

recall measures. Possibly the fact that

: rj.;;-

j. :'::

Ss were

Èhe present group of

recruíted specifÍcally for participation in a drínking experiment

while those ín the pílot study
'

on

üreïe not rníght account

(i.e., reactÍvity toward the alcoholisrn fiL¡n
f.

drÍnking experiment).

shown

for thÍs

discrepancy

Ín the contexÈ of

a
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Table 3.0
Mean Scores and (standard Deviat,ions)

of

T¡nmediate

Recall of Infornation

the Alcohol-isur and Control Films for Intoxicated and Sober SubjecÈs (M =

Acquisition State

Alcoholism
Fil-n
Type

Control

Drunk

Sober

7.35

7.39

(r_. 7s)

(1. s0)

7

.70

(1_.8e)

8. 28

(1.18)

From

19)
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In order to

assess Ëhe effecLs

of ínÈoxication on iurnediate recall,

the four basic treatment groups were combíned accordíng to acquÍsition

state (í.e.,
r¡rere

Groups D-D and

D-s; Groups s-D and s-s). These groups

treated ídentically on the fírst day and bec¡me distinct only

the second day during which recall- state was manipulated.

However,

further

ex¡minaËion

assumed

simil-arity, resulting from identícal- treatment on the first

was not

warranted. Table 3.1 contaíns a further

presented

of the

Ínrmediate

recall data indicated that thís

in Table 3.0. Analyses of variance
insert

recall scores for

Tabl-e

3.1

breakdor¿n

of

day,

Èhe data

conducÈed on Èhe ímmediate

abouÈ here

of the two fifuns indicated that in both cases

each

acquisition staËe was noÈ responsible for
agreement.with the

on

origínal analysis.

Èhese group

differences Ín

However, the treatment groups

dlffer significantly as a function of which treatment cond.ítion they
$tere to be assigned to on the second day. In other words, the Èrdo treatdo

ment groups whích were
second day

to be assigned

Ëo

intoxícated condiËions on the

did significantl-y better on írnmediate recall than did

those

to sober conditions on the second day. This phenomenon üras
ín both films (p . .02 and p < .04 respectively) for reasons

Ss assigned
evíd.ent

unknown. Since the treatment manipul-atíons on the second day had not

yet taken place when these differences occurred and since ss had no
prior knowledge of second d.ay tïeatment assígnments these group
differences do not

seem

to be the product of experimental manipulations.

rn addition, sínce the ss were randomly assígned to
group differences independent

of

treaÈment groups,

treatment, manipulations should not
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Table 3.1
Mean Scores and (Standard

Deviations) of Imrediate

Recall of Information From the Alcoholism and
Control FÍlms for Subjects Grouped According

to

Treatment AssJ_gnment on the Second Day

Acquísition State:

Drunk

Drunk

Recall- State:

_SoU"l

Sober

(rr=10) (n=10)
Alcoholisn

8.00
(1. s6)

Fil-n Type:
ControL

6 70

(r

77)

Drunk

Sober

(n=9)

(n=9)

8.00

6.78

(1_.32)

(1.48)

8: 50

6.90

8. 56

8.00

(r_.08)

(2.23)

(l_. 33)

(1.00)
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have

occurred. Although these group differences, presunably the

result of

randon assignment, do

chance

not negate the validity of the previous

of the inmediate recall data in teûns of the effects of intoxication
on atnount of infornation acquired through exposure to the two types of films,
analyses of the delayed recall data and their interpretation was conplicated
analyses

by the presence of these differences on the ¡neasures of original learning.

B.

Delayed RecalL
Because

of the group differences on inmediate recall, or acguisitíon

of the two neasures of delayed recall
.(alternate form and test-retest) was analyzed in two r{ays. First, the
neasures nentioned above, each

recall data was exanined in the conventional nanner by analyses
of variance (unadjusted scores). However, because of possible confounding
delayed

of delayed recall measures by the differences reflected in the immediate
recall data, a second analysis was also perforrned. An analysis of
covariance lrlas conducted on the same data
scores were enployed as a

perforned

which imnediate recalI

covariate. This additional analysis

in an attenpt to statistically

fro¡n the delayed recalL data

recaLl.

in

remove

was

the anount of variance

resulting fron differences in irunediate

of the marginal difference in innediate recall on the
two films, the delayed recall data were anaLyzed separately for the
Because

alcoholisn and controL films.
Al.ternate Forn Mgasures of DeLayed Recall

1.

Llnadjusted

for Differences in

Inmediate

Recall: Table 3.2

of the alternate fonn delayed recall
data grouped according to acquisition state, recall state, and filn type for
the four treatnent groups. Analysis of variance on the delayed recall data
contains the unadjusted mean scores

insert

TabLe 3.2 about here
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Table 3.2
Unadjust,ed Mean Scores and (Standard Deviations)

of Alternate Form Delayed Recall of Infornation
From

the Alcohol-ism and ConÈro1 Fihns

Acquisition State:

Drunk

Recall St,ate:

Alcoholism

Filn

Type:

Control

Sober

Drunk

Sober

(n=10)

(n=10)

6.70
(1. e4)
6

.90

(1.60)

Drunk

Sober

(n=9)

(n=9)

6.30

6.00

6.89

(L.42)

(1.12)

(1.0s)

5.60

6.56

8. s6

(1.96)

(1.67)

(L.24)

': :i:..

.:

r. jr 'ì':'

':

:.. . ' .,.'' '.-. .J,i
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from the alcoholism film indicated no signíficant effects of either

acquísition state (p = .91), recall state (p = .61) or their interaction
(p = .18). Consequently, no significant effect of state change,

as

reflected by the interaction term, was found although a slight trend

in the data can be seen (the state

slightly

change groups D-s and s-D had

lower scores than díd the same state groups D-D and S-S).

For the control fii-m, analysis of variance indicat,ed a signifícant

eifect on delayed recall of acquisítion state (p = .02), no effect of
recall state (p = . 52), and, a highly significant, int,eractíon (p = .004)
whereby Èhe sÈate change groups recalled

their

same

signifÍcantly less than díd

state counterparts.

2. Àdjusted for Dífferences in

Immediate Recal-l-: Table 3.3

contains the mean scores of the alternate form recall data after being
adjusËed

for differences ín irrmediate recal-l. Analysis of covariance

on

insert Table 3.3 about here
Èhe alËernate form

recall data from the alcoholisn film questionnaires

indicaÈed that neíther acquisition

state, (p = .93), recall state

(p = .54), nor theír interactíon (p = .13) were significant.

On the

other hand, the covaríaÈe (irurediate recall scores) was found to

highly significant (p = .007) reflectíng expected relationshíps
ir¡mediate and delayed
The analysís

recall

be

betrrreen

scoïes.

of covaríance on the delayed recal-l

daÈa from the

control fÍlm questionnaires yielded a sígnifícant effect of acquisiËion
s,tate (p =.04), no effect of recall state (p = .18), and a significant

acquisÍtion state by recal1- state interact,ion (p = .008). As for the

89

,

Tabl-e

Adjusted Mean Scores

of Informatíon

3.3

;

of Alternate Form Delayed Recall

From the Alcoholism and Control Fihns

Acquisítion State:
Recall State:

Filn

Drunk

Sober

(n=10)

(n=10)

Drunk

Sober

(¡=9)

(n=9)

Alcohol-isn

6.97

6.02

6.27

6.64

ConÈro1

6.7L

5.99

6.34

8"55

Type:
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alcoholÍsm film, the covariate was also signifícant (p = .05).
Test-ReÈest Measures

J-.

UnadjusËed

of

Delayed Recall-

for Differences in

ImrediaËe

Recall: Table

3.4

contaíns the rnean scores of the ÈesÈ-retest, unadjusted, delayed recall
data for Ëhe four treatment groups on eacb, of the two filus.

Analysis

of variance indícated no significant effect of acquisition state (p = .39),
a significant effect of recall st,ate (.p = .01), and no signifícant
effecL of the acquísÍËion state by recall staËe inÈeractíon (p = .20)

for

Ëhe alcoholism

fílnr. As can be

seen from Tabl-e

3.4,

Ëhe Ss

rsho

insert Table 3.4 about here
were drunk

at tirne of recall on the second day did significantly

beÈter

than those r¡ho were sober

For the control film, analysis of variance yielded a very similar

pattern. Again, the effects of both acquísition staÈe and the acquísiËion
state by recall state interaction were not signifícant (p = .19 and
35

respectively). Recall

staÈe was found

to

effect (p = .01) indicating Èhat the inËoxicated
better than the sober Ss on the second
2. Adjusted for Differences in
conËains Èhe mean scores

have a signÍfícant

Ss performed

signíficantly

day.

hnmediate

of the test-retest

Recall: Table

de1-ayed recal-l-

being adjusted for differences Ín imrnediate recall.

3.5

data after

Analysis of coyariance

insert Table 3.5 about here
recall daÈa from the alcoholism filn yíelded
3f the test-retest delayed
a rnarginal effect of acquisiËion state (p = .08), no effect of recall
staÈe (p = .51) and a significant effect of the acquisition state by

recal-l staËe interaetíon, on

Ëhe

effect of state

change (p

=

.008).
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Table 3.4
Unadjusted Mean Scores and (Standard Devíations) of
Test-ReËest Delayed Recall

of Infornation

Fron

the Alcoholism and Control Filos
AcquÍsítíon State:
Recall State:

Alcoholism

Filur Type:
Control

Drunk

Sober

Drunk

Sober

(¡=10)

(n=10)

8.30

6.60

I .11

(L.2s)

(1.6s)

(1 . os)

(L.33)

8.60

6.90

8.78

8.00

(0. e7)

(2.l_8)

(1.20)

(r.22)

Drunk
(n=9)

Sober

(n=9)
7

.56
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Table 3.5
AdJusted Mean scores

of

Test-ReÈest Delayed Recall

of rnfornatÍon

From the Al-coholism and ControL Fíhns

Drunk

Sober

Acquisitlon SÈaté:
R.ecall SËate:

Drunk
n=10)

Sober
(n=10)

Drunk
_(n=9)

Sober

(n=9

Alcoholism

Fílm Type:

7.87

7.L2

7

.62

8.02

8.16

7.80

8.29

7.98

Control

.: .:..t:::.
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This pattern of fíndings is in sharp conËrast to that yielded by the
analysis of variance of unadjusted scores reported above. ïn additíon,
a highly signífícant effect of the covariate was also indicated
(p = .000). For the control film, analysis of covariance índicated
no significant effects of eíËher acquisit.ion sËåte (p = .56) , recall
sÈate (p = .23) or Ëhe acquísition state by recall state interaction

(p = .93). Again, the covaríaÈe (inmedíat,e recall) was highly

significant (P = .000). Table 3.6 contaíns a srrrnnary of the fíndíngs of
analyses of variance and covariance described'above for the alternat.e
forn and test-retest delayed recall data from the alcoholism

the

and

control films.
insert Table 3.6

abouË here

Subjective ReactÍons to the Films and their Subéequent Recall
Each S was asked

evaluaÈions

to

respond Ëo

four questions regarding his

of ceïtain fílm attríbut,es iumedíately after

each

film

presentation on the first day and were asked to recall their responses

to these questions on the

second

day. ïhe four judgnent dimensions'hrere

attentÍon holding (the degree to whích his attention wandered during
the fílm) , ínterest value (how Ínterestíng he found the filn),
comprehensÍon

dífficulty (the amount of difficulty experienced in

under-

standing Ëhe plot), and emoËional impact, (whether he found the fíln
pleasant or unpleasant). Answer choices were provided in Ëhe forn of

5

point ratj.ng scales. For the first three of these dimensions, a rat,íng
of 1 was defíned as Inot aË allr, while a raËing of 5 referred to 'híghly.
The emot,ional impact dimension was a bipolar scale whereby a ratíng of
l referred to thíghly unpleasantt, ê 3 to lneither p1-easant nor

t
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Table 3.6
$uÍ¡n¿ay

of Findings from the Analyses of Variance

and Covariance of

the Alternate Form and Test-Retest Delayed Recall- of Inforration from
the ALcoholism and Control Films
Alcoholisn Filn
Source

of Varíation:

Delayed Recal-l
Ifeasures:
ANOVA

Acquísition State
Al-ternate
Form

TestRetest

no

no

no

(parginal

Recall state
Alternate

StaËe Change

TestRetest

Alternate

Form

Form

TestRetest

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

yes

StatistícaiAnalysis:
yes

ANCOVA

Control Fikn

,

Source of Variation:
Delayed Recall
Measures:

..'''.'

-.:

"-

Alternate Test-

Form

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

Retest,

Form

ReÈest

StatísÈica]Analysis:

:

. . :,.;

.,-..

SÈate Change

Ret.est

Form
A}IOVA

,,,,:,,:,,,,,-':

Acquísitíon StaÈe Recall State
Alternate
TestAlternate
TesË-

l

At{covA

,l
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t

unpleasantr

and

a 5 to thighly pleasant. t

and are presented separaÈely

These

ratings were analyzed

for the irnnediate fifun judgments on Èhe

first day and for Èheir delayed recall on the

second

day. rn

both

cases, the data were subjected to higher order, repeated measures
analyses

of varíance in which acquisitíon state, recall state,

and

drinking experience were the between group facÈors and filn type

was

the repeated measure. The immedtate judgnent ratings r¡rere analyzed
separatel-y

for

each

of

Èhe judgrnent

dimensions. Recall state, although

in effect at the time when the initíal ratings were collected,
included as a factor ín the analyses to eval-uate possible group

noË

hras

dífferences independent of treatment effecËs on the first day such

as

Èhose found

Accuracy

in the previous analyses of recall of factual

of delayed recall- for these film

informaËion.

judgments was deterníned by

comparing the ratíngs collecËed on the second day

to those given

on

the first day. Each S received a composíte score of recall accuracy,

or one point for

each accurate

or same-as-Èhe-first-day rating for

a

possíble total of 4.

A.

knmediaÈe Judgment Rat,ings

Tables

4.0, 4.L, 4.2,

and 4.3 cont,ain the various mean

and standard deviations grouped according

rating scores

to the factors of acquisitíon

staËe' recall state, drinking experience and fí1-m type for the 4 judgnent
dimensions. Reca11 st,aËe was found to be a signifícanË factor in

insert
of the

anal-yses

Tabl-es

of varíance

none

4.O, 4.L, 4.2 e 4.3 here
whích were performed v¡hich tndÍcat.es thaÈ

no systemaÈic differences among the Ëreatment groups independent of
experÍmental- manlpulaËions were

present.

Analyses

of variance

performed

Rating Scores and (Standard Deviations) of the Attention Holding Jud.gments

SÈate:

Control

Type:

AlcoholÍsn

DrinkÍng Experience:

Acquisition

Film

Grouped.

(0. 71)

(0. 71)

(0.84)

(1.14)
2.00

1.80

2.40

2.00

Light

IIeavy

Drunk

Drunk

(0.45)

L.20

(0.4s)

L.2A

Heavy

Sober

(1. 10)

2.20

(1.73)

2.O0

Light

(0. s5)

1.60

(0. ss)

1. 60

Heavy

Drunk

.00)

(o. so)

L,7 5

(1

1.50

Light

Sober

1.50

1. 00)

(0.58)

(

l_.50

Heavy

Sober

(0.8e)

1. 60

(1. 30)

2.20

Light

According to Acquisitíon State, Recall State, Drinking ExperÍence and. Filn Type

Mean

Table 4.0

o\

(o

Film

Control

Type:

Alcoholism

Drinking Experience:

Acquisition State:

3.40

(0.8e)

(1.14)

(1. 00)

(1. s2)
3. 60

3.80

3.00

3. 40

(1. 30)

3.20

(0.84)

Heavy

Light

Sober

(1.00)

4.00

(1 " 00)

4.00

Light

(0.8e)

3. 60

(0. ss)

3.40

Heavy

Drunk

(1.1s)

3.00

(0. s0)

3.75

Light

Sober

(1.ls)

4.00

(0. e6)

3.25

Heavy

3.40

1. 10)

(0. ss)

(

3. B0

Light

Type

Sober

State, Drínking Experíence and Filn

Heavy

Drunk

SÈaLe, Recall

Drunk

to Acquisition

Rating Scores and (Standard Devíations) of the rnterest Value Judgments Grouped

According

Mean

Table 4"1

\¡

ro

i:::.

Filn

ConËro1

Type:

Alcoholisn

Drinkíng Experíence:

(0. ss)

(o. oo)

(0. 4s)

(0.8e)
1. 40

L.20

1.40

1.00

Light

Heavy

Drunk

(0. ss)

1. 40

G.4s)

L.20
1. 00

Light

(1. 30)

1. B0

(0.00)

Sober
Heavy

Drunk

(0.4s)

L.20

(0.4s)

r.20

Heavy

Drunk

(0. s8)

1. 50

(o. s8)

1.50

Light

Sober

(0.00)

1.00

(o.00)

1.00

Heavy

Sober

(0.00)

1.00

(0.4s)

L.20

Lighr

Rating Scores and (standard Deviations) of the comprehension Difficulty
Judgnents Grouped
Aecording to Acquisition state, Recall stat.e, Drinking
Experience and Fí1n Type

Acquisition State:

Mean

TabLe 4.2

(o
Oo

':.'r:.

Table 4.3

Control

Film Type:

Alcoholism

Drinking Experience:

AcquisitÍon State:

Mean

Sober

Heavy

I Light

I Lighr

Sober

Heavy

Grouped.

Type

Rating Scores and (Standard Deviations) of the Enotional Impact JudgmenËs
According t.o Acquisition State, Recall State, Drinkíng Experience and Filn

,:.. :
;, I

r.o

L00

on the judgrnent ratings

difficulty

of the attention holding

dimensions indi.cated no

and comprehension

significant effects of the three

factors, the repeated measure or any of their interactions.
Analysis of variance of the interest rat.ings indicaÈed no

between group

signÍficant main effects of the acquisition staËe, recall state, drínkÍng
experience or film Èype factors, and of the varíous interact.ions only the
acquisition sËate by drinking experíence by filn type interact.ion r^ras
found to be signífícant (p = .05). This signifícant ínteractÍon is
diagrarnrned

in

TabLe

4.4 separately for the right and heavy drinkers.

Apparently the heavy drinkers who r¿ere drunk found the alcoholísrn film
more inËeresting than the control fiJ-m, whí1e

for those who were sober

the reverse rras true. rn contrast, for the light drinkers, Ëhose who
were drunk found Ëhe control

fílrn more interesting than the alcoholism

fíLn' whíle those who were sober rat,ed the alcoholism fí1rn as being

Ëhe

more interesting.

ínsert Table 4.4 about

here

Analysis of varíance of the emotional inpact raÈings índicated

significant main effect of the
The mean

repeaÈed measure,

rating scores for the alcoholisn fÍlm

pooled over

all other factors,

filn type (p =

and the conËrol

were 2.47 and 3.42

.0001).

film,

respectívely.

sígnifÍcant main effect of filrr type indicates thaÈ, on the

a

The

average,

the Ss in the drínkíng experLment rated the alcohol-ism film as being
somewhat.

unpleasant and the control

filrn as somewhat pleasant in tens

of the emotional ímpact experienced. This finding basically subsÈantiates
the rnargínal difference ín enotional ímpact of the two films which was
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Table 4.4
Mean

Accordíng

Rating Scores of the Interest Value Judgrnents Grouped

to Acquísitíon State and Film

Type

for

Heavy and

Heavy Drinkers

Acquisition

Drunk
Alcoholism

3.60

3.40

Acquisition State

Sober

Fil¡n Type
ConËrol

Líghü Drínkers

SËate

3.33

3.80

Light Drínkers

Alcoholísn
Fílm Type
Control

Drunk

Sober

3.50

3.78

3

3.20

"70

L02

determined by the

pilot work described preyiously. All other

main

effects and the interacÈions were noË significant r¡ith the exception

of the acquislÈion state by drinking experience by filn type ínteracÈion (p

= .025), which is

diagramrned

in Table 4.5 separately for

the two filns

insert Table 4.5 about here
This significant interacÈion índicaËes that the heavy drinkers
the lighË drinkers

ruere sober and

who were drunk

vrho

rated the alcoholism

fílm as having a more unpleasant. emotional impact on them than did
the heavy drinkers who were drunk and the líght drínkers who were sober.

In contrasÈ, the
who r¿ere drunk

heavy drinkers who were sober and Ëhe

light drinkers

rated the conËrol film as having a more pleasant effect

on them than did the heavy drinkers who r¿ere drunk and the light

drinkers who were sober.

B.

Delayed Recall

of

Judgment Ratings

Table 4.6 contaíns the mean

of the previous

recall scores

and sËandard deviaÈions

day judgment ratings grouped according t.o Èhe factors

of acquisition staËe, recall staËe, drinkíng experience
The surmary

table for the higher order,

and

filn

rype.

repeaËed measures analysís

of variance which was petformed is presented in Table 4.7 as well.
ínsert Tables 4.6 and 4.7 about
can be seen, the main effects

recall of

judgment

here

of acquisition state, recall state, drinking

experÍence (the beËween group factors) and
measure) on

As

fíln type (the repeared

ratings rüere not sígnificant. Of the
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Table 4.5

RatÍng Scores of the Emotional Impact Judgments Grouped
According
to Drinking Experience and Acquisition state for the Alcoholism
Mean

and

A1coholísrn Film

Drunk

Acquísition
Sober

3.00

Light
2.20

StaËe

Fí1ns

Control .Filn
Drinking ExperÍence

Drinking Experience

Heavy

control

Drunk

ueavy

LíghË

3.30

3.80

3.45

3.10

Acquisition State
2.23

2"50

Sober

Control

Fílrn Type:

Alcoholísm

Drinking Experienee:

Recall State:

Acquisítion State:

LighÈ

3.40
(o. ss)
3.60
(0. ss)

2.80
(0. B4)

2.80
(1. 3o)

Drunk
Sober

(0. ss)

3.60

(0. ss)

3.40

Heavy

Drunk

(o. ss)

2.40

(1. 30)

1. 80

Light

(1. s2)

2.40

(0.8e)

2.60

Heavy

Drunk

(L.26)

2.7 s

(1.00)

1.50

Light

Sober

"25

(o. so)

3

(1. s0)

3.25

Heavy

Sober

(0.8e)

3.40

(L.s2)

2.40

Light

Experíence and Fí1rn Type

DeyiatÍons) of Preyious Day Judguent Ratings

to Acquisition SÈate, Recall State, Drinkíng

Heavy

Grouped According

Mean Recall Scores and (Standard

TabLe 4.6

H

Þ

Table 4.7

Analysis of Varíance
Scores

Source

for Previous

Sum

of

Table

Summary

of

Delayed Recall

Day Film Judgnent.s

df

Squares

Squares F
604.889 s80.23

Mean

604.889

I

L.489

I

0.801

1

D (drinkíng experience)

2.389

I

AR

5.823

I

AD

0.001

1

RD

5.065

1

ARD

5.313

1

L.489
0.801
2.389
5 .823
0.001
5 .065
5.313

30

1.043

MEA\I

A (acquisiËion state)
R

(recall

sÈate)

ERROR

3L.27 5

F (filn type)

2.7 36

1

2.736

FA

0.324

1

0.324

FR

0.089

I

0.089

FD

2

"736

1

2.736

FAR

0.L24

I

0.r24

FAD

1.007

I

1.007

FRD

0.018

1

0

FARD

0.L24

I1

0.L24

30

1.039

ERROR

3T,L75

* lp < .05, two tailed test of significancel

.018

Probabí1ÍËy
0.000

L.43

4.24L

0.77

0.388

2.29

0. 141

5.59

0.025*

0.00

0.979

.86

0.035*

5.10

0.031*

2.63
0.31
0.09
2.63
0.L2
0 .97
0.02
o.L2

0.115

4

0.581
0.772
0.115
0.732

0.333
0.89s
0.732

:.::.t.-.-j-...:.:,,,,..,1-...:,,;:i_.1..:':,f.:,

:.-t ::
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various interactions of Èhese factors, only Ëhe recall state by
drinking experience interactíon (p = .035), the acquisition state by
recall state inËeracËion (p = .025) and the acquisition state by recall
st,ate by drinking experlence ínteractíon (p = .031) were found to
be
significant,.
The recall staÈe by drinking experience int.eractíon is
diagranmed

in Table 4.8. cerl

means have been poored

across the factors of

insert Table 4.8 about

here

acquisiËion staÈe and filrn type. ThÍs significant interaction
indícates
that, for the heavy drinkers, those ss who were sober at tíme of recall

recarled more accurately their previous day judgments than dÍd those
r,¡ho
were drunk.. However, for the light drínkers, Ëhe opposÍte pattern
was
evident in which the
judgments than
The

Table

ss. who r¿ere drunk

recalled more accurately their

did those r¿ho were sober.

acquísition state by recall st.ate inÈeractíon is presented in

4.9.

ce11 means have been poored across

ínsert Table 4.9 about

the fil-

type and

here

drinking experience facÈors. Thís interaction ind.icates that those
ss
rsho were drunk on the first day (acquisítion) and
sober on the second

(recall)

and those v¡ho were sober on the

first day and clrunk on the

less accurate ín recalling their previous day judgments
than ss who were either drunk or sober on both days. rn other
words,
second were

the same-state groups erere superior in recall than
grouPs.

Ëhe ehanged-state

L07

Table 4.8
Mean

Recall Scores of Previous Day Judgments Grouped

According

to Recall State and Drínking

Experience

Recall State
Drunk

Sober

Heaw

2.65

3.38

Light

2.82

2.50

Drinking Experience

j.

'

.'.-

.:.,:.1'
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Table 4.9
Mean

Recall Scores of Previous Day Judgrnents

According

Grouped

to Acquisition State and Recall State

AcquisiËion SÈate

Drunk

Sober

Drunk

3.15

2.32

Sober

2.80

3.08

Recall State

:-:.::-:'; i';
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However, the sígnificant acquísition sËaÈe by recall sÈate by

drinking experience interaction indicates that this effect of state
change on recall of judgments varied as a funct,ion of the drinking

experience factor.

This three r¡ray interaction is presented in

Table 4.10. cel1 means have been pooled across the film type factoï

insert Table 4.10 about

here

and groups S-S and D-D, and groups D-S and S-D have been combined to

form same state and changed state groupings. As can be seen, only

for the light drinkers a signifícant state change effect is evident.
In conËrasË, the heavy drínkers in the state change conditions performed.
as well as those in Ëhe same sËaËe groups.

Self-report Information About the Drinking Habits and Experiences of
Èhe Subjects

Prior to the drinking experiment, all Ss trere asked to complete
a quest,ionnaire about theír typícal drinking habits and various aspects
of their experiences both during and after drinking occasions (see
Appendix A).

Of the 15 variables investigaËed, 12 were continuous

r^rhíIe 3 were cat.egorical-. Appendíx B contains the mean scores and

standard deviations for the continuous variables as r¿ell as frequency

data on Ëhe categorical ones. only the continuous variables rrere
subjected to quantíÈative analyses. The continuous variables or
dimensions r¡rere of two kinds.

rePorts of díssociation-like

The fírst

type

r,.ras

concerned wiÈh

memory phenomena assocíat,ed

with alcohol

consumption. Ss were asked three questíons about frequency of noticed

110

Table 4.10
Mean

Recall Scores of Previous Day Judgments Grouped
According

combíned

to Drinking

Experience and

Acquisítíon and Recall state TreatmenË conditions
Drinking Experience

Heavy
Same SËate Groups

Changed

State

Groups

Líght

3.03

3 "20

3.00

2.L2
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occurrence of fragmentary memory losses and phenomena of
improvemenÈ namely, Ëhe frequency

memory

of experienced dífficulty

in recalling,

when sober, specific events whích had occurred during drinking episodes

(SDI), Èhe frequency of recalling these forgot.Ëen events duríirg
subsequent drinking occasions (SD2), and the frequency of eíther
spontaneous or aíded recall of these memory losses aË later tímes

r¿hile sober

(SD3)

. Ss rated their ansr¡rers to these sËate dependent

questíons on 5 point scales where a response of 1 indicated "nevert
and a 5 referred to talways. t The second category of variables

involved other aspects of their drinking habits and experiences.
These additional dimensions were 1) typical frequency of consumption

(FR), 2) typical quantity

consr¡med

per occasion (QT), 3) a frequency

by quantity index (Q-F), 4) an irnmaturity scale of drínking motÍves
(IlM), 5) an alcoholism screening tesË (SAAST), 6) frequency of intoxication on drínking occasions (TOX), 7) tolerance to alcohol intoxicaËion
in comparison to acquainËances (TOL), 8) frequency of behavior

change

whí1e intoxicated (BCH), and 9) frequency of blackouts (BLO).

Descriptions of these variables r¡Iere presented previously.

The Q-F

index was omitted from the following analyses because of its
redundancy with the FR and QT variables.

A. Self-report Data on the Frgquency of Occurrence of Díssociationlike

Memory Phenomena

in NaËural Settings

The staÈe dependent questÍons (SDl, SD2, and SD3) v,rere included

in the inventory. to determine if nonalcoholic, social drinkers report
dissociaËíon-líke

mernory phenomena

related Ëo alcohol

consr::npt.ion

simílar Èo Ëhose commonly claimed by alcoholics and also the frequency
of occurrence of these phenomena. The mean raÈíng scores for SDl,

LL2

2.08, L.37, arLd 2.37 respectively (a ratíng of 1
referred to tneverr and a 2 indícated rseldomt). Of the 38 Ss in
SD2, and SD3 were

Èhe

study,

when sober

74"/.

reported having experienced difficulty recalling

specific events from previous drinking occasions

as

indicated by a seore of 2 or more on SDI-. However, Ëhe average

of

frequency

mean score

such occurrences $ras quite modesË as reflected by the

of 2.08 (seldomly occurring after drinking

oceasions).

Of those Ss responding affirmatively to SDl (scores of 2 or more),
onLy 327" (or

26|Z

of

Ëhe

Èhese forgoËten events

total

sample) reported. ever having recalled

during subsequent drinking occasions as indicated

by a score of 2 or more on sD2. The average frequency of reported
occurrence

of

memory improvemenË (SD2)

by those

Ss who claimed

to

have

had experienced such phenomena was 2.4 (2 = seldom; 3 = sometimes).
And

lastly, of those

Ss responding affírrnaËívely Ëo SDl, 96% (or

737. oÍ.

the total sample) reported having recalled

events

at later tímes when sober either

by

someone

sponÈaneously

or

r¿hen reminded

else as índj.cated by a score ot 2 or more on SD3.

average frequency

of reported occurrence of

(sD3) by those ss who claímed

to

Memory Phenomena and Those

In order

Measures

recall

of DissociaÈion-Iíke

of DrinkÍng HabÍts

Ëo determine the degree

of dissociatíon-lÍke

subsequenË, sober

The

have had such experiences lras 2.75.

B. Relatíonshíps BeÈween Self-report

measures

Ëhese forgotten

and Other Experiences

of relationship

memory phenomena

betr¿een Ëhe

3

reported by the Ss and

the I measures of the oüher aspects of drínkíng habits and experiences

listed above, índividual correlation coefficients
presented

in Table 5.0"

As can be seen, SDI was

r.rere compuÈed and are

signíficantly

correlate¿ (p < .01, two taíled Èest) hrith QT (typical quantíÈy),

IMM

(irnmaturíty of drinking motives), saAST (arcoholísm rest), and ToL

:
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(alcohol tolerance), while for both

SD2 and SD3,

only their relatíon-

ship Eo Èhe rMM variable was significanË. To determine

Èhe

ability of the frequency of occurrence of dissociatíon-like
phenomena from knowredge

predictmemory

of an individualrs scores on the other

dÍmensíons, st,epwíse nultipi-e regressíon analyses rrrere conduct,ed for
each

of the éelf*reporË state dependent

measures (dependent varíables).

For the sDl variable, a signifícant, multiple R of .700 with 2 and
degrees

35

of freedon (p < .01) resulted. only two of the 8 independenÈ

variables were found to be good predictors of sDl scores,
ToL (alcohol toleranee) and
accounted f.or 497"

SAAST

namely

(alcoholism test), and together

of their variance.

The

other independent variables

insert Table 5.0 about here
(QT and IMM) which had

úrere found

yielded significant, indivídual correlarions

to be largely

redundant

wíth these t!,ro predictors.

For

the sD2 varíable, again a sÍgnificant, rnultiple R of .475 with 1
36 degrees

of

freedorn (p

and

< .01) resulted. The IMM (imrnaturity of

drínking motíves) variable alone was found to be a good predict.or of

the sD2 raËings, which accounted far
the

of

SD3

scale, a significant mulËiple

freedom hras determíned

the

23%

for

2612

of

.505

with 1 and 36 degrees

(p < .01). As for the

IMM dimensíon was found

and accounted

R

of their variance. And, for
sD2

variable, only

to be a good predictor of the

SD3

ratings

of their variance. Indiyidual correl-ations

among

the 8 dimensions whích served as independent varíab1es or predÍctors

of the self,-report state
analyses are contained

dependent measures

in the rnultípl-e regression

ín Table 5.1.

insert Table 5.1 about here

LL4

Table 5.0

correlations

Between Types

of

Phenomena and oÊher

Measures

Reported State-Dependent-Like Memory

Experiential and phenomenorogícal

for all Ss (.n =

38)

Reported SD-like Memory

Phenomena

Other Experíental Measures

SDI

SDI

SD3

FR

.316

.080

.258

g

.463

.177

.236

IMM

,496

.433

.505

.492

-.020

.200

TOX

.2L4

-.002

.077

TOL

.606

.339

(+)

.340
(+)

.349
(+)

.372

.014

.L79

(*)

(*)

SAAST

(*)

(*)

BCH

BLO

.249
.383
(+)

(*)

Not,e: (*) índicates p < .01 and (+) indÍcates p < .05,

(*)

(+)

tr¿o

t,ailed t,est
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Table 5.1
Correl-at.ions Anong E:cperiential and Phenomenological Measures Other

than Reportèd State-Dependent-like Memory

Phenomena

for all Ss (n = 38)

FR
FR

1.00

QT

,523

QT

IlfM

.

SAAST

TOX

TOL

BCH

BLO

1.00

('t )

.37 s

1.00

s56

.450

1.00

"3s7

.6L7

(*)

.34s
(+)

.497

1.00

(+)

" 482

.440

.5L7

.253

.07L

1.00

BCH

,.026 -.009

.323

.2L7

.2L4

.o2L

1.00

BLO

.320

.L66

.341
(+)

-.140

.435

.109

IMM

.343
(+)

SAAST

.262

TOX

TOL

(*)

(+)

"

(*)

(*)

.109

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

Note: (*) Índicates p < .01- and (+) :indicates p < .05,

Ëwo

tailed test.

1.00
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C.

Relationships Between SubiecÈs!

of Dissociation-like
under StaËe

rts of

Memory Phenomena and

Changg _.1Çon5!þ!qns

qqncy

of

Occurrence

Theír Recall perfcjrmance

during the Drinkí

Because ss I reports abouË the frequency of experienced staEe

dependent-like meluory phenomena relaËed to soeial drinking were not
systematically included as a beËrnreen group factor Ín the experimenÈal
desígn employed in the drinking experiment, as üras the case with

Ëhe

quantity by frequency índices of alcohol consumptíon, no dÍrect test
of the possíble sígnificance of this variable in the production of actual
staÈe dependenË reca11 deficits could be made. simple correlations
betr¿een Ss t ratings on these state dependenÈ questions and
theír actual
recall performance are complicated by Èhe fact Ëhat none of the
individual recall scores reflect the effects of state change alone.
As rn¡as menËioned previously, sËate change effects can only
be
evaluated by contrasting combinations of group means from the transfer
desígn to isolate various factors which rnight be affecting recall
scores.

As a more indirect rnethod of deËermining if ss who claimed

co

have had experienced dissociatíon-like phenomena ürere Ín fact more

susceptible to changes in staËe in terms of recall deficíts produced,
correlations beËween actual recall scores of their judgnent ratíngs
and for information from the control film, both of whích yielded
evidence of state dependenË learning, and their responses to the
state dependent quesËions from the drinking experience ínventory were
determined for both the same state and changed state groups. correlations
were performed on the same state recall data in addÍtj-on to the changed

TT7

state conditions as a control, since if the stat.e dependent questions
do reflecË susceptibii-ity to state change effects, no relationship
between the recall scores of the same st,aÈe groups and

Ss

t responses

Ëo Èhese quesÈions should be present.

Table 5.2 contains the correlaÈions between the alternate form
delayed recall scores from the control fihn and ssr rating scores

from SD1, SDz, and SD3 for the s¡me state and changed state groups.
inserÈ Table 5.2 about here
As can be seen, none of the eorrelation coefficienËs úrere st,atistically

significant for either the

same

state or changed st,aËe groups. rn

order to determine if by combining the sËate dependent questions
together Ëhey níght more accurately predict recall scores, mulËiple
línear regression analyses rdere performed for Ëhe
changed state groups separately.

rnultiple Rfs were not significant,

same sÈaËe and the

rn both cases, the resulting
indicatíng thaË ssr responses to

arl 3 of the state dependent questions were inadequate predíctors
of actual recall performance under staÈe change conditions. Table
5.3 contaíns corresponding correlations between Sst recall of their
judgment ratíngs from the alcoholism and conËrol films combined and

Ëheir responses to SD1, SD2, and SD3. Agaín, all correlat.ion
coefficienÈs were not signíficant, nor Ìíere the nultiple R!s which
were also determined for Ëhe same state or changed state groups.
Taken together these findíngs indicaËe that there r^¡as no meaníngful

relatiorrship or correspondence between Èhe
like

memory phenomena experíenced

Ss

I reporÈs of dissociation-

previously during drÍnkíng occasions
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Table 5.2

correlations

BeÈween

Alternate

Form Delayed RecaLl scores

from the Control Film and Reports of State-Dependent-Líke
Memory Phenomena (-SDl, SD2, SD3) f

or the Same State

(n = 1-9) and Changed State Groups (-n =

19)

Alternate Form Recall Scores
for the Control Film
Same SÈate

Reports

of Stat,e

Dependent
Memory

Like

Phenomana

Groups

SDl

.094

.067

SD2

-.4Ls

-,L97

SD3

-.L77

-.037

Not,e: for p < .05, two tailed test, r ) .456,

,.,..:..,'.

for p < .01,

Changed St,ate Groups

tr¡to

tailed test, r > .575.

and
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and

their recall

performance under staËe change condíËions durlng

drinkíng experiment.

insert Table 5.3 about here

Ëhe
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Table 5.3

correlatíons Betr¡een Delayed Recal1 of

for the Alcoholism
and Reports

Judgrnent Ratings

and Control Films Cornbined

of

State-Dependent-Like

Menory Phenomena (SDl, SD2, SD3)
Same

for

the

SËate (n = 19) and Changed StaÈe Groups (n =

1-9)

Recall of Judgment Ratings
State
Groups

Same

Reports

of SËate

Changed

Stâtê

Groups

SDl

.052

.208

SDS

.065

.059

SD3

.L76

.250

Dependent Like
Memory

Phenomena

Note: for p < .05, two taÍled test, t > .456,
for p ç .01, t14ro taÍled tesË, r > .575.

and

.
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DISCUSSION

rn regard to the research questions originally proposed, the
findings of the innediate recall (acquisition) analyses indicated

that nild to noderate alcohol intoxicatíon had no significant effect

of sanpled information acquired through exposure to
filmed naterial. This lack of effect of alcohol intoxication on

on the anount

the

acquisition of objective or factual information was found for both
types of fil¡ns and for both the heavy and light drinkers which indicates that neither the thematic content of the material presented nor

differences in previous drinking experience anong the Ss were inportant
factors in deternining the anount of infornation i¡nmediately recalled.
These findings suggest

that information related to alcohol

abuse and

its consequences can be acquired under intoxicated conditions as
efficiently as tmder sober circunstances and that concerrrs about
possible acquisition problems resulting fron moderate degrees of

inebriation nay be unwarranted.
while the above findings were quite straightforward, interpretation of the delayed recall data was sonewhat conpl.icated by
the existence of group differences in im¡nediate recal1, independent

of treatment effects.

of these differences in initial
acquisition anong the ss, an anal.ysis of covariance was perforned
on the del.ayed recall data in an atte¡npt to statistically renove
that portion of score variance deternined by these existing differences in innediate'recal1.1 The analyses of covariance used to deterBecause

mine'the effects of changes.in state on delayed recall perforrnance

(i.e.,

';.::..

'.,)

a.

.-.

":-,:.
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acquísítion state by recal-l staÈe interaction effects on delayed

Ëhe

recall scores adjusted for dÍfferences in ín¡¡nedÍate recal-l) yielded
evldence of a partlal state dependenÈ effect on recall of infor¡natÍon
presented

in the filns.

However,

thÍs state

change

effect

was found

to be a functlon of both the method used to assess del_ayed recall
and the kind of fÍImed material presented (see Table 3.6). Basically,
Èhe

alternate form method of delayed recalL assessment yÍel-ded evidence

of significant state

effects for the conËroI film but not the
alcoholísm fil-m, r¿hile the reverse pattern was found wÍth the deJ-ayed
change

recall data from Èhe test,-retest fomat.2
najor distÍnction between these trüo measures of delayed recall
was Ëhat the test-reÈest. format contained the same items ¡*rhich had been
The

used

to evaluate

ínrmediate

recall on the previous day and thus was

essentlall-y a second triaL, whíle in contrast the Ítems employed in
the alternate form measure were novel. General_lyr Ëhe test-retest

for both filns than the alternate form seores (see
Tables 3.2 and 3.4) which suggest,s that a learnÍng effect had resulted
scores were hÍgher

from the immediate recall assessment procedures yÍeldÍng higher delayed

recal-I scores on the familiar Ítens than on the novel ones in spite of
the fact that no feedback about the accuracy of Sst inÍtial- responses
had been

gíven. Apparently, the ss on the average

noÈ

only retained

of the information presenÈed Ín the films on the previous day, but
also the speciffc questions they had been asked and their responses to
much

them. consequently, it
retest

measure

see¡ns

that the information

of delayed recall-,

because

tapped by the

of the testing

test-

procedures used

on the previous day to assess lrrmediaËe recaIIr. had been more strongly

iif ,: ;:

¡,.:1',;l

-1

..:i:::ì:::'
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learned or encoded than inforrnation requested by the alternate form
method r¿hÍch had

of the

not been elicLted beforehand. rn addítion,

Ss were observed

to

complete the

test-retest

most

measure much more

quickly than the alternaËe form items which ís suggestive of a relative
ease

of processing

and responding

to the rnore famÍliar itcms.

This probable difference in strength of original learning,

resultíng from the imnediate recall

assessment procedures

of the

prevfous

day' between the infornatíon tapped by the familiar, test-retest items
and

that of the novel, alternate form items

for the discrepancies obtained between the
If this

may have been responsible

two measures

of delayed recall.

in fact the case, then the findíngs of state dependent effects
for the control filn on the alternate form method of delayed recall assesswas

ment but not on the

test-retest

measure suggest

that recall of the more

strongly encoded infornatíon (test-retest itens)

rlras

not signÍficantly

affected by changes in staÈe whÍl-e recall of the more weakly

encoded

infor¡nation (alternate form items) was considerably impaired. This

interpretatíon ís consístent with previous studÍes in whÍch strength

of original learning

has,been found

of state dependent recall (e.g.,

to be an important

Goodwin

determinant

et al., Lg6g).

However,

for

the alcoholism film, the reverse was Èrue. Evidence of sËate dependent
effect,s was found on on1-y the Èest-retest, measure rshich suggests that

recall of informatíon which had been more strongly
ímpaÍred by changes

encoded was

sigrrificantly

in state but, that recal-l of the uore weakJ-y encoded

infornation was noË affected. This reversal of state dependent fÍndings

filns essentially substantiates the original proposal
that dlfferences in thematic'content of the material-s enployed in the

between'the two

'ij: ì :.::

"r.i.t::ì. r:r¡1..
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learning tasks nay be important in determinÍng the production of state
dependent learningr and n¡ore specifically that recall of infornation
about alcohol abuse and

its

consequences nay be

affected by

changes

in state differently than information which is unrelated Ëo alcohol
abuse. The mechanísms by which this factor'of thenatic content was
lnstrrrñenËal in producing this reyersal of state,dependent findíngs,
hor¡ever, remaín open to question.

rn relatÍon to therapeutic appJ-ícation, these preliminary findings
suggest that overlearnÍng of information about alcohol abuse and it,s
not necessaríly reduce the extènt of subsequent recall
deffcits resulting from changes in state and night even increase the
consequences m4y

probabÍlity of problens arísing from stat,e specificity of therapeutic
gains. However, because this factor of strength of original learning
not systematícally ÍnvestÍgated in the present study but r¡as only
índirectl-y observed by the nethods of recall assessment enployed,

ú7as

furËher research would seem to be necessary to more systematically

investigate this parameter of possíble importance in recal-l of therapeutic
informatíon under altered state conditions. LÍke Ëhe previous findings
abouË the effects of al-cohol on acquisítion, the índivÍdual differences

in previous drinking experience
unímport'ant

anong the ss were

in the production of state

dependent

also found Èo be

reeall deficits for

informatlon presented in el.ther of the ffl_ms.

In addition to evaluating the

degree

to ¡uhich later recall- of

objeetive information acquÍred was affected by changés in state,

recaIl of
Ëo

evaLuations made by the

ssr about their subjective reactfons

certaín ffln characterfstfcs ¡sere also assessed. These recall, itens

-1

r2s
'\,rere included Ëo determine

if recall of

memories about personal

reactions to specifíc evenËs experienced night also be subject to
sËate

specificiËy. rt,

seemed

logical that

Èhese memories

of self

(subjective reactions) as opposed to memories of environmental

specifics (objecËive information acquired

Ëhrough exposure

to external

events) nighË be of clinical ímportance. several studÍes (e.g., Tanerin

et al., r97o; vannicelli, Lg72) have been reported in r¿hich sober
alcoholics I predictions about the effects of alcohol on such dj.mensions
as mood staËe, motor performance and personal preferences hrere found

to be discrepant with
(L970) found

that

subsequent int,oxicated

1aËer

behavÍor. Tamerin et

a1.

recall whíle sober of several kinds of feeling

states and behavior experienced v,rhÍle intoxicaËed r¡as also inaccurate.

If these observat.ions of inaccurate prediction

and

recall of

memories

of self were found to be the product of state dependent learning, it
mighÈ provide a partÍal explanatíon of several interesting phenomena
of alcohol abuse. For instance, if
dependent,

memoríes

of self

this fínding could explain Ìrhy cerËain

to tforget their sober problemst
circumsËances exPerienced as

were

persons

and why they often

ín fact

st,ate

drink to

excess

fail to avoíd certain

quite unpleasant while sober during inËoxi-

cated periods. rn the present study, the sample of personal reacËíons

to the filns presented was quíte snall

and were

not specifically

chosen

as represenÈatíve of those which might be of consequential importance.
However' they do represent a

firsÈ

attempÈ

to

evaluaËe

recall of

these

types of memories wíthin a state dependenË framework.
The outcome

of this

modest attempt was

quite surprisíng and straíght-

forward in light of the smal1 n"nber of recall ítems ernployed and the
manner

ín which recall, or more correctly, recognitíon3

was measured.

::;::i:3È-i:;: ::::;:r;i: ;.:::::rì.:
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Basically,

Èhe

result,s indicated thaË later recall of these eyaluations

of subjective reacÈions to the films was unaffected by eiËher the state
in which Ëhey were made or the state in which recall üras attempted buË
sígnificantly impaired if the state in whfch recall was atÈempted
differed from that ín whích they were origínally generated. This state
was

dependent

effect4

r¿as

sÍmilar for both films índicating that dissociation

not a function of thematic content as was the case for recarr of
objective fihn ínformation. IË was also found that this effect of state

't^ras

varied as a.function of the drinking experience dÍmension whereby
the light drinkers r¡rere more ímpaíred than the heavy drinkers. rn other
change

words, the greater an sts previous experience wÍth alcohol (hÍgher

quantíty and frequency of drinking) the greater

recalling his previous evaluations

about.

r¡ras

his accuracy in

his subjective reacËions to

the

films under alternate state condít.ions. This last finding seems inconsistent \,rith both a motivatíonal hypothesis of increased frequency of
alcohol excesses to tforget those sober problemsr as well as earrier
predíctions

made

about susceptibílity to the dissocÍative properties of

alcohol increasíng wiËh exÊent of drinking history. However, given
the narrovüïress of the present sample of alcohol consumers emproyed,

it

cannoË be concluded

effects for

that alcoholÍcs are

more

resistant to dissociative

of sel-f than nonal-coholics. obvíously, furÈher
research ernpl-oyfng a broader range of ss and items of more pract,Ícal
signífieance ís needed. The present fÍndings do suggest hor¿ever that
memoríes

a drinking history dímension and lts relevance to state
noË be

dependency nay

a símple, positive linear relationshÍp as had been prevíously

suggesËed

r27

Taken

were found

together,

Èhe above

findings suggest Èhat the parameters, which

to affect the product,ion of

recall in

sËate dependent

drÍnking experÍment, differed as a functíon of the kinds of

the

memorfes

invoLved. Recall of objectíve filn informâtion under sËate change
conditions was affected by differences in thematlc contenË of the

material but not by dífferences Ín prevíous drinking experíence. In
contrast, for recall- of evaluaËions made about the personal impact of
the films (subjective reactions), differences in previous drinking
experience r.rere found

to be hÍghly important in the

of dis-

producÈion

sociat,ive effects while differehces in thematic contenË had no

sígnÍfícant effect.

From

:

suggesË

acquired

a therapeutíc standpoint, the present findings

certain complícations ín deterniníng Íf

ËherapeuËic material_

night fail- to be recalled durÍng al-tered state conditions

who might be most susceptíb1e

to

such

and

probleqs. First, sínce the

present findíngs in addition to those of several previous studies indicate

that different kinds of
changes

in state, it

memorÍes seem to be

differentially affected by

becomes necessary Ëo determine whích kínds of

specifie memorles acquired from therapeutic experiences are of

most

Ímportance. In ühe present study, evidence of staÈe dependent learníng
was found

for recall of both

ínformat,lon presented

menrories

ín the films.

of self and those of objective

However, since these

effects r¡ere found to be differentially affected by the
invesÈfgat,ed, predictlons about state speci.ffcity
need

to consider the kinds of

change

parámeters

of recall would f.ikeJ-y

memories ínvol-ved and other parameters of

possibl-e ímportance. Secondly, since the two kinds
gated

state

in the present study were obtained from the

differentlal effecËlveness of the

of

same

memoríes

investi-

Ss, the

parametere examÍned indicates thEt

the Ss were not consisÈent Ín their recal-l perfornance

on

.

the díffeFent

..::::

'i..:
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tasks. This lack of correspondence beÈween Sst recall performance under
state change conditions on the two kinds of menorÍes invest.igated would
to suggest that individuals who are susceptible to dissociative
effects on one type of memory may not be equalry vurnerable to state
seem

.

change

deficits for

memories

of

anoÈher

type. This possibilíty

r¡ould

seriousry quesËion the valídiËy of a unitary trait approach to

susceptíbility

Ëo

díssociative effects as rsell as complicate

atËempts

to determine accurate predictors to identífy hígh risk índividuars.
Thís is not to say that indívidual dífferences in suscept,ibii_ity to
state

change effecËs do

not exíst.

these differences would need

to

However, atËempts

Èake int,o account

to

deËermine

this variability

of different kinds in order to achíeve an adequate
of predíct,íon for specific sítuations.

across memories
degree

self-report data from the Drínking Experience rnventory
indicated that the najority of the nonalcoholic, socíal drinkers
The

who

particípated ín thís study claímed to have had experienced fragmentary
Ëypes

of

memory

loss following drínkíng occasions on which they eon-

sidered themselves to have been íntoxicated. rn contrast, onLy 4 of
the 38 ss reported having had experienced a blackout. These findings
suggest.

of

that fragmentary types of

memory problens may be more frequent

practical significance for nonalcoholíc social drinkers
than are classical blackouts. Almost all of those Ss claíming to have

and

more

experienced fragmentary memory losses reported t,hat Èhese
sometimes returned

either

while sober. only a

fer¿

spontaneously

of these

experíenced regaining these

lost

same

lost

or wÍth help at laÈer

ss however reported to

memoríes

memories
t.imes

have

while simílarly intoxicated

aìr:ì1
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aË

later times. In addítion, certaÍn measures of other experiential

dimensíons rrere found Eo be good predicÈors

frequency

of occurrence of

of these reporÈs about

Èhese memory losses and

their

subsequent

recall under either sober or intoxicated circumsËances. Unfortunately,
no evídence of correspondence between these reports of dissociaËionlike

memory phenomena and

actual performanee observed under staËe change

conditions úlas found. In short, these self-report measures ürere not
fotrnd

to be adequaËe predicËors of recall perfornance under controlled,

state change condítions.
IË was hoped that these self-report measures might reflecÈ an Srs

of susceptibility to dissociative problems which could be
índírectly verifíed by his acËual recall performance. rn líght of

degree

the previous recall findings however ít appears that thÍs expectat.ion
was somewhat naive.

in recall
of

First, it

performance under

was found

that the Ss were not consístent

state ehange conditions across the kinds

invesËigated. Since the quesËions asked about the incidence
of díssocíation-like memory phenomena were nonspecific in Ëerns of the
memories

kinds of memories involved, it

seems

possíble that the types of

memory

referred to by the ss from their previous experiences may have been
quiËe differenÈ

in kind from those investigated in the drínking experíment.

secondly, the memory losses reported by the ss may noË have been the
product of changes in state but rather the results of other factors such

as situaËíonal changes which also have been found to impaír recall
performance. It seems likely that considerably greater detail about

the circr¡mstances involved in these

memory

losses would have been

required to deternine roughly Èhe influence of these possible sources.
However, Ehe present findings concerníng the susceptibility of recall

ì::i1.":::.::j'
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of

of self to state change effecËs raise further questions
about the val-idÍty of some of the self-report measures emptoyed.
menories

since the questions were responded Èo while the ss were sober, their

recall of

phenonenologícal experiences r¿hile intoxícaËed may noË haye

been very

accurate. Consequently, the valÍdity of personal infornatj.on

provfded about experiences whíle intoxicaËed such as mood
behavíoral. changes, ênd

recall of

and

memories which had prevÍous]-y been

lost r¡híre sober can be seriously quesËioned. These
possible inaccuracies in recall- of memoríes of self resultíng fron
sËate specificity woul-d seem to pose great dífficulty for atËempts to
coLlect valid ínformation about the phenomenology of intoxication by
experienced as

any meËhod based solel_y on sober report.

Like many of the Ëransfer sËudies of alcohol state dependent
learnÍng in man, the present ínvestigation Ín retrospect seems to
have raised more questions than

it has answered. certainly,

Èhe

present fÍndings Ínp1y that appl-íed concerns about problerns arising
from state specificity of therapeutic gains in efforts to prevent alcohol
abuse and

that

its

consequences cannot be answered by

a símple yes oï no and

of these questions would seem to reguire rephrasing. Basically,
Èhe present study has demonstrated thaÈ recall of inforrnation,
acquired
through exposure to real life, nultÍdimensional filmed material, can be
sÍgnificantly inpafred by changes in state. However, these state
many

effects were found Ëo dlffer according to the kinds of specific
Ínvolved. Different types of memories (nemories of sel-f vs.

dependent
memories
memorÍes

of objective lnfornation)

were found Ëo be

differentialry

¡,r-'t,i,:
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affected by the parameters of previous drinking experÍence of the

Ss

and thenatic content

of the matería1 (related or unrealted to

of alcohol

iËs consequences). Also, fÍndings of dissociative

abuse and

problems

effects for obJectíve information were dependent upon Èhe nethod of

recall

assessment employed. And

finally, no eyidence

was found to

support a sinple traiË approach to índividual dífferences in susceptÍbí1-ity

to dissociative

phenomena and Èhe

pfesent attempt to measure such

dlfferences via sober report and assess iËs val-idity through direcÈ
obse:r¡ation

of recall

performance under

state change conditions

r.ras

unsuccessful.

In sun, the findings of

Ëhe present

investigatÍon support, the

contentÍon that generalizations made on the basis of laboratory
research to therapeutic kinds of l-earning experiences are not
necessarily val-id and indicate the possíble Í-mportance of certain
parameters

in deterrnining the extent of resul-ting dissociative effects

which have not previousl-y been

point to try to extend

investigated. rt ís temptíng at thÍs

Ëhe present

findings to answer

crucíal questlons about the ímportance of state
therapeutic undertakings. However, given
between

some

some

of

the

dependent l.earning

for

rather obvious dífferences

the sanple of Ss employed in the present study and those

typically involved in rehabil-itati.ve

programs and our

concernlng the relatíonship between recal-l

durable behavior

change, which

an attempt would be premature.

lack of information

of therapeutic material

is the ultimate goal of treatment,

rt is

hoped, however,

of state dependent learning

such

that the present

study has reopened some very practical Íssues about the ecologícal
therapeuËic signlficance

and

and

and has roughl-y

sketched a'methodology by which they nay be successful-ly resolved through

future research.
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Footnotes

to the

Discussfon

I
-l,llner
(L962) and others have warned that, if large Íntact group
differences are present on some pre-existing variabre prior to treat::l
":-:i

:':::."

ment manfpulaÈions, an analysís

of covaríance used to statístically

its effects on the

variable from those of the

remoì,¡e

Índependent variable

dependent

of inÈerest, should be Ínterpreted wlth caution.

':,',,',:,..',

rn the present case' however, the basis treatment groups ¡,rere combined
Ínto

::1....::':'"

samè staËe groups (D-D and S-S) and

I
I

minepresence

or absence

state change groups (D-S and S-D) Ëo deterof sígnÍfícant state change effects (i.e., the aquisi-

tfon state by recaLl state fnt,eractÍon). rn regard to these conposite groups
no signifÍcant' intact group dífferences on measures of irnmgdl¿¿s

'l

recaLl- were present

:

i
ìi
.
-:,t:..:......
:::.:. ::
..

....1.:

I

''',",:,:,',

for eíther filn (p = .94 and p = .29 respectively).

This lack of Íntact group differences bet¡¿een the state change and
same sËate groups resulted from the conbining procedure used for
purposes

of statistical- analysis

whereby the serendÍpitous group

differences found emo'g the Day 1 subject groupings 6n immsdr¿ls
recall performance (í.eq
groups
___,
D-D and vS-D
u were
wç¡ç
e-:
found to
rvgtlU
L(J be
Ug lillf
superior

'

to groups s-S and D-S) were balanced out. As a consequence, both the
state change and the same state groups conËained one subgroup wÍth
hlgher lmqedfate recal-l scores and one wíth lower scores whích resulted
in the mean scores on immedfate recall measures for the two groups

' :1
'.'.

betng roughly equfvalent. rrt short,, these combfníng procedures resul-ted
in an increase 1n the wÍthÍn group varÍabil-ity of ÍmediaËe recall
scores

for the

composite groups and a decrease

dlfferences to an lnsigníficanË l-evel.

ín

Because

between group

of thÍs,

Ëhe more

tradÍtÍonal- analysís of variance procedure would provfde a rather
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conservative estimate of the effects of changes Ín staËe since any

effects on delayed recall resulti-ng from prior dÍfferences

among

individual irmediate recall performance would augment the error ¿em
(wfthin group variation) rather Èhan rnímic treatment effects (between
group

variation).

The anal-ysis

of covariance

procedure was used to

provide a more sensitíve test for stat,e dependent effects by statistically

that portion of withÍn group variation resül-Ëing fron differences
in imedÍate recal-l- fro'n the del-ayed recall data. Símilarly, the use

removing

of the analysÍs of variance

and covariance

of acquisition state on delayed recall

to determine the effects

perfofmance seems equally val-id

since Ëhe composite groups used to determíne the infl-uence of thís

varÍable (i.e., groups

D-D and

D-s, and groups s-s and s-D) were found

not to be sígnifÍcantly dÍfferent on measures of immediate

reca11.

Unfortunately, this was not found to be the case for Ëhe between group

factor of recal-l

sÈate because the composíte groups used

effect on delayed recall
the'fr¡rmediate

recall

performance \¡rere

measures

(Í.e.,

to evaluate Íts

significantly different

on

groups D-D and s-D, and groups D-s

and S-S).

2For the alternaËe for,m
method
these patterns

of varlance

of state

change

of delayed recaIl

assessnent,

effects were found by both the analyses

and covariance. For the

test-retest method, however,

on1-y

the analysís of covarÍance yÍelded evÍdence of sLate change effects

on

recal-l of lnformation from the al-cohoLlsm, while both nethods of analysis
agreed on a lack

of

such

effects for the control fÍL¡n. Apparently,

the adjustments made by Ëhe analysis of covaríance for differences in

L34

in¡oediate

recall on the delayed recall_ data from the alcoholÍsm fi1_m,

as measured by the test-retest, procedure, resulted

in findíngs of

a

state change effect which had been masked by these existing dÍfferences
as demonstrated by a lack of sÍgnificant state change effects yielded
by the anaLysis of variance of the unadjusted scores (see Table 3.6).
1
-The
Ss üIere required

to reproduce their original eval-uations by

se]-ecting the rating which they had given on the prevíous day. since
the questions to be rat,ed and the response choíces provided (.1 to 5)

identical to those enpl-oyed on the previous day, the ssr task
was essentially Ëo choose the appropriate response out of 5 possibflities,
were

to a recognitÍon rather than a recall type of memory task.
GÍven previous fíndings about the resilÍency of recognÍËion tasks to
state change effects (e.g., Goodwin et al. , Lg6g), the present findings
whÍch amounts

are parËicularly ínterestíng since retrieval aids Ín Èhe form of the
questíonnaÍres provided on the second day were plentÍful

'Imediate recall- (or recognitÍon) of
these evaluations !Ías noË
assessed. Like Goodwin et al. rs (1969) word association test, the
/!

superiorÍty of

Èhe same

state groups over the changed sËate groups on

the later measures of recall possibly níght have resul_ted from
combinat,íon of other drug effects during their generatíon or recall_
attempts rather than state dependent learnÍng as proposed by overton

(L974).

However, since differences

in eíther acquisition state or recall
state r¡lere found to have had no signÍfi.cant effect on recall performance,
this posslbÍLÍty seems remote.

::::;.;j:::;:'1-: ._:t:.i
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Appendix

A

PERSONAI. DATA SHEET

(please print)
Name:

(1ast
Address

of

(usual firsÈ

name)

name)

PresenÈ Residence:

Phone:

Faculty Enrollment:

Year Level:

Age:

years.

Marital Status:

Weight:

lbs.

Ileight:

1.

Do you have any

fr.

l_n.

physÍcal disabilitÍes or medical problems r¡hich rníght be
of the amounts of alcohol Ëo be used

adverseley affected by the ÍngestÍon

in this

sÈudv?

Yes

No

If yes, please specify

2.

Do you

presently use any perscription or other drugs?

Yes

No

rf yes, please specify the type of drug(s),

consumption.

(Please note: your ans!üers
conffdentÍa1) .

and the amount and frequency of

to questions 1 and 2 will be consldered strictly

3. In the unlikelihood of an emeïgency arising from the intoxÍcation procedures to
be used, who shoul-d we contact?

Name:

Address:
Phone:

.: .:.'

t)

.,;

I

:.

'.: :.r-. ,

:

.-.:
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A?PENDIX

A (cont'd)

DRINKING EXPERIENCE IWENTORY

The followÍng questionnaire is to gather information
abouÈ your drinkíng
hablts and experiences. several of the quesÈions
requÍre
rather
specifíc anshrers
which Jzou may find difficult to provid" ir, precíse way.
Although you are to be

accurate in your responses, please provide approxirnate
"
whÍch you are uncertain rather than leavíng litãr ¡r""r.. ansürers to Èhose questions
questíonnaire, please check to see that yo; have ansr^reredon completÍng Ëhe
each question.
Please

Note: a1l j.nformation gÍven by you in this questionnaire rrÍl_l be
treated as stríctly confídentÍal and will be avail_able to no
one other than research staff.

:: : t::,::
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APPENDIX

A (contld)

SecÈion

1.

A

The following quesËion asks you Èo estimaÈe the average. amounË of alcohol
which you usually consume on any.one occasion. Please rernember thaÈ you
are being asked abouL how much yóu actually drink, and not hor,¡ much you can
drink. (please check / onl-y one ansvrer per quêstion).

a)

of distilled spírits (rye, vodka, gin,
? G fu1l bottle
contains26oz.,aha1fbott1e.ontaiffieddrinkfrorn
On th-e averaFe, how
scoÈch, etc.) ¿o yo,t^uíry.ounces
gene

a bar contains L oz.).
1. I donrt drink dístilled spírits
2. one to three ounces

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
b)

i
c)

How

LI'
2

J
4

sixÈeen Ëo eighteen ounces
more than eighteen ounces (specify i/)

5
6
7

of beer do you generally drink on any

I donrt drink beer
to two boËtles
three to four bottles
five to síx bottles
seven to eight bottl_es
nine to ten bottl-es
eleven to twelve bottles
more than twel-ve bottles (specify

0

I

one

2

3
4
5
6

/l)

On thç avera$e, how many ounces of wine do you generally drink on any one
occasion? (full- boËtle conÈaÍns about 25 ounces, a half bottLelèõntaÇsabout 12 ounces, and an average size wi-ne gl-ass contains about 4 ounces).
1. I don't drink wíne
0
2. one Ëo ten ounces
1

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
2.

0

four to six ounces
seven to nine ounces
ten to twelve ounces
thirteen to fÍfteen ounces

On the average, how many bottles
one occasion?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.

Score

eleven to Èhrenty ounces

thÍrty ounces
thirty-one to forty ounces
forty-one to fifty ounces
fifty-one to sixty ounces
more than síxty ounces (specífy

2

tr,,7enÈy-one Ëo

J
4
5
6

/i)

7

often do you drlnk:

a) DistíIled Spirits?
1. never
2. on1-y once or twice a year
3. l.ess than once a month
4. abouÈ once a monüh
5. more Èhan once a month but not weekly
6. about once a week
7. more Ëhan once a week but not daÍly
8. every day

0
1
2

3
4
5
6
'7
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b)

BoËr1ed Beer?

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
c)

about once a month
more than once a month but. not weeklv
abouÈ once a week
more than once a week but not dailv
every day

0
1
2

3
4
5

6
7

never

0

about once a month
more than once a month but not ureeklv
about once .a r¿eek
more than once a week but noÈ dail-y
every day

3
4

only once or twice a year
less than once a month

l,Ihere do you

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
4.

only once or tríice a year
less than once a month

Wine?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
3.

never

I^Ihen

drÍnk most often?

(please check only one)

your own home?

friendrs home?
prÍvate party?
licensed restaurant?
night club?
bar?

you

drínk, are you usually: (please check only one)

b.
c.

wiÈh spouse or farníly members?
with fríends from work, school, etc.?
with barroom clienteL that yourve met
and know solely through association with

d.

alone?

drinkíng?

I

2

5
6
7

-.. . ::'. : :.: .;

::-:.:.-i,t.t..' _' ..-.,
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A (cont!d)

Section
1.

yourself to have been intoxicated or t'under the
lnfluencefl of alcohol? (if no, go on to Section c)

Have you ever considered
Yes

:
"

B

How ofÈen do you become

never

_,

No

íntoxícated when drinking?

sometimes _,
_,
2. In comparison to most of your drinkÍng friends,
for you to become sfrnílarly intoxicated?

::
r:

much less
much more

usually _,

se1-don

._,

a bít less _,

always

is requíred

how much alcohol

about the same amount

a bit iloÍê _r

3. During Èhese periods of íntoxication, have you ever noÈiced or been informed
by others of a marked change in your behaviour from that which you consider
typicaLly normaL for you?
never _,
4.

seldom

,: sometimes

, usuall.y

always

a) Have you ever had difficulty recal-ling cerÈain -'events, experienced during
these perÍods of intoxication, at later ËÍmes when sober?
never

b)

serdõn

sometímes

Have
-' you ever experienced
-'

drinking occasíons?

never

_,

seldom

_,

_,

usual-ly _:_,

a]-ways

recal-ling these forgot,ten evenÈs durÍng subsequent

sometimes

_,
recallíng

usually

,

always

c) Have you ever exPerienced
Èhese forgotten events at. lat.er times
sober eíther spontaneousl-y or when remÍnded by someone else?
never

_,

sel dom _,

sometimes

never

_-__.,

seldom

sometlmes

when

usually _,
always
_,
5. In ð,ontrast to these dífficultíes in recalling specífic events (4 a b & c),
have you ever experienced blackouts. (compl-ete loss of memory for substanÈial
perlods during a drínking epfsode without having physically passed out) ?
If so, how often?

_,

_,

usually

,

always

6. During drinkíng occasfons,
drinking experiences,
following statemenË.

many people report changes 1n their mood. If,
you have observed this ef f ect, please conr!@e the

Drínking usual-ly tends Èo make me feel:
a. tense, nervous, on edge
b. angry, furíous, ready to fight
c. r¡orthless, hel-pless, unhappy
d. 1-ívely, vigorous, full of pep
e. Èired, fatigued, worn out

(pJ.ease check

only

one)

.

ín

youT
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A (contrd)

Section

C

People generally drÍnk for many different reasons. The following series of
quesËÍons asks you to rqte the relevance or åpÞro riateness of sevgg!_
¡gesqns,
(rshich people typi""ff
1.

Just to be fríendly. neveï

2. feeling pressure, tensir:n.
always

3.

relj-ef from paln.

seldom

,

always

never

never

_,

seldom

seldom

always

_,

feeling lonely. never _,

seldom

7. nothing else beËter to
usually _,
always
6. feeling angry. never

do.

_,

nevef _,
seldom

always

10. not geÈtÍng ahead. never

,

always

11.
12.

sometimes

_,

seldom

,

to reduce inhibítions.

neveÏ

13. to get high or smashed.
always

_,

never

_,

Seldom

seldom

_,

usually _,
usually _,

sometimes

_,

seldom

some.tímes

.

_,

usually

!

sometines

_,

sometimes

_,

usual-ly

,

sometimes
seldom

__r__,

usually _,

_,

sometimes

L4. to increase self-confídence. never _,
seldom _,
usually
, al_ways
15' Èo forget rtm not Ëhe person rrd Like to be. never
_,
sometimes
usuallv
alwavs
L6. to be polite Ín not refusíng. never
, seldom _,
usually _,
always

,

usually

_,

seldom

_,

usually _,

_,

sometimes

_,

to be rinr and part of the crowd. never
usually _,
always
always

,:,,'

_,

sometimes

9. special occasíons, celebraÈions. never
usually _,
always

usually _:

_,

, sometiilês _r

sometímes

seldom

usually _,

_,

somtimes

seldortr

always

always

_,

sometimes

4' just to experience the feeling. never
usually __,
aLways
-,
5. having problems" never
, seldom _,
6.

somtimes

_,

_,

__,

sometimes

_,

_,
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A (cont'd)

Section

D

Yes
1.
2.

,,
"

Do you enjoy

a drink now and then?
Do you feel you arê a normal drinker? (that Lsn drínk no more

than average).
3. Have you ever awakened Ëhe morníng after some drinkíng the
night before and found that you could not remember a tart of

4':1.: 5.
6.
''
,., 7.
-:;
8.
9.
'i
10.
11.
L2.
13.
14.
15.
L6.
L7.
18.
L9.
20.
2L.
22.
23.
24.
25.

the evening?
Do close relatíved ever lùorry or complain.abciut your drinklng?
Can you stop drinking without a struggl-e afÈer one or two drinks?
Do you ever feel guilty about your drinking?
Do friends or relatlves thínk you are a normal drinker?
Are you always able to stop drinking when you wanË to?
Have you ever atËended a meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
because of your drínking?
Have you gotten ínto physical fíghts when drínking?
Has drinking ever created probJ-ems between you and your wífe,
I

husband, parenË, or near relati.ve?
IIas your wife, husband, or other fauríLy members ever gone to
anyone for help about your drinking?
Have you ever lost fríendshíps because of your drinking?
Have you ever gotten into trouble aÈ work because of drinking?
Have you ever lost a job because of drinking?
Have you ever neglected your obligations, your family, or your
work for 2 or more days in a rord because you rrrere drinking?
Do you ever drink ín the morning?

felt ,the need to cut down on your drinking?
Have there been Ëimes in your adul-t life when you have found it
Have you ever

necessary Ëo completely avoid alcohol?
Have you ever been told you have liver trouble? cfrrhosÍs?
Have you ever had delírfum tremens (DTts) ?
Have you ever had severe shaking, heard voices, or seen things
that werenft there after heavy drínking?
Have you eveï gone to anyone for help abouË your drÍnking?
Have you ever been in a hospftal because of drinking?
Have you ever been told by a docËor to stop drinkíng?

No

L52

Yes
26,

Have you ever been

31.
32.
33.
34.

A. Parents
B. Brothers or sisters
C. Husband or wÍfe
D. Children

a paÈient in a psychiatric hospital or on a
psychiatric ward of a general hospital?
27. l.Ias drínking part of the problem that resulted in that
hospitali zatíon?
28. Have you ever been a patÍent at a psychiatric or mental health
clinÍc or gone to any doctor, social worker, or clergyman for
help with any emotional probl-ern?
29. Have you ever been arresËed, evén for a few hours, because
of drunken behavior (not dríving) ? How many times?
30. Have you ever been arrested, even for a few hours, because
of driving while íntoxicated? How many tímes?
31. - 34. Have any of the following relatlves ever had problems with aLcohol?

No
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Physician Consent

TO:

Dr.

FROM:

RoberÈ Goul,et,
DeparÈmenË of Psychology,
Universitv of ManiËoba.

Form

This memo Ís to inform you that your patíent,
has volunteered to particfpate Ín a research project which will ínvolve his
consumptÍon of moderat,e quantftíes of alcohol (from 5 to 8 ounces of vodka,
depending on body weight, spaced over a one hour period) on túro, consecut,íve
days. This investigation will- be conducted at the Duf.f Roblin Buíl-ding, University
of Manítoba' by myself and a registered nurse with the Victoria General Hospital,
Emergency Unit' to be utilÍzed should any medical emergency arise during the course
of this sÈudy. Because of our concerrl for the safeËy of our subjects, rre are
requiring written permíssion from the farnily physician of all- volunteers
If you have no reservations, based on hÍs medical history and current state of
health, please complete the fol-l-owÍng consent form.

r,

, declare that

rny

patient,

is in

.::.1
'- I

medícaL probJ-ems

or is currently

good physical healÈh, and has no
undergoing any medícal Èreatment which rnight be

adversely affecËed by the eonsumptÍon of the quantities of alcohol to be used ín

this

experÍment

Sígnature
Date

Ihank you

for your cooperatíon.
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SUBJECT CONSENT FORM

(please read carefully)
Name

Date

r,

, understand that the research for which
requires a tj-me cornmítment of two to Èhree hours per day for two
consecutíve days and may involve the consumption of noderate amounts of
al-cohol
(approxÍmately five to eÍght ounces of vodka míxed wiËh equivarent
amounËs of orange
juÍce over a one hour period) durÍng the course of this experiment.
As a subject in this study, r agree to fulfill the following requirements:
r

am vol-unteering

1; to obtain ïrritten permíssíon from my family physicían to participate ín
this experiment as verífication that r do not have any medical problems

and am not undergoing any medical treatment which may be adversàly affected
by consuming moderate quantítíes of alcohol. (This consent
form is to be
completed by your physician).

2' to abstaÍn from all alcohol consumption and other drug use (tobacco and coff,ee
' are permÍssÍble), excePÈ that admínisÈered during
Ëhe experimenÈ , ¡or a
períod beginnÍng ËrdenËy-four hours prior to the first day and ending
wíth the
completion of procedures on the secãnd day.
3'

Èo

eat a líght meal no Less than

tero hours

prfor to

each

of the tu¡o sessions.

4' to

remain after each dayts session, if alcohol has been consumed, and to
accept escorted transportation Ëo place of residence.
(subiects residíng on campus r¿i1l Ëe escorted back by research staff.
subjecÈs residíng off campus are to arrange to be pittea up following each
session if possible; if not, transportatiãn will bã provided tor theã).

5' to carry out all ínstructions gÍven to me during the course of this experimenÈ.
r understand Èhat r rnay withdra¡¿ from the study at any tÍme. All of my questions
concerníng the procedures and purposes of this experiment h".r. been answ"r.d
t" ,y
saÈisfaction.

SÍgnature
lüitness
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B

Drinking Experience Inventory (n =
A.

Surnmary

Table

of

Means & Standard DeviatÍons
Variables (L2 scales) .

Variable

Code

FR

Frequency

QT

Quantity/Consumptíon

of

Consumption

38)

for all

ContÍnuous

Possible Total Mean Score

SÈandard Deviation

21,

L0.97

3.50

2L

5.82

2.35

L47

25.63

L4.T9

13

3.24

1.90

33

3.03

2.66

5

2.79

0. 91

ALcohol

5

2.95

1

Change Frequency

5

2.4s

1.06

/11

5

2.O8

0.78

bependenr //2

5

r.37

0.7L

SD3 Stare Dependent /13

5

2.37

1.15

BLO Blackout Frequeney

5

1.13

0.41

Q-F Quantíty-Frequency Index
ïMM Inrnature Drinkíng MoÈives
SAAST Alcoholism Test

TOX

Frequency

of Intoxication

TOL Tolerance to
BCH Behavior
SDI

SÈate Dependent

SD2 State

.08
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uency
I,trith

of

B (contrd)

for all CategorÍcal Varíables (3 scales

Res

you ÈypÍcally drínk?

l^I?rom do

Frequency

a)

spounse

or famfly

members

3%

b) fríends from r¡ork, school, etc.
c) barroom clientel knor¡n solely through drtnking
d) alone

2,

trJtrere do you

typícally

977.
0"Á
0"/"

drínk?
Frequency

a)

oqm home

b) friend's

home

L3"Á

337.

d) licensed restaurant
f)

(%)

r67"

c) private party
e) night

(%)

3"Á

cJ_ub

5"/"

bar

3. Drinking usually tends to

301l

make me

feel:
Frequency

a) t,ense, nervous, on edge

.

b) angry, furious, ready to fight
c) worthless, helpless, unhappy
d) lívely, vigorous, ful1- of
e) tíred, fatigued, worn out

pep

3i¿
0"Á

o1¿

96"Á

LTZ

(%)
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C

Fil-m Rating Sheet

On the basis of the film you have just seen, please answer the followíng
questíons. Circl-e only one of the fÍve possible answers Ëo each of the questions.

1.

How

difficult

not at all
difficul-t

2.

How

was

it for you to

keep your

attention from wandering during the film?

moderately
difficulr

interesting dld you find the subject naÈter of the film?

not at all

interesting

moderaÈely
Ínterestíng

3. How'realistic did you fÍnd the plot, íÈs characters
not at all-

realístíc

\

highly

difficulr

moderatel-y
realistic

4. Overall, did the fíl-m have a pl-easant or unpl-easant
1

3

highly
unpleasant

highly
inÈeresting
and the way they were presented?

highly
realíst,ic
emot,ional impacÈ on you?
5

neither unpleasant,
nor pleasant

highly
pleasant

5. If tested at this moment, how many of the specífic events and sltuations
in the film do you suppose you could recall?
1

one

of

3

depicted

5

about half
them

of

them

al-l of

thern

r ".:

:

:ì.i::,:

:_a1 l- :'1..ì:,

:...fiì,

.

],,'la,'¡l:,1:..:,:,1

,:::i.;::i::1:::.:i::-!.ì::;r::t;::::::.aj:::
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Mean Rating Scores on

D

Film Dimensíons for tþe

Alcoholisn Film, ConËrol Fillq //1, and Control Filrn
Alcoholisn Fihn

Control Filn¡ /il

Control- Film

/12

Film DimensÍons

1.

Realism

4.6

4.O

4.4

2. Intereét Val-ue

3.6

3.2

3.8

3. AÈtention Holding

L.4

2.0

L.2

4. Emotional

2.8

3.2

3.8

3.4

3.6

3.4

Impact

5. Recall
ComparÍsons

of

Mean

Rating Scores on Film Dimensions

Between the Alcoholism Film and

control Film //1, and Between

the Alcoholisrn Film alrd control FiLn llz (correlated t-Ëest,s
Aleoholism FÍlm vs.
ConËrol Filn /11

Film Dime4sions

1.

Realism

2. InËerest
3. AttentÍon

Value

Ë score

probability

3.2r

.02. p < .05

r.64

.10. p <

.2O

Alcoholism Film vs.

Control ElLm ll2

t

score
0. 34

p>.20

-0.34

p>.20
p>.20

18

p>,20

0.53

4. Emotíonal Impact

-1.00

p>.20

-2.23

5. Recall

-0.41

P>.20

0.00

Holding

-1.

probabilitv

.05 < p < .l-0

p>.20

:,r;

t.

.,::

; !:..4.:.1::

i::
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APPENDIX E

Alcoholísm Filru Questionnaire, Form
1.
2.

A1

Ëitle of the film is "
of Silence.I'
The main characters in the film are a young, married couple whose names are
The

Joe

and

of the

is

at various times during the film
tt

3.

The name
ttHerel s

4.

llhen the young couple is shor,rn aÈ a party before their marriage, the narrator
states thaÈ approximately
percent of all al-cohol_ics are under
30 years old.

5.

AË

theme song which

sung

as

a later time, after their marralge, the narrator tells us thaË soon they
never Lrent anJz[lthere without taking along something tô drink. Joe asks his
wife where the
ts.

6. Joe and hís wffe are at a nightclub. Joe goes over to the bar and asks
Èhe
if thaÈ drínk is for them, drinks it and orders another
to be brought to their tabl-e.

, :r :t ..tj

at the nightclub, the narrator tells

I^lhen

8.

At the níghtclub, Joe meets an attractive readhead,
After chattíng a bit at her table, they sÈarÈ to

9.

During the scene where Joers wife tells him to pack and get out, at first
she tells him that she wenË to see a

10.
'::::...:::-:l

Joe is flirtíng wÍth another
us that he now suffers from

7.

trùhen

ít

r¡roman

who

is an old

acquainÈance.

his wife tells hÍm her plan to dívorce hím, Joe ÈhÍnks at first
lost his

was because he

thaË

'.

'l':'-:,1
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1.

The

2"

After the first
ttl^fhat

film begins
office.

wiEh

a school

Èeacher

A2

talking ro a

]-n an

fer¿ scenes, the narrator of the filn begins by asking
tt
are these people tryÍng to
.

us

3. After Joe and his wÍfe have räturned home from a party, lhe narraËor têlls
us that ft ls esÈimated that for every alcoholic,
other lives
are also affected.
4. In talkirig about the period before they were married, Joets wife tells us
that it never occurred to her that
people coul-d be alcoholics.
5. Just after their marriage, Job and his r¡ife are seen standing on a
drfnking martinís. Joers wife menËions that they got inro the habit of
having a drink before dlnner.
6.

One Saturday morning

7.

I{hen Joe is causíng a scene at Ëhe nightclub,
to go horne. Joe slaps her and Ëhrows his

the kítchen having

after a party, Joe, who ís very
for breakfasÈ.

front of her.

hung

over, is seen ín

hís ¡¡ife Íntervenes and demands
on the fl-oor ín

8.

After the incident at

9.

After teIlíng Joe to get out, his wÍfe tells us that she final_J_y realized
that, by
Joe, she had also become part of the problem.

10.

ThÍs

film

the nightclub, Joers r¡'ife picks him up

was produced by Durham ProductÍons,
u. s.A.

at

the

Inc., in the state of
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l.
2.

title of filn is "Hers Not the
Kínd. "
At the beginning of the film, we see a young man sitËing ín a wheelchaÍr in
the níddle of a
, wavÍng and shouting to the jet as Ít leaves
The

the ground.

to work ín the morníng, after leaving his aparÈmenÈ block, he
travel-s along the sÍdewalk, crosses a busy street at, a crosswalk and thên
crosses some
before reaching hÍs destlnation.

3.

As Brian goes

4.

During. lunch tlme
about his

5.

Brfan concludes hís story about hís childhood by telling us Èhat his greatest
wish is that hís
realize that he Ís happy and on his own.

6.

Brían and hís father are shown on the dock of a l-ake near the family home.
Aftêr 1-ifting Brian lnto their motorboat, hís father positíons hirn at the
of the boat.

7.

Between events
the crowd.

8.

After the rodeo, Brian is siËtÍng in his wheelchair in the front yard of
faurily home. His father walks ínto Ëhe yard wearing a

o

Toward Ëhe end

at work, BrÍan is in the cafeËeria talking to a young man

at the rodeo, two clov¡ns in

a

of the fílm, Brian and his father
tractor which ís parked at the side of a

entertain

are shown approaching

10. After BrÍan Ís comfortably seated on the tractor, his father places
on a rüagon attached to the back of the tractor.

the

a

the

L62
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C2

1. Brian is shown Ín his aPartment sitting in his ¡¡heelchair, near the
of Èhe fÍlrn. He turns on the
with an extension rod, which
him to teach the switches.
2. Insíde the buíl-díng
l.tto
"
3. Brian works at Good

where he works, Brían

4. After he leaves work,

is

shown

beginning
aLlows

at an oifice desk ta1king

Enterprises, whích employs the handicapped.

Èhe next scene shows Bfian dressed
wearÍng a cowboy hat, beÍng helped on to a

in a bl-ue suiÈ and

5. Just after Brfan artíves at the faurily home, he is shot¿n together with his
parents, brothers and sÍsters outsÍde the house. Hís father Ls shor.m cutting
upa

6.

As Brian describes his childhood, and we are shown a scene from the past where
two kids are bullding a sno!ùman, he tel-ls us that he has been Ín a wheelchaír
since he was
years old.

7. After the scene at the lake, Brian travels by car Ínto a nearby Ëown. Once
there, he is shown enjoying hirnself at a
, as he rsatches two
men

playing a

g¿me.

8. Brian and his father are having breakfast together out in the yard. Brian
tells his father than he canrÈ get excited anJrmore. Hís father interrupts
and reminds him abouÈ his experÍence ruith the
9.

,

.'

..,

his father hetrps Brian get on the seat of the tractor, they have
dífficulty líftíng hÍs legs over the

trlhen

distance.

gets smaller and smaller in the

him
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APPENDIX F

Judgment Rating Scales

The following series of questions asks you to rate your ansvrers on a 5 point
gcale. Poínts 1, 3 & 5 have been defined for you. Points 2 & 4 have beenGlóãT-upplied
fn case your anslÂrers fa1l between the defined points. Please circle only one point
for each question. If you have not been given alcohol, st,art with Question ä3.

1.

How

intoxicated do you feel at this

at all
intoxicated

moment?

moderately
j-ntoxícated

noË

highly

inËoxicated

2. In

comparison Ëo your pasË drinking experfences, are you presently
more Lntoxícated or less íntoxicated than you usual-ly get on a1
average drinking occaslon?

much less
intoxicated

3.

r

How

about Ëhe

difficul-t

not at all

'.4:

How

iÈ for you to

intoxicat,ed

keep your aÈt,enÈion from wanderíng

moderarely
diffÍeul-t

diffÍcult
4.

was

during thís fíl-m?

itz45
i
I

much more

same

highly

diffieutr

ínteresting díd you fÍnd the srory of the

fil_m?

-.:.-

,::):::.
" ''.

not at all
' interesting

5.

moderat,ely
ínteresting

highly
interesting

diff icult was 1t for you to foll-or¡ and understand the p1-ot of
the filrn?

How

not at, all

difficult

6. Dld the fllm

moderately
dífffcul_r
have a pl-easant

or unpleasant

híghly

dífficulr
emoÈÍona1 impact, on you?

L2345
highly
unpleasant

nefther pfeasanr
nor unpleasant

highly

pleãsant

